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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

FOURTH AND

F~AL

REPORT OF THE

COMMISSIONERS.
To His Excellency, the Right Honorable SIR ISAAC ALFRED ISAACS, a Member of His
Majesty's Most Hono'rable Pr,ivy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor-General and
Commander in Chief in andover the Commonwealth of Atostralia,

MAY

IT

PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

We, the Commissioners appointed by Royal Letters Patent, dated 6th October, 1932" To inquire into and report upon the simplification and standardization of the
taxation laws of the Commonwealth and of the States in so far as they relate to
substantially the same subjeet-matters of taxation, as, for instance, income tax, land
tax, and death duties; and, in particular, to make recommendations for the purpose
of obtaining uniformity in legislative provisions, including provisions relating to
procedure and forms of retm'ns,"
have the honour to submit our fourth and final Report which deals with the simplification and
standardization of the taxation laws of the Commonwealth and of the States in so far as they
relate to Death Duties and Land Tax. Where' it appears advisable to do so we submit
recommendations designed to produce a greater measure of uniformity in the law and practice,

DEATH DUTIES.
SECTION LIII.
THE IMPOSITION OF DEATH DUTIES BY THE COMMONWEALTH AND EACH STATE
AND A SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO BRING THE LEGISLATION
INTO CLOSER AGREEMENT,
1035, Every Australian State imposed Duties upon the estates of deceased persons many
years before it imposed taxes upon diyidends or income. The following table shows the year
in which all these taxes were first imposed ;neath Duti••.

New South Wales
Tasmania
Victoria
South Australia
Queenshmd . ,
Western Australia
Commonwealth

1865
1865
1870
1876
1886
1895
1914

Dividend Duty.

1880
1897
1899

Income Tax.

1895
1902
1895
1884
1902
1907
1915

1036, Amendments made in some of the State Acts have varied the original scheme of
the legislation and the incidence of the Duty. The increasing financial requirements of all the
Governments have also brought about a general increase in rates.
1037, Legislation relating to Death Duties does not affect the general taxpayer to the
same extent as that 1'elating to Income Tax. 'rIte statisti(;s contained in the Official Year-Book
of the Commonwealth of. Australia for 1933 show that there were in 1931 approximately 47,000
deaths of adult persons, and that the number of Probates and Letters of Administration granted
during the same period was 18,000, It would appear, therefore, that about 40 per cent, of the
adults who died during the year were possessed of sufficient property to necessitate the takmg
out of Probate or Letters of Administration. It should be noted, however, that an estate having
assets in more than one State would be included in the statistics of each State where the assets
were situate. Approximately 8,000 of the estates subject to State Duty were also subject to
Commonwealth Estate Duty. The disparity between the Commonwealth and State figures is
due to the fact that the Commonwealth allows a larger exemption than any of the States. For
the purposes of comparison we may state that during the like period approximately 336,000
taxpayers were subject to Commonwealth Income Tax and that the number subject to State
Income rrax would be larger.
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1038. The following table shows the amount of Death Duties collected by each Government;
during the year ended the 30th June, 1933 ;--

£
Commonwealth
New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Tasmania

£
1,126,996

1,639,979
1,164,200

452,872
299,826
91,995
117,387

- - - - - 3,766,259
Grand Total

4,893,255

1039. Soon after the enactment of the Commonwealth Estate Duty Act it was
recognized by the respective Governments that it was desirable that steps should be taken to
bring the relevant Acts of the CommonwealtH and States into agreement as far as that is possible.
The subject was considered at some of the Conferences between Ministers or officials which met
to consider proposals for the simplification of Income Tax which arc referred to in Section XVI.
It appears to have been first discussed at a Conference of Premiers held dUTing December, 1916,
when it was resolved that the Commonwea.lth Government and the Governments of the several
States should direct thei, leading taxation officers to prepare a uniform scheme for Probate
Duty. In accordance withthat Resolution the matter was referred to a Conference of 'J:'axation
Officers which met during March, 1917, ftnd was considered by a sub-committ(je consisting of
oi-ficers administering Probate and Succession Dllties.~(,he report of the sub-committee states
that the members~" have given the fullest consideration to the Resolution of the COllferenee of Premiers,
and, after mature deliberation, have prepared a common form of Assets and Liabilities
for use throughout the Commol1\vealth and States, the adoption of which will
necessitate legislation.

They have also adopted the following Resolutions :-(1) That this Committee is of opinion that the institution of a uniform scheme
of Probate and Succession Duties would not be of any benefit to the
Commonwealth, tIle States, or the taxpayers, sufficient to justify the
alteration in existing conditions which such a scheme would necessitate.
(:Mr. Douglas (for Commonwealth) dissenting.)
(2) That this Committee is of opinion that a considerable saving of expense
and trouble, both to the person taxed and the taxing authority, would
be effected if arrangements were made whereby duties payable under
the Commonwealth Estate Duties Act were assessed and collected for
the Commonwealth by the respective States.
(Mr. Douglas (for Commonwealth) dissenting.)
which they submit with tbe Common Form for the consideration of the Conference."
1040. A statement which accompanied the report set out the reasons which induced the
sub-committee to submit the first of these Resolutions. These may be summarized as under :(1) The laws relating to Probate and Succession Duties have been in existence for a
much longer time than those relating to Income Tax and are less amenable
to amendment. There is a special practice surrounding each of them, each
State having a staff of skiJled and experienced officers who have been
accustomed for many years to work on the lines of their particular Act.
(2) Returns relatin~ to Probate and Succession Duties are required only upon the
death of a taxpayer and not annually as in the case of Land and Income Tax.
Therefore "however essential and advisable it is from a taxpayer's
point of view that the annual returns for Land and Tncome Tax should be
simplified and reduced to uniformity, it is not in any way essential that the
same principles should be applied to Probate and Succession Duties."
(3) The machinery for the collection of the Duties was working smoothly and well,
as far as the requirements of each State were concerned, and it should not be
disturbed.
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1041. We have not been able to ascertain whether the subject of Death Duties wal;
considered at any of the Conferences held between 1917 and 1924. In the latter year one aspect
of the subject was discussed at a Premiers' Conferen0e, namely, the means which might be taken
to obviate double Death Duty upon shares in companies. This was referred to a Committee of
State Taxation Officials. A further Conference of Taxation Officials, held during 1928, discussed
means to be adopted to obviate double taxation generally. The Resolutions of both conferences
are referred to in that part of our Report relating to Double Taxation.

SECTION L1V.
CO~1}IONWEALTH

AND STATE LEGISLATION RELATING TO DEATH DUTIES AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR ITS SIMPLIFICATION AND STANDARD IZA'PION.

1042. The expression" Death Duties" is nowgen~rally used as the most compendious
term for describing the taxation levied on the estates of deceased persons, Or on persons to whom
benefits acrue by the death of other persons. It embraces Estate Duty, Probate Duty and
Succession Duty, n.11 of which haye one point in common-that they are levied in respect of the
transmission or· devolution of property on death. In this Report we shall therefore use the
term to include any of the Duties levied by the Commonwealth or the States, however they may
be described in their respective Acts.
1043. Australian legislation relating to Death Duties has invariably followed English
precedent. But as we have shown in paragraph 1035 the adoption of Death Duties by the
Australian Governments covered a period of nearly 50 years. During that period amendments
were made in Some of the Act$ of the States, and very material amendments were made in
English legislation. A summary of these will be of interest.
1044. Prior to 1894 the Death Duties in force in England were as follows :(a) Prohate Duty-A stamp duty levied. on all personal property within the

jurisdiction of the Pl'oba.te Court, and hence on all estate and effects in respect
of which the personal representatives of the d,eceasedderived title from the
grant of Probate of the will or Letters of Administration. It 11as been
concisely described as the price of obtaining Probate.
(b) Acconnt Duty, also a stamp duty, charged on certain gifts and settlement.
(0) Legacy Duty, on personal property devolving under a will or on intestacy.
(d) Suceession Duty, on successions to real or personal property, (jxcept personalty
liable to Legacy Duty.
1045. The Finance Act 1894 completely altered this method of imposing Duties. It.
substituted an Estate Duty which took the place of Probate Duty and Account Duty, and altered
the incidenee of Succession Duty in some respects. It did not affect Legacy Duty, but where
property is chargeable with Estate Duty neither Legacy Duty nor Succession Duty is payable.
1046. Estate Duty, though a substitute for Probate Duty, is much more far-reaching
in its operation; for while Probate Duty only affects personal estate passing under a will or
intestacy, Estate Duty is payable on every description of either real or personal property within
the jurisdiction which " passes " on a death, without regard to its ultimate disposition.
It is also leviable on personal property situate abroad, where the deceased was domiciled in the
United Kingdom. The test of liability to Duty depends upon whether the property" passes"
or can be deemed to" pass" on death, the l?uty being leviable not by reason of some person
succeeding to the property on the death but on account of a change of possession consequent
upon the termination of an interest by reason of the death.
1047. Property passing on the death of the deceased embraces all property of which be was
competent to dispose at his death and some property over which he had no power of disposition.
This latter category principally comprises settled property in which the deceased or any other
person had a limited interest ceasing at the death of the deceased, and the Duty is aimed not at
that limited interest but at the property out of which it was carved, and the quantum of property
taxable depends on the extent to which a benefit accrues by the ceSE.er of such limited interest.
Gifts made within a certain period prior to death anq. not sl)ecifically exempted are included as
part of the estate.
1048. For the purpose of ascertaining the rate of the Duty on each part of the property,
the values of the different parts are aggregated. Unless the will otherwise directs, the Duty is
payable by the persons to whom the particular property eventually goes, but the legal personal
representative is responsible for its payment.
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1049. An examination of the Acts of the Australian Governments shows that, while the
Acts of the States were based on English legislation in force prior to 1894, the Act of the
Commonwealth is based on English legislation enacted subsequent to that date. It may be
said, therefore, that the Acts of the States are as a whole based on principles which differ from
those adopted by the Commonwealth, and, although some of the States have modified their
original Acts and have adopted some of the principles of Estate Duty, upon which the
Commonwealth Aet is based, noneofthem has entirely adopted those principles and some have
retained, with little change, the provisions of their original legislation. An appreciation of
these conditions ·will explain the reaSOns for some of the more important diffeHHlces between
the Death Duty legislation of the Commonwealth and of the States to which we shall subsequently
refer.

1050. While there is a general recognition of the desil'ability of simplifying. and
standardizing legislation relating to Income Tax, less interest is taken in the application of these
principles to legislation relating to Death Duties, TheTe are several reasons f6r this, which may
be summarized as follows.(1) Returns are not required annually, but only upon the death of a taxpayer.
(2) Returns are usually made by solicitors who are conversant with the requirements
of the Acts and the Departments.
(3) The number of estates which have assets in more than one State is comparatively
small.
(4) The inducement towards uniformity which operates in regard to Income Tax,
because Commonwealth and State taxes are prineipally assessed and collected
by the same Department, is lacking in regard to Death Duties which are
assessed and collected by separate Departments in each State.
(5) Finally, the Jaws reiating to the imposition of Death Duties are interwoven with
other statutes which affect the title to and the transmission of property
generally, and therefore it is more difficult. to. amend such legislation than
it is to. amend legislatioll relating to income taxation.

1051. Standardization of the legislation relating to Death Duties to the same extent as in
regard to Income Tax is not practicable, nor is it essential.. Agreement in regal'd to the following
matters would remove most of the legitimate grievances of the taxpayer :._(l) The type of the Duty.
(2) What is to be included in the dutiable estate.
(3) Uniform methods of valuation.
(4) The pl'evention of double taxation by the States.
If, in addition to the foregoing, all Governments would agree to insert in their Acts
provisions for the economical administration of small estates (including under this heading assets
of small value situate in another State), a material benefit WOUld be conferred upon those
interested in such estates.

SECTION LV.
THE TYPES OF DUTY IMPOSED BY THE COMMONWEALTH AND STATES.
1052. The Acts relating to Death Duties in force in Australia at the date of this Report
are as under :Commonwealth.-The Estate Duty Assessnwnt Act 1914-1928.
New So'uth Wales-The Stamp Duties Act 1920-1931.
Vtaoria-The Adrnim:stration and Probate Act 1928.
Q·ueenslancl--The Succession and Probate Duties Acts 1892-1930.
South Australia.-The Succession Duties Act 19Z9.
Western Australia-The Administration Act 1903.
Tasmania-The Deceased Persons Estates Duties Act 1931.
1053. The Commonwealth Estate Duty Assessment Act is based on the English Estate
Duty Act of 1894 as subsequently amended. Duty is leviable in respect of property, both real
and personal, which passes, or is under the Act deemed to have passed, on the death of the
deceased. Where the deceased was domiciled in Australia at the date of his death his personal
property, wherever situate, is subj~ct t~ Duty. Wh~re the dec~ased was. domiciled out of.
Australia at that date, Estate Duty IS levlable on all hlS property ill Australia, whether real or
personal.
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1054. The Acts of New South Wales and Tasmania are based upon the same general
principles as is the Commonwealth Act, in that where the deceased was domiciled in the State
in question his estate indudes personal propertiy, wherever situate, as \vell as <111 his property
situate in the State, and where he ,vas domiciled out of the State his estate comprises all his
property in the State.
1055. In Victoria and Western Australia a Probate Duty is levied upon all estate and
effects in respect of which the personal representative of the deceased derives title from the
Grant of Probate or Letters. of Administration, and a cOlTe,;poncling Duty is levied on settlements
of property in the State, made by the deceased, containing dispositions to take effect after his
death. Western Australia, however, is not entirely consistent, because it imposes Duty on
settlements of personal property situate out of the State.
1056. Queensland imposes a Probate Duty at a flat rate of 1 per cent. on personalty in
respect of which the personal representative derives title from the grant of representation. It
also imposes a Succession Duty on property passing on the death; This is levied at the time
the succession takes place on its value as then ascertained.
1057. South Australia imposes only a Succession Duty. This is levied upon the value
of the succession as at the date of death. In certain cireumstances subsequent adjustments
are made when the succession takes place.
1058. rrhese various types of Duty may be divided into three classes--(1) Probate Duty, based on property passing under the grant of representation.
This is in force in Victoria, Queensland (as to personal property only), and
Western Australia.
(2) Suc.cession Duty, leviable On property which a person takes by succession on
the death. This is in force in Queensland and SOlj.th Australia.
(3) Estate Duty, which is a more modern type of Duty. This combines some of
the principles of both Probate and Succession Duty. It is in force in the
Commonwealth, New South Wales and Tasmania.
1059. For the purposes of comparison these systems may be reduced to Lwo, ror from
the point of view that we are now considering, Probate and Estate Duty possess many features
in common. The first comparison may, therefore, be made between either a Probate or an
Estate Duty on the one hand, and a Su.ccession Duty on the other.

1060. A Probate or an Estate Duty is leviable on the whole of the dutiable state at or about
the time when the grant of representation is made. The whole Duty is levied at once and the
assessment is final. It is levied at a time when there is naturally a disruption in the affairs of
the estate, and when it is frequently necessary, quite apart from the obligation of pa}rlng Duty,
to realize assets or alter the character of the investments of the deceased. The whole estate is
in the hands of the personal representative, to whom alone the Depart nent has to look for
payment of Duty, and with whom alone it has to deal in case or any difficulties arising in regard
to the assets to be taxed or their valuation. The rate of Duty is determined by reference to
the aggregate value of the estate, and consequently it is unnece sary in general to value life.
interests and remainders as separate assets. It is necessary to consider the separate values of
the interests of individual beneficiaries only when some of them are entitled to a concessional
rate of Duty because of their relationship to the deceased, while others are not so entitled. Where
as is frequently the case, all beneficiaries are entitled to the same rate concession, it is unnecessary
to consider their individual interests at all.
1061. In comparing the systems described in the preceding paragraph with the Succession
Duty, it is necessary to point out that neither Queensland nor South Australia imposes a
Succession Duty which is exactly true to type. The essential feature of a Succession Duty is
that it is levied on the benefit passing to one person by reason of the death of another·, at or abollt

the time when the succession takes place, and the rate of Duty is based on the value of the
succession as then ascertained. While in Queensland the value of the SUf',C€8sion is determined
at the time it takes place, the rate applicable is based on the whole estate of the predecessor
and not upon the value of the succession. From this point of view the Queensland Duty is therefore
a disguised Estate Duty. In South Aust.ralia, while the rate of Duty applicable to the
succession is based on the value of the succession itself, the whole Duty is payable as at the death
of the predecessor. Where the succession takes place immediately this is immaterial, but where
the succession is postponed, as, for instance, where property is left to one person for life with
remainder to another, it is always necessary to value the life interest and the remainder
separately. The value of these successions is determined by actuarial calculations based on
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assumptions which, though no doubt correct in the case of a group, may be very inaccurate in
the case of an individual. \Then the succession is both postponed and contingent, Duty is;
charged on the highest scale applicable on any possible vesting of the interest. This may involve'
re-calculations and adjustments many years after the death of the predecessor. A :,imple example:;
will illnstratesome of the difficulties which arise from the manner in which the Succession Duty';
principle is applied in South Australia. A d ceased may leave his whole estate to his widow'
forlife, and after her death to such of his children as survive her. At the time of his death there
are six children living. For the purpose of assessing Succession Duty on the remainder, the,
assumption is made that the property will vest in the manner which results in the highest amount
of Duty being payable, and consequently it is assumed that one person only "vill succeed to the ~
property. If at the date of the widow's death more than one child survives, a re-calculatiop,
is made of the Duty that would have been payable had the property been divided among the,
number of children who do in fact survive, and a refund i ' then niade to the estate of the original
predecessor, together with interest at the rate of 3f per cent. per annum of the amount by which.
the Duty originally paid exceeds the amount as re-calculated.
1062. An important consideration from the point of view of the successor is that the
Duty is payable by him and not out of the estate. The finding of the amount required may
cause serious hardship, especially in those cases where the estate to which he succeeds is not
immediately or easily realizable.

1063, Succession Duty as applied in Queensland increases the difficulties of administration
inasmuch as the whole estate may pass out of the possession of the execLltors. In such cases
the Department must of necessity deal with· the successors. In order to protect the Revenue
provisions are required to ensure payment of Duty by the successor when he becomes po sessed
of his interest. Provisions of this nature have 0reated much clis'3atisfaction in Queensland.
1064. It is claimed that Succession Duty is more equitable than either Probate or Estate
Duty. But in the abs€l;tce of statistics thi claim can be neit,her proved nOT. clisproved. It
depends upon the total value of the estate, the amount of each succession, and the rate of Duty
imposed in either case, An exact comparison can be made only in specific instances. 'The
Royal Oommission on Taxation (Australia) 1920 stated in paragraph 948 of its H.epol't that,
in the absence of statistics, there is room for diversity of opinion as to the average number of
successions into which estates generally are divided, but assumed, for the purposes of comparison,
that the ratio generally is 2 to 2! successions to one e tarte. On this basis a succession of £1,000
would, on the average, arise out of an estate vI £2,000 if tlle number of successions be taken as
2, or out of an estate of £2,500 if the number of successions be taken as 2l. If the larger number
of successions be taken as being the more favorable, it would appear that \\1 ell the rate of
Duty on a succession of £1,000 is equivalent to the rate of Duty on an estate of £2,500
there would in the average case be no difference in amount whether the Duty is levied as a
Succession Duty or as an Estate Duty. But as the proportion of successi ns varies considerably
in different estates, it is probable that neither system is necessarily more equitable or
inequitable than the other.

1065. Consideration of the essential features of the various systems makes it impossible
to avoid tho conclusion that either a Probate or an Estate Duty is simpler and more convenient
than a Succession Duty. There is also the practical consideration that the adoption of a Suceession
Duty by all the Governments would involle a substantial alteration in the law and practice
in the Oommonwealth and all States, except Q eensland and South Au tralia, and of the rates
of Duty in the Commonwealth and aU States, except South Australia.
e may add that, while
the South Australian evidence indicated a preference for Succes ion Duty, the Queensland
evidence strongly advocated its abolition in that State. In the other Stat s there was no public
demand nor suggestion that Succession Duty should be adopted.

'T

1066, For these reasons we cannot recommend the ,'etention 0'1 a Succession Duty by the
States that now impose it, or its adoption by any other Government.
1067. In our opinion the choice therefore lies between a P:::obate Duty and an Estate
Duty. The essential distinction between these s.vsterns relates to the liability to Duty in respect
of personalty situate out of the jurisdiction which forms part of tl=e eSTate A a deceased person
who at the time of his death was domiciled in the jurisdiction. Sueh property is not subject
to a Probate Duty, but it is subject to an Estate Duty.
'e have previou.,ly shown that Probate
Duty in England Fas abandoned in 1894 and replaced by an Estate Duty.

1068, The rule requiring the inclusion of personalty, wherever situate, in the estate of a
deceased person who was locally domiciled has been adopted by the Commonwealth and all
the Australian States with the exception of Victoria and Western Australia. It has a logical
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basis in that succession to personalty is by international laF governed by the law of domicile,
and it has a practical basis in that the rate of tax is increased by the inclusion of sueh personalty
to a rate which is more properly applicable to the estate than would be the case if such personalty
were excluded. This practical basis is of great importance as between the States of the
Commonwealth where by l'eason of contiguity and common interests it is frequently found tl at
persons domiciled in one State have investments in anothel'. The inclusion of personalty need
not involve double taxation if proper provision be made for a rebate of Duty properly paid
elsewhere in l'espeet of assets included in the dutiable estate.
1069. The inclusion of personal property, wherever situate, subject to rebate, was
recommended by the Conference of Taxation Officers which met in Sydney in 19~8. The adoption
of this Resolution by Victoria and Western Australia would cause Ii tIe alteration in
administration in those States. But the adoption of the basis now emploYE\d in Victoria and
Western Australia by the Commonwealth and the remaining States would involve radica'!
alterations in their practice and materially affect the ilicic1ence and perhaps the yield of their
Duties.

1070. An Estate Duty therefore offers a common ground upon which all tile Australian
Governments may meet with the least dislocation of their present IJl'actiGe. The Acts of the
Commonwealth, New South Wales and Tasmp.nia arc of thii3 type. While the adoption of an
Estate Duty by Queensland would materially. alter its present practice, it would not require
any serious alteration in rates, and it would have the effect of accelerating the collection of
Revenue and simplifying the administration of the Act. In Victoria and Western Australia
practically all that would be involved would be the inclusion in the dutiable e tate of a deceased,
who at the time of his death was clomieiled in the jurisdiction, of his personalty situate out of
the jurisdiction, and the agO'regation of certain types of settlement with the assets of tbe deceased.
In South Ansha.Iia the alteratiolls in practice would be substantial, and a complete revision
of rates would be necessary. The adjustment could, however, be madein such a manner as not
.
to impose additional Duty on the taxpayer.

107 L We recommend that thellrincipIe of an Estate Duty he adopted by all. the Australian
Governments as the basis for standardized legislation tlll'o(I!~hout Australia.
SECTION LVI.
THE DUTIABLE ESTATE.
1072. In accordance with the principles of Estate Duty which have been discussed in
the previolls Section, the dutiable estate includes-If the deceased was at the time of his death domiciled in the jurisdiction(a) his real property within the Commonwealth (or in the case of a State-within
the State) ;
(b) his personal property wherever situate; and
(c) property within the description of (a) or (b), not being part of the actual e tate
of the deceased at the time of his death, but which is deemed to form part
of that estate.
If the deceased was at the time of his death domiciled elsewhere(a) his real and personal property in the Commonwealth (or in the case of a Statewithin the State) ; and
(b) property within the description of (a), not being part of the actual estate of the
deceased at the time of his death, but which is deemed to form part of that
estate.
1073. No difficulty arises in regard to the dutiability of property which was actually owned
by the deceased at the date of his death. But property which was not then actually owned by
hIm may fall to be included in the dutiable estate, either because, having been owned by him,
it was disposed of .by him during his.life-ti!?e in ~uch a manner tha,t the ,~isp_osjtiGn might be
regarded as a substItute for a testamentary dlSPOSltlOll. or as a means or aVOlumg Duty, or because
he held an interest in or power over the property wInch he could have used for his own benefit.
1074. Provisions for the imposition of Duty on property not actually formina part of
the estate of a deceased person at the time of his death are not peculiar to an Estate l)uty, but
are contained in every Act imposing Death Duties however described. '1'he provisions of the
Acts show that there is a considerable number of types of sucb property. and th se will be
sepa.rately discussed.
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THR DATE AS AT WHICH THE ASSETS SHOUI.D BE VALUED.

1075. The Commonwealth and State Acts vary in their provisions fOT fixing the date.;

as at which the assets of the deceased are to be valued. In the Commonwealth, New South',:
Wales and Tasmania they are valued for purposes of Estate Duty as at the date of death. In.<
Victoria and Western Australia for the purposes of Probate Duty they are valued as at the same,
time., In Queensland personalty subject to Probate Duty is valued as at the date of th~>
application to the Supreme Court for the GTi\nt of Probate. :For the purposes of determining';
the rate to be applied to the succession each succession is origimdly valued as at the date' 0(death, hut the succession is re-valued at the time it falls in. In South Australia the value oL
'each succession is determined as at the date of death.
.
J076. We recommend that in every case the assets subject to duty be valued as at the date:
of death.
GrF'l'S INTER VIVOS.

1077. Provisions as to gifts 1:ntervivos appear (in differ nt forms) in all the Acts.

Oommonwealth.-The dutiable estate includes all gifts made within one year of the death.
Where the deceased has sold property to a purchaser related to him by blood, marriage or
acloption for a priee which does not exceed three-fourths of its value, the transaction is treated
as a gift to the extent to which the price falls below the value of the })l'opel'ty.
The Duty payable under these provisions is payable by the personal representative;
but the Commissioner may apportion the Duty and collect the appropriate part from the donee,
otherwise the administrator may recover it from the donee. 'Whether the value in the case
of gilts should be te,ken as at the date of gift or of death is a matter upon which the practice
does not seem to be uniform. Generally speaking it is a ma.tter of little moment, seeing that
under the Commomvea.lth law the interval between the two dates cannot exceed twelve months,
and may be much less.

New South Wales.-AllY property comprised in any gift made by the deceased within
three years before his death is dutiable, illeluding money paid or property transferred in
pursuance of a covenant or agreement made at any time without full consideJ:ation in money or
money's worth.
The Act also provides that the estate of a deceased shall be deemed to include the value
of any property (not included in the estate under the previous prOVIsion) comprised in any gift
made within three years of the death of the donor. or of property conveyed or transferred within
that period in pmsuance of a covenant or agreement made at any time without full t:onsideration
in money or money's worth. The value of the gift is to be ascertained as at the date of the gift,
but the Commissioner may in his discretion reduce such value by the amount by which the value
of the property would in the ordinary comse have depreciated in the hands of the donor between
the dates of gift and of death. This provision is inserted to deal with the case where the
subject-matter of the gift is not in existence at the date of death, as, for instance, where money
is given and spent or property is given which goes out of existence before the death.
The Act further provides that the estate shall include any property comprised in a gift
made at any time, where bona fide possession and enjoyment of the property has not been assumed
by the donee immediately upon the gift and thenceforth retained to the entire exclusion of
the donor, or of any benefit to him of any kind whether enforceable at law or in equity or not.
It will be noted that this. provision is not subject to any limitation of time.
Under eaeh of these provisions the duty payable in respect of such property is in the first
instance payable by the personal representative, but is chargeable by him to the donee except
where provision is made in regard to it by the decea.sed.

Victoria.-The estate includes every gift inter vivos made within t\velve months of th~
cleath, or made at any time where bona fide possession and enjoyment of the property has not
been assumed by the donee immediately upon the gift and thenceforward retained to the entire
exclusion of the donor, or of any benefit to him by contract or otherwise.
Duty payable under this Section is chargeable upon the su~ ject-matter of the gift and not
on the estate of the donor, and the value of the property is to be ascertained at the date of
death and not at the date of gift.

Queensland.-Every disposition of property made by any person Jess than two years
hefore his death and purporting to act as an immediate gift of property 'inter vivos is upon the
death of the donor deemed to confer a succession on the donee, and is accordingly dutiable. The
property is valued as at the date of death and Duty is payahle by the successor.
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South Austraha.·-Property given by any deed of gift is chargeable with Succession Duty
if the donor dies within twelve months after the date of the deed of gift.

" Deed of gift" is defined so as to include every non-testamentary dis osition of property
The value of the property is ascerta.ined as at the dea.th.

by deed.

Gifts not made by deed of gift are dutiable if made within t"Telve months of the death,
or made at any time if the donee did not immediately bOllft fide assume tue beneficial interest
in the property and thenceforward retain it to the entire exclusion of the donor and
without reserving him any benefit of whatever kind or in any way whatsoever. 'rhese
provisions do not apply to gifts to any person not exceeding in tne aggregate £50. The value
of such property liable·to Duty is ascertained as at the date of disposition.
Provision is made for aggregating the gifts made by a donor to the same donee within
the twelve months period for the purpose of applying the rate of Duty applicable to the aggTegate
sum.
Western Australia.-PI·operty given to any person under any deed of gift is chargeable
with duty in the event of the death of the donor within six months from the elate of the deed,
except in cases of death by accident. The Duty is a first charge on the property on which it
is imposed. The pl'operty is not aggregated with the rest of the estp,te, hut is sepurately taxed.
'rhe same scale of rates is used as in :regard to the Estate Duty. "Deed of Gift" is defilled in
wide terms; but no Duty is levied in respect of gifts not made by deed unless it Cion be shown that
they were made with intent to evade the payment of Duty. The value taken is the value of the
property at the date of death.

Tasmania.-The Act provides for the inclusion as pal't of the estate, for the purpose of
levying Dnty, of all property~""
(1) of which the deceased disposed by voluntary disposition purporting to operate
as an immediate conveyance or gift inter vivos unlesS such disposition was
made in good faith at least three years before the death;
(2) which passes under any conveya.nce made within three years next preceding the
death upon any consideration which is less by one-third than the bona fide
saleable value at the time of mabng the (;onveyance to the extent to which
such value exceeds sueh consideration; there is a similar pro,,~sion where the
consideration is an annuity;
(3) which is comprised in any gift made at any time where the donee has not assumed
in good faith the possession and enjoyment of the property immediately upon
the making of the gift and thenceforth retained it to the entire exclusion of
the donor and of any benefit whatsoever to him.
The value of the property is taken as at the date of death, except in regard to (2), and
the Duty is payable by the personal representative but chargeable to the donee, unless other
provision is made in regard to it by a testator.
1078. Analysis of these provisions show that variations occur in regard to(a) The interval between the date of the gift and the date of death which determines

whether the gift is included in or excluded from the dutiable estate.
(b) The date as at which the value of the gift is to be determined.
(0) The exemption of gifts not exceeding a specified amount.

The Interval Between the Date of the Gift and the Date of Death.
They 3oreSix months
vVestern Australia.
One year ..
Commonwealth, Victoria and South llstralia.
Two years
Queensland.
Three years
New South Wales and Tasmania.
(The Western Australian provision applies only to gifts made by deed of gift where the
death was not accidental.)
1079. The periods specified in the Acts vary widely.

1080. Uniformity in regard to the period within which gifts may be made without being
subject to Duty is desirable, as it would then follo.w that a gift of property :whieh WOUld be dutia?le
had it been retained by the deceased would be eIther taxable or exempt 111 all cases. 1'he pel'lod
shou1d be Ion a enough' to make it probable that death could not reasonably lin. ;'e been anticipated
at the time the gift was made. The fixa.tion of any definite period, whether short or long, is,
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however, open to the objection that the difference of a few days may result in total exemption:
or total dutiability of the gift. 'ro meet this objection it was suggested by the Federal Deputy
Comrnissioncf for Estate Duty in Tasmania (Mr. P. C. Douglas) that the value of t,he gift should
be assessed for Duty on a sliding scale and that the amounb to be included in the ef3tate should
be diminished in each year that elapses between the date of gift and the date of death. It would
probably be easier to obtain agreement between the various Gov(lrnments on such a basis than
upon the adoption of any fi..xed period, in view of the wide differences which now exist.

1081. We recommend that a gift of property which would be dutiable had it been retained

by the deceased be included in the estate at an amollntto be determined in the following manner :~

Where the period is tess than ona year·-thefllli amount.
.
Where the period is not less than one year but is less than two years·--two-thirds of
the amount.
Whel'e the pej'iod is not less than two years but is less than three years--one-third

of the amount.
.
Whel'e the Deriod is not less than three years-the amount should be exempt.
If this j'ecommendation be not accepted we reoommend as an alternative thai a uniform
period of two years be adopted by all Governments.
Gifts at A ny

T~:rne.

.'

1082. The Acts of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and rrasmania provide':
that a gift made at any time shall be deemed to form part of the estate of the deceased "vhe~-e.c
the donee has not immediately upon the making of the gift entered into possession and;
thencefor,vard retained possessiontothe elltir~ . exclusionof the donor. The provisions of these:
Aqts shollldhe brougllt reasonably into line with the suggested provisions in regard to
gifts generally, and the Acts of the Commonwealth and the otl er States should also be brought;
into agreement.
.

1083. Wereoommend-(l) That unless possession of the gift has been assumed by the donee and thereafter
retained to the entil'e exclusion of the donor, the gift be included in the estate;
(2) That if possession has heen so assumed at any date and thereafter so retained,
that date be deemed to be the date of the gift for the purpose of deter'mining
whether it be included in the estate or 110t ;
(3) That the value of the gift be assessed in accordance with our recommendation
contained in pa agra[lh 1087.
The Date at Which the Value of the Gift is to be Determined.
1084. '1'he practice on the point under the several Acts is not uniform. Generally speaking,
the value of the gift is taken as at the date of death of the donor, but in some cases as at the
date of gift.

1085. We think that in every case the value of the gift should be determined as at the date

of death. The reason for including in the taxable estate of the donor property which has been
given away by him shortly before his .deat~ .is that,~he.law tr.eats such gifts for taxation pu!poses
as being in effect testamentary dISposI~lOn~... ~:!ficultles of proof an? th~ neceSSIty of
certainty, both for the Treasury and the mdIvIdual ,say Isaacs J., dealmg \Ylth exped16nts
for e?caping taxation, :' have led to the ad9ption of n~ore Ol: less ri~~d sta.nd~fds~ as s~mple and
(Watt s Case, .:>8 C.L.R.
defimte, and on the w!l.ole reasonable workmg tests ot genUIneness.
32.) The gift is regarded as it if had never been made, as if the conveyance had not been
executed, the transfer effected, or the money handed over. In that case the property would not
have passed awav from the donor; where it is money it would have remained to his el'edit in
his bank account. The valuation in these circumstances can proceed in exactly the same way
as if the subject matter or the gift had been disposed of by will. If it is still in existence, whether
in the possession ?£ t~e donee or not, no ~ifficulty arises; its value at the date. of d.eath is
capable of determmatlOn. If at that date It ~as been .destroyed, or no longer eXIsts, It adds
nothing to the estate and no value should be aSSIgned to It_
1086. It is, however, necessary to make a reservation in cases where insurance or
comuensation has been paid in respect of an asset which has disappeared, as, for example, a house
that~ has been destroyed by fire, shares in a company whieh has been liquidated, or securities
which have been redeemed, discharged or converted. The consideration receivable in any of
these !3ircumstances should then be deemed to be the value of the gift. One must distinguish
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between these cases and the case where the donee has sold the subject or the gift, or if it is money,
has spent it. In that case the gift has notdisalJpeared, it has simpl changed hands. 'rhe real
matter for consideration is how far the taxable estate of the deceased has been diminished by
reason of the gift.

1087. We rocommend that the value of a gift be determined in accordance with the
following rules :(I) Where the property the subject of the gift is still in existence--the value at the
date of death ;
(2) Where the property -the subject of the gift 110 longer exists-no value to be
assigned to it.
.
Provided that any amount receivable by the donee or' any Ilarson into
whose handstl e gift subsequently comes as compensation for its extinction, or
as consideration for its surrender, I'edemption, discharge 01' conversion shall be
deemed to be the value of thegiit.
(3) Whel.'e the gilt is of a sum of tnoney--the value of the gift to be the amount of
the sum given.
The Exempt1'on of Gifts not Exceeding a Specified Arnount.
1088. A responsible witness stated that the tl'ustee compal~y which he represented had
been required to make inquiries into estates of persons of substantial assets asbo the reason fOT
payments of small amounts, and that there appeared to be a tendenc;)' to ll.lJI)ly the :Pl'O 'lsions
of the Acts relating to gifts to an extreme extent. In our opinion no attempt should be made
to include in the estate gifts _of small amount.

1089. We rcoommendthat the p ovision as to the inclusion of gifts should no apply where
the value of the prOllcrty comprise in c ny gift is less than £50, or in the case of more than one
gift to the same donee within the specified period if he aggregate value of such gifts is less thall
£50.
Gift Duty in New South Wales and Queensland.
l090.Closely associated with the taxation of property contained in Settlements and gifts
as though it were part of the estate of the deceased settlor or donor is the levy of a duty on gifts
'£nte:r vivos during the life of the donor. This form of taxation ha been adopted in New Sout
Wales and Queensland. The New South ,Vales Stamp Duties Act illiposes ;1 duty on all gifts
at a rate corresponding to the rate of Death Duty applicable to an estate, tlle amouut of ,rhich
is obtained by aggregating all the gifts made by the same donor within the three years preceding
the gift in question. The Quee.'lsland Gift Duties Act Hl26 imposes a duty on all gifts. The
rate is graduated, and is that aplJlicable to an amount obtained by aggregating all gifts made by
the same donor within twelve months before and after the ma.king ot the gift in question.
1091. This type of duty is in force only in the two States 1l1entioned, and this COllullissiuD
is concerned with it only in so far as it affects Death Duties generally. It does so in two ways.
In the first place when by reason of the death of a donor within three years (in New outh Wales)
or t-wo years (in Queensland) of the mabng of the gift the subject m3 tter of the gift is included
in the estate subject to Death Duties, provision is made to avoid double duty. A rebate is
granted aaainst the Death Duty of any Gift Duty paid. In the second place it may be contended
that the ~ffect of the legislation is to assist the Death Duty legi Jatioll; because it catches
transactions which might be just outside the period witmn which they would be subject to Death
Duties, and discourages the making of gifts vhich might otherwise be made with a iew to
avoidina Death Duty. It is considered, however, that this type of taxation, while it may have
an effect on Death Duties, has no real connexion ffith Death Duty legislation. It was strongly
condemned in Queen.'lland, although it was pointed out that the effects of the Duty had be~n
avoided with perfect legality to such an extent as to render the Act almost a dead letter. Little
evidence was offered on the New South Wales section, probably because of the limited time durin!?
which it ha~ been in operation. The adoption of this fOI'm of taxation as a corollary to Death

Duty legislation is not recommended.

Property Disposed of by the Deceased jor an Inadequate Consideration.
1092. Some of the Acts contain provisions designed to deal with the sale of property which
is disposed or for less than its full consideration in money or money's worth. The means adopted
vary. Under the Acts of the Commonwealth and Tasmania no part of the value of the property
so disposed of is dutiable if the consideration exceeds a specified proportion of the bOlla fide sale
value of the property as a.t the date of sale. Under the Commonwealth Act this is fixed at thl'eefourths. and under the Tasman.ian Act at two-thirds, of the sale value, and if the consideration
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is less than this proportion the dirrerence betvreen the consideration and the bona fide sale value
is deemed to Iorm part of the estate of the deceased. The Commonwealth section <1pplies only,
,vhen the sale is made to a relative by blooel, marriage or aeloption, but the Tasmanian section,
a.pplies to a,ny s:ile. Under the Acts of New South Wales and South Australia transactions of,
this nature £2.11 within the definition of a gift, and the di1Ierence between the consideration and,
the bon:1 fide sale vahle is deemed to form part of the estate. The Acts of the other States do not
appear to' contain similar provisions.
1093. We received no complaints concerning the administration of these sections, and vve'
assume, therefore, that transactions of this nature are of rare occurrence, 01', alternatively, that
the authorities ad.m.inistering the val'ious Acts have been able to distinguish genuine from bogus
transar,tions"
1094.• Although these provisions are necessary iu order to deal with transactions whicb
are in substance gifts of pOI·tion of the value of the property disposed of, they should not be
permitted to opemte so as to impose extra duty on i'.n estate merely because the deeeased made
a bad bargain. Regard should be had to the real nature of the transaction, and if it can be shown.
that a sale has been ma.de at less than the bona fide value for the purpose of avoiding'
Duty, the difference bet, een the consideration and the bona fide value should be deemed to form
part of the estate of the deeeased. If, on the other hand , the facts show thrct the sale was a bona
fide sale and that the deceased obtained the best price that he could for the property, no part
of the difference between the consideration and an assumed sale value should be included in his
estate.
1095. If the circumstances of the sale suggest that the transaction has been entered into
for the purpose of conferring a benefit upon. the purchaser, that benefit should be deemed to form .
part of the estate of the deceased person and should be treated in all respects as a gift of tha.t
amount. Therefore, although the difference bet,veenthe consideration and the bona fide value'
at the date of .sale maybe regarded as the test which renders the transaction subject to
investigation, the measure of the amount to be included in the estate should he the difference
between the consideration and the vah e at the date of death of the property soJd, This amount
should be deemed to be the value of the gift.

1096. We recommend that where property is sold at a price which is less than two-thirds
of the bona fide sale value of the pi'operty at the date of sale, the difference between the consideration
and the bona fide sale value at the date of death should be treated in all resllects as though it
were a gift made at the date of sale.
Ltfe Interests Su·rrendered Within a Limt'ted Time of Death.
1097. The Acts of the Commonwealth and New South Wa.les provide that the value of

a life interest in property comprised in a. settiement not made by the deceased, shall form part
of his estate if within the time specified in the Acts he has surrendered such life interest to the
person entitled to the remainder. 'rhe value is taken as at the date of surrender.
1098. If the deceased had not surrendered the interest during his lifetime it would have
terminated at the date of his death and nothing would have been included in his estate in respect
of that property. It is therefore impossible to contend that the surrender was made for the
purpose of avoiding or evading duty, or that it could have been effective for that pnrpose. In

our opinion tllel'e is 110 justification for provisions of this natul'e in an Estate Duty Act, and we
recommend that they be deleted from the Acts in which they now appear.
Donationes Mortis Causa.
1099. A donatt'.o mortis causa is a revocable gift accompanied by delivery made generally

during the donor's last illness and in contemplation of death. The gift is perfected by the death
and is subject to the condition that if the donor recover the property is to be retnrned to him.

Property the subject of such a gift should clearly be included as part of the estate for the purposes
of levying duty.
SETTLEMENTS.

1100. Certain types of settlement are frequently mere substitutes for dispositions by will,
and if the property settled were not included in the estate it would be open, particularly to a
person with a large estate, to avoid the imposition of duty on his death. The interests passing
under such settlements on the death of the settlor should be subject to duty. Probably the
case of most frequent 00currence is where a person settles his property on himself for life with
remainder to other persons. On the death of the sattlor there is no property in his estate, as his
interest has come to an end. '1'0 prevent avoidance by this means sueh property should he d.,emed
to form part of his estate.
'
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1101. For similar reasons, where the deceased has disposed of property by any settlement
containing trusts or other dispositions in respect of the property to take effect aHer his death,
the property subject to the settlement at the date of his death should also be ineJuded.
1102. In some cases the effect of a settlement reserving a life interest is obtained by a
transaction which is not a settlement in form. For example, an outright tran ·fer or property
in consideration of the payment of a life annuity is not a S6ttlement 'ontc1inil1g trusts or
dispositions to take effect after death, and for that reason the property is not dutit"tble under
the Commonwealth ,Act. In some cases, of COUl'SC I there may be a genuine sale in consideration
of payment of an annuity, the capital value of which is eqni Talent to the value of the property,
and the Tasmanian Ac.t in those cases excludes the property sold from the estate. It is thought,
however, that suoh cases are extremely rare, and could be easily a.rranged on other lines. An
outright transfer of shares, together with 11ll agreement that the tnmsferror should be pa.id the
income arising from the shares during his life, is another illustration of this type of tmnsaetion.
Almost invariably these transactions have the same ef'£eet as if a life interest had been reserved,
and it is thought that the only safe course is to deal with them 011 that basis, and that the provisions
of the New South Wales Aetto that effe(;t should be generally adopted.
1103. Where a settlement has been made and a life interest reserved to the settlor in any
manner, he may during his lifetime surrender the life interest to the persons entitled in remaincler.
There are then no trusts or dispositions to arise p,ftOer his dp,ath, and he bas parted with the property
in its entirety. If the sunender W8,S effected outside the period within which gifts are dutiable
the property comprised in t.he settLement should not form pait of the Ulltiable estate; but if it
was .affected. within that period the same result .shouldfollow as if the sUTrender had not been
made, and th(3wholeofthepjoperty settledby the deceased should be dutiable.

11.04. Tosumup,we/recommendthaUhe following classes of property be deemed .to form
part of the dutiable estate of a deceased person :~
(I) All property.whichthe deceased dislJOsed of uy a s~tt1em6nt containing tl'usts or
disppsiHonsi IITesp.eqt of thatllroperty Iotake. effect aftm' his death.;
(2) AIlIH'Opel'ty passing under any disposition made by the deceased where any
interest or benefit in 01' connected with the pl'Opel'ty was reserved to the
deceased for life and I'otained by him until death, 01' surrendel'iHI by him withiil
the period within which gifts are dutiable. ;
(3) All property pagsing undel' any disposition made by the deceased which is
accompanied by the rcsei'vation 01' aSSlll'anCe of, 01' a contract fOI', any benefit
to the deceased for life, whel'e the benefit was retained by him until death 01'
surrendered by him within the period within whicl gifts are dutiable;
(4) All property passing under any disllOsition made hy the deceased by which he
reserved any power enabling him to recover the prOll£I'ty.
1105. We also recommend that the same pl'i nciples be applied whether the disposition was
effeoted by the deceased alone or jointly with other persons; but that only the IJroperty which
immediately prior to the disposition belonged to the deccased should form part of the dutiable
estate.
Pu.rchased Ann'uity Pctssing on Death.

110ft A case analogous to those in which a life interest is re.:.e:rv~d by a settlement is the

purchase of an annuity for the life of the purchaser and of some other person. The annuity
may be payable to the purchaser for life and on his death to the other per30n, if sUTviving, for
his life. The interest of Ihe survivor should be deemed to fOI'm part of the dutiable estate of the
purchaser. This is done in New South Wales and South Australia. The case of a pel1'lion payable
to an employee on retirement from employment and after hif> death to his widow presents similar
features' but it is not normally in the Dower of the employee to control the terms under \'lhich
pensions' are payable, nor coulef cases arise where the pensions were acquired for the purpose of
avoiding Death Duties. The inclusion in the estate of the value to his widow of a pension payable
in respeot of employment of the deceased is accordingly not recoll1mended.
POWERS OF ApPOINTMENT.

These may be either general or special.
Gene'ral Powe'r Property.
1107. Under the Acts of New South Wales and Victoria property over which the deceased
had, at the time of his death, a general power of appointment is deemed to form part of his estate
whether the deceased exercised the power by will or settlement or refrained from d.oing so. Under
the Acts of the Commonwealth and all the other States such property is deemed to form part
of his estate only if he has exercised the power by will or disposition taking effect after his death.
F.3979.-2
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1108. In our OpInIOn the practice in New South Wales fLnd Vietoria is logical. The
deceased could have exercised the power in his own favonr. If he refrains from doing sO,the
effect is equivalent to an exercise in favour of the person or persons who take in default
of appointment, and the devolution taking place on the death of the deeeasecl should he tuxedo

1109. We recommend th~t all property over which tlie deceased had, at the time of his
death, a general power of appointment be deemed to form part of his estate whether the power
is exercised or not.
Special Power Prope1·ty.
1110. None of the Acts excel)t that of New South 'Vales contain finy provision for induding
in the estate property over which the deceased had a special power of appointment.

1111. We recommend that the definition of " general power of apllointment " be widened
toinnlude. anypowel' which enables the donee or holder thereof to alllJoint or dispose of any
pl'opertyas he thinks fit for his own benefit, and that prOllerty appointed by the decea~ed under a
special power not created by him be not in any other circumstances deemed to form part of his
estate.
J OINT OWNERSHIP AND JOINT 'fENANCIES.
1112, Where the deceased immediately prior to his death held property jointly with one
or more persons, his interest passes on his death to the other person or persons by urvivoTship,
and does not form part of his estate so far as his administrator or beneficiaries are concerned.
During his lUethe deeeased would generaHy have the l:ight to sever the joint owner hip or
tenancy by partition or otherwise so as to obtain an interest \yhichwas not subject to 'wTivorship.
His failure to effect a severance might be taken as indicating a desire to pel'llut the intere t to pass
to his co-owners. or eo~tellant8 on his death, .and 80 might be regarded as a testamenta1'y dispositio~.;
To prevent a simple lIut effective avoidance of duty it is therefore essential to include as part of l,hQ;,
dutiable estate interests IJassing by survivorship.
,,'<

1113. Following upon this conclusion, it is necessary to consider the measure of

the.!

property which is to be deemed part of the dutiable estate. Two cases ari e. The first is where<
the joint title was not created by the deceased h~mself, that is, was not in respect of property,;
which was previously his own in its entirety. In this case the interest which passe by survivorship:'

should be deemed to form part of the dutiable estate.

.

1114. The second case is where the deceased, being the owner of the property, vests it in
himself and another or others jointly. In some l'e:>pecl. this way be. regarded in part as a
disposition, and while the interest passing by survivol'ship should, as in the first case, be dEemed

to .form part of the dutiable estate, the disposition, whether for consideration or not, should be;
subject to the same rules as any other disposition inter vivos by the deceased.
.
POLICIES OF ASSURANCE EFFECTED ON THE LIFE OF THE DECEASED.

1115. Where a policy of assurance effected on the life of any person is held by Lim for his 1
own benefit at the time of his death it is dear tllat 'Le proceeds should form p~brt of his estate,
and in accordance with all the Acts such proceeds form part of the ersona! estate of the deceased..
The Acts of New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and Thsmama make special provision,
regarding the inclusion of the proceeds of policies which do not actually lann part of the estate.
1116. The New South Wales Act provides that if tile deceased wholly or partially kept
up a policy of assurance effected by him on his own life for the benefit of a benefit:iary (whether
nominee or assignee), a proportion of the moneys payable under the policy in proportion to the
premiums which he has paid shall be deemed to be part of his dutiable estate. 1'he provisions
of the Tasmanian Act are similar. The Queensland Act pro 'ides that the proceeds of a.ny policy
of assurance on the life of a deceased person, whether effected by the deceased or by any other
person, and irrespeetive of any question as to who paid the premiums in respect of such policy,
shall on the death of the assured be deemed to be derived by the person heneficially entitled to
such moneys by way of succession from the deceased. This pI' vision applie al 0 to a policy
which has been assigned, unless it be proved to the satisfaction of the Commi sianer that the
assignment was for a bona fide adequate pecuniary eonsidel'::.tion and that all premiums paid in
respect of the said policy since the date of assignment were l):1.id by the assignee. The provision,
however, do~ not apply to an assurance effected by a wife on the life of her husband when the
amount does not exceed £750 and the wife paid the premiums out of her own money.
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1117. 'rhe provisions of the South Australian Act ineorporate some of the features both
of the New South Wales and Queensland Acts, but are different frOlLl eitter of them. Where
a policy of assmance has been effected on the life of the deceased, either by hilYl or hy any other
person, that part of the proceeds o:E the policy \,yhieh benrs the same Pl'o}Jortion to the total amount
of the policy as the premiums paid by the deceased bear to the total premiums paid is deemed
to form part of the estate of the deceased.
1118. Where the deceased kept l,p for the benefit of a beneficiary a policy of assurance
effected on his own life, it appears to us to be justifiable to include in hi estate the proceeds of
the policy where it was wholly leept up by him, or some part of the proceeds where it was partially
kept up by hin.l. Where, however, a policy is assigned and thereafter the deceased pays no part
of the premiums the proceeds should only be deemed to form part of the estate on the basis that
a gift of the policy has been made by tIle deceased. The val· ation of a ]JolicT assigned by the
deceased as a gift presents some difficulty. At first sight it \vould seem that the surrender va,lue
is the proper measure; seeing that that represent the amolmt that the assignee would have
realized had he parted with it at Ollce. From that point of view it is equivalent to a money gift
of t.hat amount. But one cannot disregard the view that in the m[~jol'ity of c··ases a gift of a poliey
shortly before death is made in expectation of dmtth, and is intended by the donor as a gift of
the proceeds. 'l'he case falls within the general principle upon which gifts inter vivos are included
in the estate of the deceased. In such cases we think that the transa -tion hould be treated as
n. gift of the proceeds of the policy, less the amount of any premilUl1s paid hy tIle as ignee.

1119. Accordingly we recommend(I) That where a policy effected on the life of the deceased has been whoily or partially
kept up .by. him for .a beneficiary . (whether a nomit ee or an assignee or the
pet'$.oll.affectingJhe IIOlicy) the pari •o.L the proceeds·. which be aI's to. the whole
proceedsthesamaproportionas the premiums paid by the deceased bear to the
Whole of the premiums paid should be deemed to lle part 0 his estate, and
(2) That where a policy of assurance effected hy the deceased on his own life has been
assigned by him wholly or partially as a gift, and thereafter no pl'em;ums have
been paid by him, the provisions recommended ill regard t gifts inte·rv·ivos
should be applied. The date when the dec ased assigned t 18 policy should be
deemed to be the date of the gift and the value to be taken it 0 aocount should
be thepl'oceeds of the policy after deducting the amount of allY !lremiums paid
by the assignee.
PIWPERTY 'fRANSFERRED BY THE DECEASED TO A PRIVATE COMPANY.

1120. The Act of New South Wales provides for the indusion in the est' t of a deceased
of the value of any property which he has-within threu .-ears befrJl' his dcc.th transferred to a
private company in eonsideration of shares or any other interest, induding ailY office or place of
profit in the company. The value is to be ascertained as at t 1e date of the transfer, subject to
the power given to the Oommissioner to reduce the value iltwing regard to the l1Htllner in which
it would have depreciated in the ordinary cOl1rse up to the date of death if it had not
been transferred. "Vhere property is induded in the estate under this provision the shares or
other consideration for the transfer are excluded.
1121. 'fhe Queensland Act contains a provision related to that in tile Act of :New South
Wales, namely, that where there is a gift of shares, whether by allotment 01' tr' llS!C:l', and whether
by way of gift or expressed to be for consideration if the consideration does not pass or
is inadequate, and the donee does not during the life of the donor derive a yearly benefit in respect
of the shares of not less than the income which the value of the shares would have produced if
it had been invested in Trustee investments, the donee shall be deemed to have acquired the
shares as a succession 11.'om the donor.
1122. The English Finance Act 1930 provides that where a person has at any time
transferred certain property to a private company and has within the three years immediat~ely
preceding his death received certain benefits out of the resources or at the expense of the company,
a proportionate part of the total assets of the company is deemed to p:1 s on the death.
The provision does not apply to (inter alia)(a) a bona fide sale where the consideration whether in cash, shares or debentures
was wholly received by the deceased for his own benefit;
(b) transfers of a business not being a business which substantially consists in holding
land, and
(0) trallsfers of patents or eopyrights or movable tangible property.
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The benefits referred to include any right in or enjoyment of [Lny land and any payment,
whether for consideration or not, not being dividends, interest, paynwnts of purchase money 01'
royalties. The part of the assets to be taken into considel'r..tion is ttl'fivecl at by takiug thE: part
of the total assets which bears to the total assets the avera.ge of the pro]Jortiolls ,'Lieh tl e total
value of the benefits referred to in each of tIle tbree aCcolUlting yen.rs preceding the death bears·.
to the total income of the company in each of those periods. rrhe provisions do not apply where
the average benefit does not exceed 50 per cent. of the income of the company.
1123. A comparison of the provisions of the various Acts cited suggests that none of them
are entirely satisfactory. The provisions of the New South "ctlcs Act appear to be too wide,
as they cover the case where assets have been transferred to a private ("owpany for adequate
consideration which is represented by the shares issued to the vendor. In sUlh a case we think
the shares themselves should be. valued and not the value of the assets transferred. '1'lle condition
in the· Queensland Act which requires that the income of the donee sha11 be not less than the.
income which the value of ·the shares would have produced if it llad been inveJted in trustee ...
securities is obviously an unfair test, as circumstances may arise wI ieh pro,'ent a company earning.'
income at this rate" as, for instance, in times of depression. The real test of the tnmsaction:
depends upon the benefits received by the donor, and the provision should be applied only in
those cases where it is clear that the donor has reserved an in.terest for himself whidi is greater
than that proportion of the real earnings of the company which he would be entitled to receive
by virtue of the shares which he holds. The Engli.':i}, section is intended to deal particularly.·
with the formation of private property or investment compani .s, as, for installce, the case where
an individual forms a private company to whi,h he transfers the whole of hill property, receiving
in ex:change shares. Portion of these shares IMy he Etllottecl to him personally [1,nd the balance,
at his direction, to members of his family.. The J.rticlesof Assodation provide that he shall be
Governing Director for life at a salary which will absorb virtually the whole profit.s of the company.
This scheme ensures the same retmn to the vendor, and the same ultimate d· position of the
assets, as would have resulted from a settlement of the property with a. reseryation of a life interest.
to him. But there was no evidenee that companies of this type have 1 cen formed to any material
extent in any of the States.
1124, We are not concerned here with the simple case of a transfer of shares or property
without consideration or for an inadequate consideration. That case is sufficiently covered by
the provisions relating to gifts. The kind of tran action dealt with und-l' this heading is one
under which the deceased, while"ostensibly parting with shares in the company or with certain
property, has really retained a part of the eompany's income by reserving himself an exees ive
salary or otherwise so as to give him in effect a life interest in the property or shares ostensibly
parted with.

1125. We recommend that where at any time property was transferred by the deceased to
a private company and he thereafter received benefits from tho comlJany disJJfOllortionate to his
shareholding, the transaction be regarded as a settlement, and the value of the settled property be
determined by reference to the assets of the company as at the date of death after deducting f!'Om
the value so ascertained any consideration that may have been eceived fOl' the transfer.
SECTIOf~

LVII.

DEDUCTIONS FROM THE DUTIABLE ESrrATE.
1126. Under every Act duty is levied on the net estate after the deduction of all debts
due and owing by the deceased at the time of his death. This tatement is, however, subject
to qualification in the case ot debts payable out of the jurisdiction, or for wlli(·h security out of
the jurisdiction has been given. The latter aspee:t will be considered under the heading of
" Double Taxation".
Certain specific liabilities may be briefly considered.

Federal and State Land (tnd Income Taxes.
1127. We think that no exception can be taken to the general principle that all taxes
assessed but not paid prior to the date of death, or subsequently levied in respect of any period
prior to death should be allowed as a deduction, irrespectiye of the time when the assessment
was made.

1128. We recommend that a deduction should be allowed fOI' Federal and State Land Tax
payable in respect of ownel'ship Ily the deceased of land at any date priol' to his £loath and income

taxes assessed in respect of income derived prior to his death.
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Contingent Liabilities.
1129. From time to time there come under notice debts of such a character as to render

them ineapable of estimation as at the date of death, as, for example, the liability under
a guarantee given by the deceased. The evidence we re<ieiYed indicated that the practice of the
various Governments in regard to liabilitie8 of this nature is not entirely satisfactory to the
taxpayer.
1130. It is clear that a contingent liabilitY1 as such, cannot be allowed as a deduction,
as no actual liability may ever arise. Even \vhen the executors are called upon to meet a liability
arising out of an obligation which was contingent at the date of death, some part of the liability
may be attributable to the period after death. The test to be applied in each case must therefore
be: To what extent did the actual liability arise from circumstances existing at the date of
death? The practice under the various .Acts differs.
In some cases contingent liabilities are specifically excluded from consideration. In
others provision is made for their allowance if it can be shown that an actual liability arose within
a spec-ined period after the date of death or the grant of Probn,te or the payment of duty.

1131. We recommend that the amounts which the exeoutors have paid

01'

have become

bound to pay in respect of a Hability:which was contingent at the date of death be allowed as a

deduction up to the amount that would have beenpayab!e had the liability been determined as at
the date of death.
Volltnta'ry Debts.
1132. This expression covers obligations entered into by the deceased, or alleged to have

beel} entered intoby him, without adequate eonsideration. Provision has been made to disallow
debts of this nature under the Acts of the Commonwealth and New South Wales, but the Acts
of the remaining States contain no specific provisions which make it clear that such claims are to
be disregarded.

1133, We recommend that no allowance be made for debts inClined by the deceased except
to the extent to which they are inculTed fol' fll II Qonsideration.
Funeral and Testamentary Expenses.
1134. These payments are not strictly debts due and owing by the deceased at the time

of his death, but accrue subsequently. They are allowed as a deduction in Queensland and South
Australia. We received man,V requests that we should recommend that such expenses be
allowed by all Governments. The allowance of these expenses is in accordance with the principle
of a Succession Duty, in that the interests pa.'lsing as successions are reduced by reason of their
payment, and they are allowed on this basis in Queensland and South Australia. Under Estate
Duty and Probate Duty systems, however, on principle, the deductions allowable should be
restricted to obligations contracted by the deceased and should not extend to debts incurred
aft~r death. It is for this reason that no allowance is made by the Commonwealth or the States,
other than Queensland and South Australia.
1135. In view of our recommendation that the system of Estate Duties be adopted, it would
be inconsistent to recommend the allowance of testamentary expenses a.s a deduction. Funeral
expenses, however, seem to stand on a special footing of their own, They arise directly out of
the death, are incurred immediately afterwards, and their amount is readily ascertainable.
They constitute a positive and inescapable diminution of the amount of the estate passing to
the beneficiaries. On these grounds we recommend that J'easonable funeral expenses be allowed.

State Probate and Succession Duties.
1136. As payments of this nature are not in the strict sense of the term debts due and
owina by the deceased at the time of his death they fall into the same category as funeral and
te8ta~entary expenses. They are at present allowed as deductions under the Commonwealth
Act, and we recommend that this cOllccasion be continueu, but limited to Duties levied by a State,

either in respect of property included in the Commonwealth dutiable estate, or in respect of property
not included in the Commonwealth dutiable estate, if payable out of that estate.

SECTION LVIII.
V..A.LUA'1'IO~'J

OF ASSETS FOR THE CALCULATION OF DUTY.

1137. The evidence of the Federal Deputy Commissioners and of the State Commissioners
indicates that in valuing the assets each Department co-operates closely with the other in each
State, and that as a general rule the valuations made by the State are adopted for Commonwealth
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purposes. Where the amount involved is large a spec-ial valuation may be made at the joint'
expense of the Commomvealth and the State concerned. In some cases, however, differenees
occur in the values adopted for Commonwealth [md State purposes, and pa,rticuhuly in regard
to the following assets :-Real Estate.
11.38. We are informed that the greatest possible use is made of the information available'
to either the Commonwealth or the Stl1te Land 'l'[tX Departments in arriving at the value to be
adopted for Probate. It is the practice in the Commonwealth to consult the Commonwealth
Land 'l'ax Department in regard to the value of real estate when that exceeds an amount which,
is exempt from Commonwealth Land Tax. Many witnesses expressed the opinion that, as far
as possible, the values adopted for Land Tax purposes should be adopted also for Death Duties'
both by the Commonwealth and State Departments.
1139. Differences in the valuation of real esk,te may occur in New South Wales, because.
by law the State Department is bound to accept the valuation made by the Valuer-General.
This is not binding on the Commonwealth.

Mortgages.
1140. Commonwealth Estate Duty Order No. 139 or the 26th April, 1923, provides that··

the value of !1 mortgage, for the purposes of the Estate Duty Assessment Act, is the amount it
would realize in cash at the dE~te of the deceased's death, i.e., how mueh would a purchaser give
for it. The date of redemption and the rate of interest are both factors in the determination'
of this value.
1141. Some of the evidence we have received indicates that this Order is perhaps being
too widely interpreted. In our opinionthe test of the value of a mortgage is vvhether the security
is sufficient to cover the amount adva.nced. If it is, we do not think that the rate of interest
should be taken into consideration except in very unusual circumstances where the mortgage
has been given for a very long period of years. Attention is drawn to the matter because in some
cases it results in a difference between the values adopted by the Commonwealth and State fat
the same mortgage.

Life Inte1'ests, Remainders and Annuities.
1142. 'fhe necessity for the valuation of these a.s ets may arise in connexion with Estate,
Probate or Succession Duty. The valuation is dependent upon two main factors, namely, the
expectancy of life and the rate of interest to be adopted. Different tables are used by the
various Governments to ascertain the expectancy of life. The Commonwealth uses Australian
tables, but the States use different tables, prineipally based on English experience. The rate
of interest to be adopted also varies. South Australia uses 4 pel' cent.; the Commonwealth
41 per cent.; New South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania 5 per cent. Victoria and Western
Australia do not appear to have a definite rule, but Victoria generally uses 5 per cent. and
'Western Australia a rate based on the anticipated value of money during the period of the annuity.
1143. In these circumstances it is inevitable that a difference must arise between the
valuations adopted by the Commonwealth and a State. The following instance may be quoted ;-

The estate of X has an interest in reversion in the estate of Y which is subject to an estate
for life in favour of Z noW' aged 79 years. The estate of Y is valued both for Commonwealth
and State purposes at £6,535. X's int.erest in the estate of Y as respectively assessed 1S as
under :Cormnonwealth Assessrnent.
State Assessment.
£
Value of the Estate ..
6,535 Value of the Estate
Interest at 4! pel' cent. on
Interest at 5 per cent. on £6,535
£6,535-£294.075

-£326.75

Present value at 41 per cent. of
an Annuity of £294.075 dming the life of a female aged
79 according to the Estate
Duty Tables - £294.075 x
4.524

X'a interest as assessed

Present value at 5 per cent. of
an Annuity of £326.75 during
the life of a female aged 79
accOl'ding to Carlisle's Mortality Tables--£326. 75 x 4.795

1,566

X's interest as assessed

4,969

1,330
5,295
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1144. It is not unI'easonable to ask that all DOllarfments should employ the same set of Tables
and that a common !'ate of int:H'est should be prescribed by l'egulatiot1. This might be based on
the long-term rate of interest. There is no justification for the perpetuation of differences of this
nature, and their reconciliation involves no sacrifice of principle and very little ltevenue.
1145. A ftlrther complication is introduced in New South Wales where the Oommissioner
is empowered to take into consideration any contingency 9I event which has occurred at any
time before the State assessment is actually made. The following example shows the difference
in valuation which results from the application of this provision :'-.
'1'he estate of A is entitled to the residual estate of B subject to an annuity of £100 in
favour of C, a female, aged 49 at the date of A's death. C dies after A, but before the State
assessment was made. The residual estate of B at the da,te of A's death was valued for Commonwealth and State purposes at £3,175. A's interest in the estate of B, as respectively assessed,
is as under~
Commonwealth Assessment. £ State Assessment.
£
Value of residuary estate of B
3,175 Value ofresiduary estate of B ..
3,175
LessLessCapital value of annuity of
Balance of annuity due to C
£100 to C (a female aged 49)
and unpaid at the date of
based on Estate Duty
her death
40
Tables, which show the
present value at 4t per cent.
of an annuity of £1 per
annum payable annually to
1,356
a female aged 49

Value of estate remaining

1,819

Value of estate remaining

3,135

It will be noted that the value of the interest of A would have varied in accordance with the age
of C at A's death for Ii'ederal purposes, but the State assessment would remain constant as
determined by the death of C, irrespective of her age.
1146. It is desirable that there should be unifOl'mitv between the Commonwealth and
the States inthe treatment of cases where a contingency or e~ent has occun-ed before assessment.

The New South Wales pl'ovision seems to be a departm'e from strict principle, and as neither the
Commonwealth nor any other State makes the same provision we do not recommend it for general
adoption.

Shares in Companies.
1147. Shares in a puhlic company registered on a Stock Exchange are in all cases valued
for Death Duties at the markp.t value on the date of death 01' as neal' thereto as practicable. It
is, however, more difficult to arrive at the value of shares in a private or proprietary company.
The only Act that appears to defll specifically with this question is that of New South Wales
which provides, in effect, that the valuation shall be made on the assumption that the Memorandum
and Articles of Association satisfy the requirements of the Stock Exchange at the
place whel'e the share l'cgister is kept in which tIle sluues the subject of valuation are registered.
It pTovides also that Tegard shall not be had to any provision in the :Memorandum and Articles
relating to the valuation of the shares of a deceased member. In determining such value the
responsible officer of the company is required to supply to the Commissioner, at his request,
balance-sheets and accounts and such other information as the Commissionc, may require for
the purpose of ascertaining the value of the ~haTes.
1148. The Queensla.nd Act empowers the Commissioner in his dis('retion to adopt as the
value of any shares or stock in any company such sum as, in his opinion, the hold8l' t tereof would
receive in the event of the comp:1l1J eing voluntaril)~ wound up on t)l8. date when the succession
took effect. Tt e meg,ning of the section is not clear, but ,ve a.re infurnied that it is the practice
to value the -hares on an assets basis, with no addition for goodwill, and to deduct the estimated
costs of realization.
1149. The Acts of the Commonwealth and tlte other States do not der~l specifically with
the method to be 8.1)plied in the vi11uation of s1u1res, and in ]Jractice an attempt is made to arrive
at a fail' market value.
1150. Hm-ing regard to the increase in the number of private companies, it appears to us
to be essential that a definite and uniform basis should be adopted by all Governments for the
valuation of 3hlm:~. The lack of sHch provisions was the Aubject, of comment by some of the
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State Commissioners, A case recently decided under the Act of New South Wales laid down',
tbe principle that the 'i'alue to be adopted 'was the amollnt at whieh a bona fide purehaser, not
anxious but willing to purchase, "vould be prepared to pay to a vendor not anxious but willing
to soli, assuming the sbares in question were registered on the Stock Exchange, and we think
this basis might be generally adopted,
.; -,

1151. We recommend that the Acts of the Commonwealth and of all the States should'
contain similar Ilrovisions reasonably precise in l'egard to the valuation of shal'es in private'
companies, and that these might follow the genel'al lines of Section 127 of the New South Wales,
Act which appears to us to he equitable.

SECTION L1X.
DOUBLE T A X A T I O N , '
1152. The prohlem of double taxation which was discussed in Section XXI. of our Report
in relation to Income Tax also arises in connexion with Death Duties. The causes of double
taxation and the means suggested to ob,iate it wilt no'", be discussed.
'
TAXATION IN THE STATE OF DOMICILE OF PERSONALTY, WHEREVER SITUA'fE,
WITHOUT ADEQUATE PROVISION I<'OR HEBATE.

1153. In Section LV, of this H.eport we recommend that the principle oian Estate Duty'
should be adopted hy all Australian Governments as the basis for standardized legislation;:
throughout Australia, and that each Government should include in tile estate of a deceased::
domiciled in the jurisdiction personal property situate out of the jurisdiction. The inclusion ob
personalty situate out of the jurisdiction would obviously result in double taxation unless;
adequate provision is made for rebates inrespect of sliyh personalty. Although the principle\
ofincluding the . personalty out of the jurisdiction in the dutiable estate is in rorce in t,ile')
Oommonwealth and all States, except Victoria. and Wes~ern Australia, the existing provisions for;
rebates are not uniforin, lior are they in all cases adequate. It is provided in the Commol1wealth
Ad that where Duty is paid outside Australia in respect of any part of the estate situate out i
of Australia there shall be deducted from the Oommonwealth Duty either the amount of the~
Duty paid outside Australia or the amount of Duty payable under the Oommonwealth Act in,
respect of that part of the estate, whichever is the lesser. The effect of this provision is to.
eliminate double taxation.
.
ll54. The aspect of double tax[~tion which more directly concerns taxpayers therefore
arises between the States. As Victoria and Western Australia impose Duty only upon that part
of the estate which is situate in the State, it follows that no provision for a rebate of Duty paid.
elsewhere is contained L"1 the Acts of those States because the scheme of the Acts does not give
rise to double taxation from the point of view now being considered.
1155. The Acts of New South Wales and Tasmania provide for a rebate in respect of Duty,
paid on personal property situate outside the State but within His Majesty's dominions. The i.
South Australian Act provides for a rebate of Duty in respect of personal property situate outside
the State when that personal property is situate and taxed in a reciprocating State, that is, a:
State which either does not tax property situate in South Australia or which grants a similar,
rebate in respect of such property. All the States of the Oommonwealth (except Queensland),
the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Trinidad are recognized as reciprocating States. The
rebates provided in New South Wales, Tasmania and South Australia prevent double taxation
by reason of the inclusion of personalty situate out of the State in most of the cases where it •. •
would otherwise arise. Those provisions, however, are not entirely adequate. The rebate should:

not depend upon whether the personal property subject to Duty is within His Majesty's dominions,
nor should it depend upon the question of reciprocity. The fact that a State grants or refuses a
rebate does not assist the Revenue of any other State, and the principle of reciprocity has no
strict relevance in this connexion. The rebate should be granted as a recognition of the fact
that the State where the assets are situate has a prior right to levy Duty on them. The State
of domicile by including those assets in the dutiable estate gets the benefit of an increased rate
on the whole estate, and should be prepared, in all cases, to allow a rebate of the Duty paid
elsewhere.
1156. vVllilst in Queensland personalty out of the State is included in the estate of a person
dying domiciled in the State, the Act contains no provision for rebates in any circumstances.,

This is the most glaring example of double taxation existing in any of the systems which we
investigated. It cannot be defended on any ethical grounds, nor can the requirements of Revenue
justify a system of taxation which is so obviously unfair.

<
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1157. This subject was discussed n.t a Oonference of Taxation OfFwials held in 1928, at
which all States, except Western Australia, were represented. '1'he opinion of the Conference
was expressed in the following Resolution :"Resolved, that in the opinion of this Conference a satUactory solution for the
cessation of double Death Duties would be for each State to impose Death Duties
upon personal property wherever the same shall be, and idlow in respect of
personal property situate outside such State a rebate of Duty of an amount equal
to the Duty l)aid elsewhere, Or to the Duty payable under the Act of the State
in whieh the property is situate, whichever amount is the lesser."
Queensland dissented.

1158. In our opinion the principles expressed in the Resolution are sound and should be
generally adopted. If the rebate suggested . .vere granted by all Governn1ents double taxation
arising from the inclusion of personal property 'situate out of the jurisdiction would be a.voided.

1159. We, therefore, recommend that wherever personalty situate out of the j urisdictionis
included in the dutiable estate a rebate be gl'anted of the lesser of the following :(a) the amount of the Duty paid out of the jurisdiotion in respect of that personalty,
or
(b) the amount of the Duty payable.in the jurisdiction in respect of that personalty.
DETERMINATION OF THE SITUATION OF OERTAIN ASSE'fS.

1160. The recommendation contained in the preceding paragraph would not entirely
obviate double taxation of assets. There is some justification for regarding certain forms of
personal property as being situated and primarily taxable in more than one State.. In those

cases where more than one State has some legal justifioation for regarding the same asset as being
primal'ily dutiable, an agreement or compromise between the States is essential to obviate double
taxation. The assets referred to are Shares in Oompanies; Interests in Partnerships, and certain
Specialty Debts.

Shares i'f'l, Companies.
'l'here can be little question that shares in companies are located atbhe place where
they may be tl'ansferred, that is, where the share register on which they l11e elitered is situated.
Every Australian State adopts this rule and levies Duty on shares entered n a register in that
State. But double taxation arises because some States levy Duty on shares which fOl'm part of
the personal estate of a deceased person who at the time of his death was domiciled there,
although the shares were not entered on a register in that State. This has been considered in
connexion with the allowance of rebates and lleed not again be refened to.
1161.

1162. Some States also levy Duty on shares of a company which has assets in the State,
although the decea.sed was not domiciled there and the shares were not entered on a register in
that State. The argument that Duty should be imposed in su h circumstances is basul on an
identification of the share with a proportion' to. part of the company's assets. The Duty is
levied on the compa.ny for two reasons. The first is for conYenience, for the personal
representatives of a deceased person who had no assets in a State, 'ill not require to apply for
Probate or Letters of Administration in that State. The Department, therefore, has not that
means of knowledge that a death has OCCUlTed, nor the means of collecting any Duty that may
be leviable. The second reason is that when the deceased is domiciled, and the shares are entered
in 1'. register, out of the State it is unconstitutional for the State to impose a dired Duty on the
estate.

1163. At this stage it is desirable to summarize the l:.royisions of the Ads of 1,Lose States
which impose an overriding Duty on shares.
1164. '1'he Succession and Probate Duties Act 1904 (Queensland) requires l> company
carrying on business in Queensland to make a return within six rilOntlJs after the death of any
member, showing the value of his shares. Duty is payaLle by the company on such value at a
graduated rate. \Vhere the company also carries on 1usine s outside Queensland, t.he Duty is
levied at the ra.te applicable to the total value of the shares of the de(-e~secl on an amount which
bears the same proportion to the total value as the assets of the company in Queensland bear to
its total assets.
1165. The provisions of the Oompcm£es (Death Duties) Act 1901 (Kew South Wales) are
similar, but the Act is limited to compapies incorporated outside New South 'Vales i:.nd carrying
on in that State the business of (a) mining for gold or other minerals 01' treating i'.ny snch minemls,
or (b) pastoral or agricultmal production or timber getting.
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1166. The Acts of both States give the company the right (so far as it can be gIven in
such circumstances) to reimburse itself out of moneys payable to the personal repre entative'
in respect of the shares, or to recover the amount by action.
{t
1167. It is interesting to note that proposals to obvictte double taxation on shares wer~J
considered at a Premiers' Conference held in 1924, and that these were referred to a Cummittee!
of State Taxation Officers "vho unanimously passed the following resolutions :...
" That in the opinion of this conference a satisfactory solution for the cessation~~
of double Death Duties upon shares in companies held by dec:eaoed persons at the date;
of death would be for each State, iuesJ..lective of the domicile of the decei'.s d, to refrain::
from directly levying Duty on shareholdings where the registers of such companies al'e.
situated ilJ their State, and to levy on shareholders only in the State where the companies'!
work or business is actually carried on.
" In the event or the works or business of the company being actually carried:
on in more than one State, Duty should he levied in such States upon the propol'tionj
which the assets in such State bear to the total assets of the co npany wheresoeveri ,
situated. "
1168. No steps appear to have been taken by any of the State Governments to impJementj
this .l1,esolution, but a later Conference of State 'I'axatiol1 Officers held in 1928 con,.idcred the whole
subject of double taxation and adopted the Resolution quoted in paragraph 1157, which, for
.
convenience, we repeat :"Resolved, that in the opinion of this Conference a satisfaetory solution for the,
cessation of double Death Duties would be for each State to impose Death Duties upon
personal property wherever the same shall be, ::md allow in 1'e pect of personal property"
situate out ide such State a rebate o,fDuty of an amount equalto the Dutypaid elsewhere,:
or to the Duty payable under the Ad of the State in which the property is situate,"
whichever amount is the lesser."
1169. It should helloted that the solution suggested by the Conference of 1928 differs
materially from that suggested by the Conference of 192·1.
1170. The Resolution of the Conference of 1928 was not acceptable to Queensland, which
expressed its dissent in the following memorandum :-" The proposed basis for the settlement thereof as agreed to by all the States
represented, other than Queensland, is most inequitable from a Queensland standpoint.
" Certainly, it does not concel'n Tasmania, nor does it, as it so happens, affect
the present method of taxation by South Australia, but it wOllld deprive Queensland
of the right to collect Duty in respect of a big proportion of its valuable pi"imm-y
-industries (such as Pastoral, Agricultural, Mining, &c.), represented by semi-private
companies inc.orporated outside and with their share registers also outside Queensland
but within the Commonwealth.
" In my opinion particularly as regards prillw1"y industries of the State afIected
as above-mentioned tbe Death Duties should be payable in the State 01' tates where
the assets of the company are physically situate in the proportion that such assets
bear to the total assets of the company and the Duty so paid in snch State or States
rehated to the estate by the State where t,he share register is situate-(as such State
collects Duty on the full value of the shares)-but not to a greater extent than the
Duty payable ill that State, where the share regislier is situate, upon such shares."

1171. In our opinion the imposition of an overriding Duty on shat'es in oompanies does
not provide a satisfactol'y solution of the problem. It would be necessary for every State to impos('
such a Duty and this would add materially to the difficulties of administration, particularly in
regard tD the inclusion, for Duty purpo::>es, of shares in companies which carryon business in
every State. A very practical difficulty would arise in reganl to the valuation of the assets in
each State. The Commissioner in each State might consider that he was compelled to make
a critical investigation into the value of the assets of the company, both in his State and
elsewhere, and it is not unreasonable to assu e that each would endeavour to secure to his State
the highest possible proportion of the total value of the assets. The result would probably be
that the estate would be taxed npon an amount which in the aggregate represented a greater
sum than the true value of the shares. Thus overlapping would continue and the evil which
the solution is intended to cure would remain. We may add that all these difficulties would
be intensified in the case of a holding company which held shares in other companies that
might also have assets extending over other States.
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1172. The Acts of Queensland and New South 'Vales imposing overriding Duties 011
companies in the manner described are a SOUTce of much irritation. It is probable thl.l,t their
repeal would result in a very small loss of Duty. Provisions to the like effect were formerly
included in the South Australian Ant, but these were repealed, following the decision of the 1928
Conference previously referred to, and the Commissioner of TEbxes stated in evidence that be did
not think the Department had ever collected a penny in Duty under these sections while they
were in foree. 1'he Senior Death Duties Assessor, New South Wales, stated that the revenue
obtained from this source in that State is negligible, being less tha.ll £6,000 per l'tnmm1.
Information supplied by the Commissioner of Stamp Du ies, Queensland, shows that the
collections on this account have been as underYear ended£
30th June, 1931
25,929
30th June, 1932
20,374
30th June, 1933
15,641
The Duty collected in the last of these years represents Ie s than 3! por cent. of the total
Duty collected in the form of Probate and Succession Duties during that period.

1173. We recommend(l) That shares in oompanies be deemed to be situate only in the State where the share
register on which they are entered is located ;
(2) That a companY which carries on,business, or has assets, in a State but which does
not maintain a share registm' in that State should not be I'equired to pay Duty
in respect of shares forrning Ilart of the estate of a deceased shareholder who
at the time of his death was domiciled out of the State.
Inte1'est in a Pa1·tnership.
1174. Anintert;stina partnership way be viewed either asadaim fora sum of money

or as a share in the assets, the distinction being dependent LIpan the terms of the partnership
deed, the provisions of the PCl,rtnerships Act and common law rights.
1175. If the interest be regarded as a claim for aSllm of money it would he situate in the
State where the claim would have to be proved, but if as a share in the assets it would be situate
in the State in which those assets are to be found.
1176. It is probable that some double taxation occurs owing to this ambiguity. The
matter should be clarified by a legislative enactment which would avoid all disputes.

1177. We recommend that an interest in a partnership be deemed to be situate in the State
or States in which the assets of the partnership are to be found, inclusive of goodwill, if any,
associated with that part of the business carried on in the State.
Specia.lty Debts.
1178. The common law rule relating to specialty debts is t,hat they are situated where
the deed is held. Following this rule all States include in the dutiable estate, as assets situated
in the State, any specialty debts in respect of which the deed is in the State at the date of death.
There is some justification for claiming that the situation of certain dehts should he determined
by another test. For example, in the case of mortgages the legislation in Ne'" South Wales
is based on a claim to regard a mortgage debt as being situated where the property o'-er which
security is given is situated. Prior to 1931 this provision of the New 'outlt Wales Act
automatically gave rise to double taxation where a mortgage was gi -en o\" r a sets in
New South Wales and at the date of death the deed was held in another State. '1'he State in
which the deed was held imposed Duty, applying the common law rule referred to. Duty was
also imposed in New South Wales under the pl'ovision of the Act referred to because the security
was in that State. Since the introduction in 1931 of the Estate Duty principle in New South
Wales, and the enactment of a provision to grant a rebate in respect of property induded in the
dutiable estate which 'was situate in some other part of His :JIajesty's dominions and taxed there,
it appears that double taxation no longer arises from this cause.
1179. We received evidence that difficulty may also arise ill regard to life assmance polieies.
Where they are under seal, these are subiect to the law referred to, and are dutiable in the State
in which the policy was held at the dat~ of death. It was suggested that they might also be
properly dutiable in the State in which they were payable.

1180. Having regard to the present practice in the States, we recommend that all SfJecialty
debts should be regarded as situate where the deed is held at the date of death and that no other
test of situation be imposed.
DOUBLE TAXATION ARISING OUT OF THE DISALLOWAJ.'i'CE OF LIABILITIES.

1181. Double taxation between the States also OCCUTS because of the lack of a,gl'eement
between the Acts of the States in regard to the deduction allowed in respect of liabilities which
may be secUTed upon property within or outside the State, or in regard to unseeured liabilities
which are payable elsewhere.
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1182. The relevant clauses of the State Acts relating to the allowance of secure~
liabilities are as follow :New South Wales.-Debts secured solely on the dutiable estate are allowed. "Where thE}
debt is secured partly on the dutiable estate and partly on foreign assets, the portion of the debt.
which bears the same ratio to the total debt as the value of that nart of the dutiable estate 011
which it is secured bears to the va.lue of the whole of the se 'urit)T is allowed. Where the debt
"'~secured solely on foreign assets exceeds the value of those assets the Oommissioner may allflw
the deduction or such amount as he considers equitable.
Victoria.-Debts payable in the State may be deducted, irrespective of the location of
the security: Debts secured on an asset in the State but payable elsewhere may not be deducted.
Queensland.-If the deceased was domiciled in Queensland, debts secured on assets in the'
State are allowed. If the deceased was not domiciled in the StH,te, debts secured on assets iti'
the State are allowed only to the extent to which they exceed the value of the estate situated
out of the State. If the debt was secured on assets partly in and partly out of the State, only
so much of the debt as exceeds the value of such property out of the State is allovved, irrespective
of the domicile of the deceased. Debts secured on assets out of the State are not allowed in
any case.
South A'ustralia.--Debts seemed on real estate in the Stfl,te are allowed wherever payable.
Debts payable in the State are also allowed Ivithout regard to. the situation of the security..
Western Australia.-Debts payable in the State may be deducted irrespective of the
location of the security. Debts secured on an 11sset in the State but payable elsewhere may not
be deducted.
.
Tasmania.-Debts secured on real estate in the State, or on personal estate, wherever
situate, are allowed.
1183. The relevant clauses of the State Acts relating to the allowanee ofunsecul'ed
liabilities are as follow :New South lVales.-Debtspayable to persons do:rn..iciled, or carrying on business, in the
State, not being debts contracted in connexion with the business of the deceased located out
of the State, are allowed. Debts contracted in connexion with a business of the de eased located
in the State are allowed. The excess of other debts over foreign assets is also aJ1owed.
.
V1:Ctoria.-Debts payable in the S·tate are allowed, but debts payable elsewhere are not
allowed. However, any excess of debts payable elsewhere over foreign assets is also allowed.
Queensland.-Debts owing to persons in the State are allowed. Debts due to persons
resident elsewhere are not allowed, except to the extent of the value of any personal property
situate out of the State in respect of which Suecession Duty is payable.
South Austmliet.-Debts payable in the State are allowed, but debts payable elsewhere
are not allowed. However, any excess of debts pp.yable elsewhere over foreign assets is also
allowed.
Westem Aust·ralia.-Debts payable in the State are allowed, but debts payable elsewhere
are not allowed. An excess of debts payable elsewhere over foreign assets is not allowed.
Tetsmania.-Debts payable in the State are allowed, but deLts payable elsewhere are
not allowed.
118,1,. Consideration of the provisions of the Acts relating to secured and unsecured
liabilities shows that it is not possible to determine any principle which is common to all of them.

In operation the principles applied by any State (except Queensland) might not produce serious
inequity if they were adopted by all States, but the application of varying principles obviously
results in double taxation which at times is very considel'able. The provisions of the Queensland
Act mu.st inevitably produce double taxation, and their adoption by the other States would
materially increase the incidence of Death Duties payable in respect of an estate \,;,ljch extends
over more than one State.
1185. The following examples are given to show the inequity that results from the laek
of uniformity and fairness in the legislation of some of the Sta.tes in regard to the deduction of
liabilities. .
Case A.-A man dies domiciled in Tasmania, having a net estate there of £50,000. He had
also a pa.storal property in Queensland valu~d .at £80,000 subj~ct to a mortgage of £40,000 raised
in Queensland. For the purpose of ascertammg the Tasmaruan Duty no part of the mortgage
debt of £40,000 can be deducted from the value of the Tasmani<~n assets, because it is not secured
on real estate in Tasmania. For the purpose of ascertaining the Queensland Duty no part of
tb~ mortgage debt can be deducted from the Queensland assets because the assets outside
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Queensland exceed the debts sItuate outside Queensiand. T'he result is that on a total Ilet estabe
of the value of £90,000 the estate is taxed Of, £50,000 in rrasmania, and on £80,000 in Queensland,
no rebate being allowed by either State in respect of the Duty paid elsewhere.
Case B. -A deceased carried on a pastoral business both in New South Wales and Queensland.
The total value of his assets is £100,000 equally divided between the two States, and he has.
obtained on the security oIthe whole of these assets one mortgage for £40,000. For the l)urpose
of ascertaining the Queensland Duty no part of the mortgage debt can be deducted iTom the
Queensland assets, because the debt does not exceed the value of the property situated outside
Queensland on which it is secured.. For the pmpose of ascertaining the New South Wales Duty
the debt would be allocated proportion&.tely over the assets comprised in the mortgage, and a
deduction of £20,000 would be allowed. The result is that on a total net estate of £60,000 the
estate is taxed on £30,000 in New South Wales and £50,000 in Qlleensland, no rebate being
allowed by either State in respect of the Duty paid elsewhere.
Case C.-A deceased who a,t the time of his death was domiciled in Western Austra.lia
had a net estate there of £10,000. His Victorian assets were valued at £20,000, but hii!
liabilities payable in that St~),te were £35,000. His estate would be subJef:t to Duty in Western
Australia on the net value of the assets in that State, namely, £10,000, although the estate itself
would show a deficiency of £5,000, and would in fact be insolvent.
1186. Many other examples could be quoted, but these are Slllficient to illustrate OUI'
statement that the lack of uniformity in the State Acts operates unfairly in the case of estates
which have assets in more than one State. It is probable that the provisions of some of these
Acts were drawn when interstate trading and investment had not assumed its present magnitude,
but it is clear that in existing conditions revision is urgently called for. In our opinion the
general principles that should be adopted are those expressed in the following recommendations.

1187. We recommend(I) That seemed debts be allowed as a deductioll from the value of the security wherever
that value is .includedfol' pm'poses of Duty. Where the sccw'ity is situa.te
pal'tly in one State and partly in another the debt be appOl'tioned pro I'ata according
to value over ail the security.
(2) That unsecured debts be allowed as a deuuction in the State where payable, unless
contracted in connexion with a business or branch of a business, in which case
they be a.llowed as a deduction where the business is c:ul'ied on.
(3) That any excess of secured or unsecured debts I)ayable out of the State ovel' the
assets upon which they are char'ged, or, if unsecured, out of which they m'o
payable, be allowed as a deduction in the State in which the deceased was
domiciled at the date of his death,

SECTION lX.
THE DUTY PAYABLE.
THE SCALE OF RATES OF DUTY.

1188. The rate of Duty is determined in every case by reference to a graduated scale
which is embodied in the Act. Some of the Acts contain different scales applicable to various
classes of beneficiaries.
1189. The rate and progression of Duty is, of course, a matter for each Government to
determine, and it is not our intention to compare the rates levied, or to express any opinion as to
their comparative incidence. There lCre, however, certain anomalies whieh are due to the
methods adopted. The scales of Duty are not in all cases equally e1ricient or even equitable.
In fact it may be said that in some respects they produce very inequitable results.
1190. In each case the rate of Duty is progressive, but the progressions are not reguhu
in all cases. For the purpose of determining the rate, the estr.te is divided into a number of
" steps", and the following table shows the amount of the "step" at which the rate is.
increased :-

£
Commonwealth
New South Wales
VictoriaPassing to widow and children-

Amount 01 tne
Dutiable Estate.

£

Duty increaeea in
,..poet 01 eacn.

£

1 to 72,000
1 to 100,000

1,000
1,000

to 8,000
to 20,000
to 80,000
to 100,000

1,000
2,000
4,000
5,000

1,001
8,001
20,001
80,001
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VictoriaPassing to a stranger in blood--

£

£

Queensland- ..
"

Dut·y Incteas~ in
respect of each.

A.mount at the
Dutiable Estat.e.

201 to
601 to
1,001 to
5,001 to
1,001 to
4,001 to
10,001 to
30,001 to

£

600
1,000
5,000
20,000
4,000
10,000
30,000
75,000

100
200
500
1,000
1,500
1,000
2,500
5,000

South Austmlia--The Duties increase by irregular" steps" very far apart. Then
is no systematic progression.
\Vestern Anstralia£
£
£
1,001 to 6,000
1,500
6,001 to 20,000
1,000
Tasmania500
1,001 to 3,000
3,001 to 36,000
1;000
In every instance Duty on an estate in excess of the maximum amount stated is at a fla1
rate.
1191. It will be noted that in some cases the amount of the" step" is considerahle, and
as the inereased rate. applies! not to. the amount of the estate at which the Tate changes, .l)ut
retrospectively to the first pound, very serious anom2>liesoccur at ertain points where the addition
of one pound to the dutiable amonnt may involve a very large increase in the Duty. The
following table shows some of these anomalies, and in order to obtain a fair comparisOll
reasonably similar amounts have been selected, so far as that is possible ;-

Commonwealth-£2,000
£10,000
£2D,000
£70,000
New South Wales-2 10

£2,000
£10,000
£20,000
£70,000

50
140

Victoria£2,OI'JO
£10,000
£20,000
...£72,000
Queensland (where both are domiciled in the Oomillonwealth)£2,500
£10,000
£20,000
£70,000
South Australia (Successiol1a)£1,999
£9,999
£14,999
£19,999
£74,999
Western Auatralir.--£2,500

44

£10,000
£20,000
£35,000

1 1)
3 10
8

2

24 5 2
48 10 [)
174 611
12 10 5
50 1 6
100 1 11
350 3 1
25
125
281

9
1 8
610

°

o
3

°

5

0

6

3
6
1 0

o

25 011
50
140

1 5
3 10

1\ 2 1
48 9 8

121

2

5

50

1

8

100 3 0

200 3 10

625

2

6

1,250

3

9

937 12 .8
12 10
20 0
50 1

£10,00)
£20,000
.,
Above £20,000 there is a fiat rate.

Tasmania£2,000

3

25 OIl

4
20
40
140

I

.. I
.. [

5

°

1)

9

°
9

25 1 2
50
87

1

25 0 9
40
100

1 5
2 0

A flat rate of 15 %

8

12 5

. _ - - - - _.. ------------------_...!.._--------------NOTB.-,\Yhere no amount appeara iu a column no change In rates oCC·Uri.
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1192. ·Where these anomalies occur in the case of the smaller esta.tes they are to some
extent due to the absence of any provision for the gradual diminution of the amount which in
certain cases is exempt trom Duty, or in respect of wli,'h a concessional rate is allowed. Thus,
for example, in Victoria an estate passing to the widow and children not exceeding £2,000 is
dutiable at one-half the scale rate. But the addition of £1 increases the rate on the whole estate
and subjects it to Duty at full rates, that is, an additional Duty of £4'1 8s. 2d.
.~
1193. The table, of comse, illustrates the worst examples but similar anomalies oecur
in every scale, though not to the same extent, and we think it will be generally recognized that
a system of rating which may operat,e so inequitably calls for immediate amendment. Various
remedies may be suggested. It is obvious, of course, that some anomalies must occur in any
scale, but these can be minimized by the adoption of a sc[,le in ~whiehthe rate increases by a
regular progression in sm:111 " steps". A comparison between the increased Duty which occurs
in the Commonwealth and New South Wales with that \vhich oeems in South Australia win
illustrate our meaning. In the first two cases the Duty increases with each additional thousand
pounds, and the result is that the addition of £1 to u.n estate of £70,000 l"esults in an increase
of Duty of £1·10. But in South Australia the progression is irregular and the" steps" are very
far apart, and consequently the addition of £1 to a succession of £19,999 results in additional
Duty of £1,250.
1194. No Australian Government has adopteel for Death Duty purposes the principle
generally in operation for Income Tax rating whereby the tax increases in.ctionally for each
additional pound of taxable iucome. It was suggested in evidence that the ra.nge of values of
estates to be covered is too e:rtensive to permit of its [l,doption. It is, however, in force in the
Commonwealth Land Tax, .where the values dealt with range from £0,000 to £80,000 while the
ta • under the scale of rates only fluctuates from ld. t05d. If the Commonwerdth E~tate Duty
were levied on this principle the fTavtional increases in the rate of Duty,vith each pound of
dutiable estate ,\Toutd not be as small as the fractional inc.reases in pence with each pound of
taxablevrJue which at, present ocenr in the imposition of Land Tax. Consequently there would
be no difficulty in adopting the principle for Comrnonvrealth purpo es. The principle could
be adopted also in the States, with someadjustrnent of their existing rates; but without undue
difficulty. It is prefmable to the unquaJiiied retention of the" step" systdn, as it adjusts the
Duty more delicately to the size of the estate and entirely obviate,; t.i8 anomalies referred to.
For these reasons we think that the principle should be adoptvel.
1195. An alternative method of overoming the difficulties involved in the "step"
system as at present applied is that employed in Great Britain, which has a scale similar in
principle to those used ill Australia. The Duty there cannot exceed an amount which is the
sum of the Duty at the next lower rate, plus the excess in the value of the dutiable estate over
the maximum amolmt to whieh t at rate a.pplies. To illustrate our meaning we take the following
example :Let it be assumed that the Duty on an estate not exceeding £25,000 is at the rate of 9
per cent. and that the Duty iru;reases to 10 pel' cent. \vhen the estil.te exceeds £25,000. The
dutiable value of an estate is £25,010. In accorLln.nce with the principles employed in the scales
as used by all the States the difference in Duty would be as under :£
2,250
£25,000 at 9 per cent.
2,501
£25,010 at 10 per cent.

Increased Duty due to the addition of £10 to the dutiable
amount

251

If, h.owever, the method employed in Great Britain were used the difference would be as
follows :-

£
£25,000 at 9 per cent.
PI·us the addition to the dutiable estate £10
Increased Duty

2,250
2,260
10

Although under this system the total increase in the dutiable 6state is taken fro1l1 the tax-payer
in Duty, it is obviously more equitable than the preJent system.
1196. If the Governments, having regard to their present }Jraetice, do not, see fit to adopt
the system of increasing the ri'.te of Duty with each increase of £1 in the value of the dutiahle
estate we think that they should adopt the alternative solution i.ndicated.
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1197" We recommend-·(i) That whel'e the estate does not exceed a specified maximum, yl"aduation in the
rate of Duty be effected, as in the case of Commonwealth Income Tax and Land
Tax, by a uniform increase of a il'action of a penny for each increase OT a pound
in the amount of the dutiable estate;
(2) That where· tnevalue of the dutiable estate exceeds the maximum, a flat rate of
Duty he imposed upon the excess,
1198, Alternatively, if the" step" system be !'etained, we I'ecommend--(I) That the" steps" occur at com arativaly short intel'vals and be of equal amount;
(2) That the amount of Duty leviable upon the dutiable estate of any amount shall

he-

(a) the amount obtained by applying the appropriate rate of Duty under the
scale, or
(b) the sum of the Duty payable on the highest estate to which the next !owor
rate of Duty applies, together with the amount by which the dutiable
estate exceeds such highest estate,
whichever is the less.
1199. It appears to us to be unnecessary to provide separa.te scales of rate~ to he applied
to property passing to different classes of benefieiaries. In Queenshtnd only one scale is used,
the rate being reduced by a percentf.ge when the property passes to beneficiaries who are allowed
concessions under the Ad, and increased in the case of other beneficiaries who are subject to
Duty at higher rates.

1200, We reool11mendlhat one scale o.f ,'ates be adopted; that concessions granted to
certain beneficial'jas, or additional Duty imposed on others, be given effect to by a percentage
variation of the scale,
DISCRIMINATION IN THE HATE OF DUTY ON THE GROUND Ob'I)OMICIL.E.

1201. The Oommonwealth, "'Victoria, South Australia and 'I'asmania make no discrimination
in the rate of Duty because of the domicile of either the decef:hsed or a beneficiary. New South
Wales imposes a higher rate of Duty when the deceased was not domiciled in th,tt State. In
Queensland the rate of Duty may be affected by the domicile eitlter of the Ill'edecessor or the
successor. When both aTe domiciled in the Commonwealth the lowe t rate is imp0secl. If the
predecessor was domiciled in, and the successor out of the Commonwealth, 11 higher rate is
imposed. When both are clomieiled out of the Commonwealth the highest rate is imposed. In
Western Australia a lower rate is imposed when the estate passes to relatives who are domiciled
in the State.
1202. The questions whether any discrimination should be made 011 the ground of
domicile, and, if so, to what extent are entirely matters of policy to be decided by the Government
imposing the Duty. But, in accordance with the principles we have enunciated in Section
XXIX., we are of the opinion that there should be no discrimination in respect of lates between
residents of Australia. For that reason the principle adopted by Queensland is Ilreferable to

that adopted by New South Wales and Western Australia.
CONCESSIONS TO CERTAIN CLASSES OF BENEFICIARIES.

1203. The .'lets of all the Governments recognize, to varying extents, the prindple that
property passing to certain classes of benefit::ial'ies should be subject to the imposition of a lower
Duty than that passing to strangers in blood. Ditrerellces exist in regard to the classes of
beneficiaries who are fftvoured in this way, and in regard to the manner in which the concessions
are conferred.
1204. In the Commonwealth and Vidoria concessions are conferred on the widow,
children and grand-children of the deceased. In New South \Vales a concession in regard to the
amount exempt from Duty is conferred upon any person dependent upon the deceased Tor
maintenance and support at the time of his death, and a concession in regard to the rate of Duty
is conferred on the widow aT the deceased, or any of his children under the age of 21 years, where
the beneficiary in question was dependent upon the deceased for J11R.intenance and support at the
time of his death. In Queensland there are two classes of favoured beneficiaries, namely the
widow and lL.'1eal issue of the decea.sed on the one hand, and iJ,ll other persons, except strangers
in blood to the deceased, on the other. In South Australia al1d Tasmania there are also two
elasses of beneficiaries to whom concessions are granted, namely the widow, widower, descendant
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or ancestor of the deceased on the one hand, a,nd the brother, sister, descendant of a brother or
sister, or any other collaters.l retation of the deceased on the other. In Viestern Australia a
concession is granted to the parent, issue, husband, wife, and issue of husband or wife of the'
deceased.
1205. It will be seen, therefore, that under every Act a concession is granted_to the widow
and children of the deceased, except that in New South Wales it if:, limited to the case where the ,~
widow or children are actually del)endent on the deceased at the time of his death. We consider

that a concession should be allowed in favow' of those classes of beneficial'jas who in the normal
casewel'e most probably dependent on the deceased, b It that actual de endence should not be
adopted as a test. If dependence be adopted as a test there is no logical reason why it should be
restricted to the widow and children. It should be extended to all persons who in fact were
dependent on the testator. lnthe case of persons who 'Nere partially dependent upon deceased,
determination of the facts of dependence or partial dependence is frequently a matter of
difficulty. The evidence in regard to it is generally conflicting and unsatisfactory in matters
where it is to the interest of one person to show dependence and of some other person to refute
it. For the purposes of obtaining an exemption the evidence might be all one way, and it is
hard to imagine that assistance would be given to the taxation officials to enable them to
withhold it,
1206. It wassllggested in evidence that lio concession should be made in the case where
the widow has private means and is not dependent for support upon the estate of the deceased.
But although this test is imposed by the Aot of Nev,r South Wales, it does not appear to us to
be suitable fOf general adoption. As a matter of simplicity and expediency it is preferable that
the concession should be alJovved to the widow and ohildren of the deceased, withoutinquiry.
1207. 1'he concession might also be extended to the widower, in view of the fact that
although dependence might beregarded as exceptional, yet \\There there is no dependence, the
wife's estate has frequently been built up from the husband's means, and the widower is then
only receiving from her estate assets which he himself created. In addition, the definition of
children should be extended to include grand-children, as their benefits more frequently arise
when they are regarded as representing their parents, a'l, for example, when the latter are
deceased.

1208. We recommend that a concession should thel"afore be alio\ ed to the widow, widower,
childl'en or gt'and-childl'cn of the deceased,
1209. There is some justification also for the granting of the concession to the collateral
kindred of the decea'led, but till;; principle has not been LUuvel'sally adopted in the Acts under
consideration, and we feel that it is a matter which can properly be left to each Government to
determine for itself. The extent of any concession granted is al '0 a Inatter in regard to which
lack of agreement bet\veen the Acts is of no serious moment.
1210. Acollsideration of the Acts shows that concessions are conferred on favoured classes
of beneficiaries both by the allowance of a special exemption to the class, and 801 0 by imlJOsing
a rate of Duty which is lower than that imposed on beneficit:,ries , 110 do not come within the
class, except that in the Commonwealth and Western Australia the latter method only is used.
In some of the States the concession in rate disappears when the esta.te exceeds a fL~ed amount,
whilst in others the concession is pl'eserved irrespective of the ,-altle of the estate. The method
of conferring the rate concession is a matter for each indiyidual Government to determine for
itself. If, however, it is limited to estates not exceeding a fixed amount a difficulty arises in
that when that amount is reached an increase of £1 in the estate causes an abrupt rise in the
amount of Duty. This difficulty was discussed under the heading of "The Scale of Rates of
Duty", and an adaptation of the solution there recommended in eonnexion with the "step"
system would prevent anomalies of this nature arising.
1211. A similar difficulty also arises where the concession is granted by an exemptioll
from Duty of estates not exeeeding a fixed amount. That difficulty, 11O"weve1', is not peculiar
to the exemptions granted to favoured classes of beneficiaries, but is common to all cases in
which an exemptIOn is granted, and is discussed under the next heading.
THE AMOUNT EXEMPT FROM DUTY.

1212. The Commonwealth, Victoria and Queensland exempt from Duty all estates not

exceeding cert.ain fixed amounts. In Victoria and Queensland estates of a higher value than
that fixed for general exemption are exempt when passing to favoured classes of beneficiaries.
In New South Wales, South Australia and 'l'asmania, although no exemption is gl'auted in respect
of property passing to strangers in blood, exemptions are conferrecl on estates passing to favoured
classes of beneficiaries.
F.3979.-3
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1213. The questions whether an exemption is to be allowed, and, if so, what amount!
should be allowed, are entirely matters of policy to be decided by tl e Go\'emmcllt imposing the;
Duty, and consequently no recommendat,ion is made in regard to them.
-,1214. In the case of every exemption at present allowed, whe'dler generally or to relatives',
.' Q£ a particular class, thecOl1cession. entirely disappears if the estate exceeds the ar,nount fixed.,
J?or example, under the COUlillo1nv(3alth Act an estate not exceeding £1,000 in value is whony!
exempt, but an estate of £1,001 is dutiable in full at the apj)forriate rate, namely, 1 per cent.;
The difference in valuation of £1 in t4ese cases makes all the difference between total exemption
and total dutiability. There are two methods of OV8J.COrrUng tt.is allamol. rfhe first method,
. which may be suggested is the appli?ation to Death Duties of the principle applied in the Income
. Ta:x: leg~slation of the Commonwe<tlth and the St, tes, under which there is a gradual dimin.ution·
of the statutory exemption as theincomeincreases. \Vhile the 8;doption of this proposal would:
prevent the existing anom.aly as between estates just under and just over the amount exempted,'
It would introduce difficulties of its own. No Government has adopted a diminishing exemption
for Death Duties, and its adoption would involve the re-casting of the rates of Duty ap~licable,
to estates which would be entitled to an exemption, In addition it would Iso produce s'ome:
com:(llex~ty in the ass~ss!-nent of Duty ~vhich doe~ not n.ow exi~~. The second method is the!
apphcatlOn of the prlllmple suggested 111 COnlleXlOl1 With the step" system. 'I'o take the;
example under the (Joffimonwealth Act previously referred to in thi p:1rag 'aph, the estate of;
£1,001 would pay £1 Duty and the rate of 1 per cent. would not be illl}joseu except on estates;
exceeding £1,010. While this method is not as equitable as the method of a climinishing I
exemption, it is simplier than that method, would prevent the more serious anomalies arising,;
and w0\11dhave to b(3 applied ina very limit.ed number of cases.
I

1215. We recommend that where in any case estates llotexceedinQ a fixed amount al'e i
exempt from Duty, the Duty imposed on estates exceeding that amount should not be greater:
than the excess of the estate over that amount.
.
DISPOSITIONS EXEMPT PROM DVTY.
1216. The Acts of all the Governments contain pl'o'visions exempting from' Duty.i
property passing to certain institutior:s, bei~? prinei)?ally institutions dire~ted tZJ the relief of:
poverty or the advancement of educatIOn. 'Ine provlSlons may be summal'lzed as follows :Comi1wnwealth.-Property passing to religious, scientific or public educational purposes .
in Australia, or to a public hospital or public beneyolent institiution in Australia, or to a fund:
established and maintained fOT the purpose of pro -iding money for use for such institutions,;
or for the relief of persons in necessitous circumstances in ..tustr Ilia is exempt fl'om Duty.
New South Wales.-There is no provision for exempting dispositions by will or settlement
in favour of any charitable or other objects, but gifts i [tel' vivos are not included in the estate
when made to a public hospital, or for the relief of poverty, or the Iromotioll of education in
New South Wales, or for any purpose directly or irdirectly connected with milita y or naval
defence, or the amelioration of the condition of past or present solcli 1'S or sailors or their i
dependants, or f~r the promo~i?n of .any other pJ.triot~c ohjects. Wh 1'e .the .nl.~u~ of a gi~ is .
included, the subject-matter of It ha\'mg gone out of eXIstence, the exen phon IS hnnted to gIfts
made to a public hospital, or for the relief of poverty, or the promotion of education in New,
South Wales.
!
Viotoria.-No duty is payable in respect of any public charitable bequest or public,
charitable settlement. "Public charitable bequest" llleans a devise or bequest or legacy to;
or for certain public institutions situate in Victoria enumerated in the Act. "Public charitable'
settlement" means a settlement of property on or for any of the public institutions mentioned. :
Queensland.-Property subjeet to a trust for any 0haritable or educational institution:
in Queensland is exempt from Probate and Succession Duties.
South Australia.-Legacies consisting of books, prints, pIctures, statues, gems, coins
(not being current coins of the re.alm) medals, spel·~lllen~. of natura! hi~tOIY, and other specific
articles uiYen or bequeathed to or 111 trust for any ulllverslty, 01' any 111stItutlOn unuer the control'
of the Government or board appointed or pattly apIJointed by the Government in order to be ,
kept and preserved by that university or institution and not fOl' tL" purpose of sale are exempt .1
from Duty.
,~
We~tem Austral·ia.-Legacies consisting of books, prints, pictmes, statues, gems, coins· 1
(not being eurrent coins of, the r~alm) medals, sper;,!mens of natillr::d history an~l otl,er specific .~
articles aiven or bequeatheu to or 111 trust for any lllSvItUtlOll under the control of the Go\,el'llment·:
or board appointed or partly appointed by the. Government, in order to be kept and preserved::
by such institution a~d n~t for the purpose of sale, and any leg.l.(·Y whatsoever bequeathed to:.
or in trust for any iIJ1lVerslty are exempt from Duty.
!
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Tasmania.-Property or estate the subject-matter of a devise, bequest, legacy', settlement
or gift in favour of any charitable object is exempt. "Charitable object" is defined to include
certain institutions in Tasmania enumerated in the Act.
1217. It will be observed that there is no semblance of uniformity in regard either to
the di8posit~ons or the institutions in re. pect of which exemption is granted. .We see 110 reason

why sOlneexemptionsholild not be granted with the object of encollI'aging dispositions for WQrthy
objects. In our opinioncondilions throughout the Commonwealth al'e slich that substantial
uniformity can and should be reached in regard to the exemption h'om Duty o'f dispositions in
favour' of certain types of institutions.
'rHE BASIS FOR. THE OALOULATION m' DU'fY.
1218. It may be accepted as a recognized principle of Estate Duty that in the case of a

person who at the time of his death was donuciled in the jurisdiction, the rate of Duty is
determined by reference to the aggregate value of his dutiahle estate, and that in the case of a
person who at the time of his death was domiciled elsewhere the rate of Duty is based only on
the value of his assets within the jurisdiction. This principle I::: observed by the Commonwealth
and New South Wales.
1219. In Victoria and Western Australia settlements are not aggreg<1ted with the other
dutiable estate, but are separately assessed at the mte of Duty applicable to the va,Ine of the
property comprised in each settlement.
1220. In Queensland in the case or a peraon who at the time of his death was domiciled
in the State, his realty situate out of the State, although not fOrIPing part of the dutiable estate,
is included with it for the purpose of determininp' the ratiC of Duty. In the ca. e of a person who
at the time of his death was not domiciled in the 'tate the rate of Duty to be applied to the
Queensland estate is determined on the aggregate value of his total estate wherever situate.
1221. In Sout,h Australia the rate of Duty is determined by the. amount of each separate
successlOh.
1222. In Tasmania in the case of a person who at the time oihis death was not domiciled
in the State his personal property situate out of the State, although not forming part of his
dutiable estate, is included with it for the purpose of determining the rate of Duty.
1223. Wel'ecommend that the rate of Duty be determined by reference oily to thu amount

of the dutiable estate.

QUICK SUCCESSIONS.

1224. It happens at times that a person who ha.s succ edect to ,'tn estate on which Duty

has been paid, himself dies within a short time of the death of his predecessor, so that the same
estate is agaii.l subjected to Duty in a short space of time. The dimunition in value of estates
so affected is considerable, and provision has been made in Engl.-md and Tasmania to mitigate
the hardship arising from quick succession.
1225. The Tasmanian Act provides that where the aggl'eg te llet value of tile estate of
a deceased person does not exceed £4,000 no Duty s1 11 be payable in respect of any real estate
comprised therein(1) which within five years before the death passed to the decea: ed from his spouse,
father, mother or child, and was subjected on so passing to Duty under the
Act, and
(2) which passes or the proceeds of which pass to the pause or child of the deceased.
1226. The English provisions are much pid "1', and fall into two distinct classes. One
provides for a total remission of Duty in :'espect of certain limited estates wherE: the death arose
out of active service by the deceased as a soldier or sailor against an enemy. .A similar
provision in Section 9 of the Commonwc,1lth Act was restricted to the List \var, and is now
exhausted. The other provision is a general one. It enads t:lU,t where the Commissioners of
Inland Revenue are satisfied that Estate Duty has bee-orne p' yahle Oil any land or business passing
on the death of any person, and tlJat subsequently within fiye years Estat Duty has again
become payable on the same property or any part thereof passing on the death of the p'rson to
whom the property passed all the first death, the Duty payable on the second death shall be
reduced as follo\\s :Where the second death oecurs within one year of the tirst-by 50 pel' cent. ;
Where the second death occurs ·within two years of the first--by 40 per cent. ;
Where the second death occurs within three years of the first--by 30 pel' cent. ;
Where the second death occurs within four years of the first-by 20 per cent.;
Where the second death OCCUJS within five years of the first--·by 10 per cent.
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1227. No provision of this nature is contained in the Commonwealth Act or the Acts of
any of the States other than Tll.smania, but in Queensbnd Duty in rcsrect of real property is
. payable by four haif-yef~rly instalments, and in respeet of an annuity by four annud instalments;
Should the beneficiary die before the Duty is fully paid the unpaid install ents cease to be payable,
except where the Successor was competent to dispose of his interest by will.
1228. In some cases equity would appear to demand that some concession b8 made in
.respect of estates falling to be taxed twice within a short space of time, and this is particularlyso where by reason of abnormal circumstances, as, for example, t~ e existence of a state of war,
the normal e:xpt3ctancyoi life isnpset. From the other point of view fiI) attempt has been made
to adjust the Duty where .an estate has been held out of the taxable field for a much longer time
than would be expected under the normal life tables.
1229, '1'he Committee on National Debt and Taxation (Great Britain) 1927, dealing with
the question of quick succe8sions, said"To a certain extent· variations equalize out in the long run. This point,
however,must notbe pressed too far. 'fhere are so many \'ariable factors in the history
of estates, and the rates of Duty are (to judge from the past) so liabk to variation, that
the future cann.ot be trusted to make ;l.mends fol' any present inequality. Nevertheless
it is fair to observe that quie]{ su cession may often be due to the first or the two persons
deceased having enjoyed the estate for an exceptionally long period. He may have
built up a business over a long term, and have died at the age, say, of 80, leaving his
property to his son, then aged 50, who may have died within the next five or ten years,
being succeeded in, turn by his son, a young man of 25 or 30 with a life expectation or
40 or 35 years. Against the repetition of the bmden \;vithin five orten years must
be set the Jop.gJreedolb. of the estate from Duty duringt1w life of the first deceased,
and the prospect of a further good period of immunity."
1230. 'fo endeavour as a matter of general principle to adjust the Duty according to the
length of time that assets have been held by the deceased would invoh-e an entirely new view
of the incidence of Death Duties, and would also involve serious complexities which do not at
present exist, and we do not recommend such adjustment. If, however, any Government
desires to grant a concession in respect of quick successions the concession can best be etlected
by a variation of therates of ])uty. '1'he absence of agreement on rating provisions between
the various Acts would be of little moment, as it would not adversely affed the administration
of the Acts or the estates to which they apply.
1231. We regard the treatment of quick successions as a matteI' of policy, which can best
be left to each Govel'nment to deal with in imposing the I'at s of Duty, and we make no

recommendation as to whether a concession should or should not be granted,

THE An,TUSTMEN'f OF DUTIES BETWEEN BENEFICIARIES.

1232. Under the provisions of all the Acts in force in the Commonwealtl! it is left open

to a testator to provide how the Duty payable in connexion with his estate shall be borne by
that estate. He may throw the payment of the whole of the Duties payable on to a hmd provided
for that purpose, or on to residue, or otherwise as he dir ets. "here, howe reI', no provision
is made by a testator, or where there is an intestacy, the Acts contain provisions as to how the
Duty shall be borne as between the persons entitled to the estate. 'l'he effect of these pro\'isions
may be summarized as follows :Oommonwealth.-The Duty is apportioned by the administrator among all the beneficiaries
in proportion to the value of their interests. In the case of specific bequests or devises of a value
not exceeding £200, the Duty which would othenvise be payable is fl.gain apportioned among
all the beneficiaries in proportion to the value of their in rests. 'rhea prin~'iples are also applied
to effect the adjustment of Duty payable in respect of property which passed from the deceased
by gift or settlement.
New South Wales.-The Duty is payable in the same manner as the debts of the deceased.
But where property included in the estate is vested in any persons other than the administrator
the Duty payable in respect of it must be paid to the Administrator by the persons entitled
thereto, in accordance with the value of their interests in the property.
Victo-ria.-The Duty is payable primarily out of the residue of the estate. Where there
is no residue or the residue is insufficient, the administrator must deduct from eyery interest
created by the will, in proportion to the value of the interest, such an amount as may be necessary
to provide for the Duty. Residue in the section includes propert? as to which there is an
intestacy. The Duty on property passing by settlement or by gift is payable out of the property
subject to the settlement or gift.
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Queensland.--Succession Duty is charged on each separate succession, and is payable
by the successor. Probate Duty is payable by the administrator as a testamentary expense
in the same order as the debts are payable.
South Australia.-Succession Duty is payable by the administrator, who must adjust
the Duties so as to throw the burden upon the respective properties on which the Duty is
charged.

Western AustraUa.-The administrator must deduct from each interest created by the
will or arising from an intestacy an amount equal to the Duty upon that int-erest. TheDuty
on property passing under settlements or deeds of gift is payable out of the property subject
to the settlement or gift.
TasMa'tj,ia.--'-'I'he. administrator must deduct. from each interest created by the will or
arising from an intestacy an amOlmt equal to the Duty upon that interest. The same principle
applies to the adjustment of Duty payable in respect of property passing by settlement or gift.

1233. Regarding a Succession Duty as a tax upon the int0rest to which a beneficlary
succeeds, it may be proper t.o throw such a Duty on to each indiyidual succ;ession. An Estate
Duty, however, is in realty a Duty on the whole estate. So far as the Hevenue is concerned,
it is immaterial whence it is paid, but it is necessary, for the lJI"otection of. the personal
representative and for the prevention of litigation in regard to e tates, to provide how the Duty
should be bome by the beneficiaries inter se when no express provision is made by the testator.
Such provision should be drawn to effect a t\ oiold object: First to cause as tittle trouble to
the personal repres~ntativeand dislocation to the assets of the estate as possible, and, secondly,
to give effect·to the probable wishes of a testator as far as possible in regard to the assets out
of whichthe Duty should be paid. The provisions of some of the Aets fail to achieve. these
objects. For example, a considerable body of litigation has arisen in regard to the interpretation
of wills in the light of· the section of the Commonwealth Act. The fact that the Duty is not a
. testamentary expense, and, under the provisions of the section, is Dot (in the absence of any
different disposition, in the wiiI) pa.yable as such expenses are payahle, undoubtedly leads to its
. imposition on the beneficiaries in a manner which is frequently contrary to the wishes of the
testator. Where a testator's attention is drawn to the incidence of the Duty r.t the time of
making his will, he can make such provision for it as he wishes, and under any system this
should be so. Where, however, his attention is riot directed to the payment of the Duty, one
must conjecture how he would have provided for it had its existence and incidence been brought
to his mind.
1234. The evidence given by repreRentative witne e" indicated that in the normal ca~e
a testator would expect the Duty payable in respect of the assets actually forming part of his
estate at the time of his death to be paid out of residue to the relief of beneficiaries to whom
specific or general pecuniary benefits had been devised or bequeathed.
1235. Much dissatisfaction was expressed with the operation of the provisions requiring
bhe apportionment of Duties among all beneficiaries. In our opinion, it is a proper assumption
that if a testator's mind were directed to the question of paying Duty' on the assets actually
forming part of his estate, he would normally require it to be paid out of residue. If the case
were pressed further, as, for example, if his attention were directed to the possibility that the
residue might prove insufficient to meet the charges imposed upon it by the will or by law, it is
not unreasonable to assume that he would regard the Duty as a debt or testamentary expense
and expect it to be paid accordingly. The personal representative always has to ascertain the
order in which debt,'; are payable, and to adjust their payment among the beneficiaries. In
the normal case no additional trouble would be caused him if he were requiTed to treat the Duty
as a debt, as it is in fact, or a testamentary expense:

1236. Where Duty is charged in respect of assets which do not form part of the actual
estate at the time of death, such as assets comprised in a settlement or parted with by gift, it is
more difficult t.o make a general a"l'mmption as to what direction the testator would have given
in respect of that Duty. All the Acts now pro-vide that Duty in those ca es is to be ultimately
paid out of the property the subject of the settlement or gift, and we see no reason for departing
from existing uniformity in that regard so far as settlements are concerned. The case of gifts
seems to stand on a somewhat different footing. Where a person makes a gift to a friend, it
would be a ratheT far-fetched assumption that either the donor or the donee contemplated that
upon the donor's death within one, two or three years, a claim should be made upon the donee
for the payment of Duty on the gift. It seems to us that if by reason of the operation of the
law the gift is treated as still part of the donor's estate for the pnrpose of Death Duty, the Duty
should be paid in the same way as if it were in fact part of the estate.
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1237, We recommend that subject to any different provision in the will(I) the Duty payable in respect of assets actually forming pal't of the estate of a
deceased person or gifts deemed to be part of his estate, should, as between
the!lSrSOns intel'ested in the estat~, be payable out of the assets in the same

order as the other debts are payable,!lrOvidcd however, that where under this
recommendation assets specificiaUy disposed of hya testator have to hear tlTe
Duty in whale or in part, gifts should rank with those assets for the llllrllose
of beal'jngan appropriate partof the Duty; and
(2) the Duty payable in I'espect of property comprised in a settleme'nt forming part
of the dutiable estate should be layable out of that property.
'

1238. Estate D~lty is, o,f course, primarily payable by the personal representative of the
deceased, and the recornmendi;ttions in the last preceding paragraph are directed to enable him,
having paid the Duty, to adjust the burden as betvveen the persons beneficially interested in.
the estate. In many cases the fact that the per onal representative ha' to fin 1 th.e whole of the
Duty payable in the fu:stplace may impose hardship on the e tate. This hardship arises
principally where property comprised in a ettlen'lent forms part of the dutiable estate but
is not in the hands, of the administrator. He is generally given a right to recover as a debt
from the trw3tees or other persons in whom the settled property is vested the Duty attributable
to thatpl'Operty. This provision in our opinion does not go far enouo·h. The administrator
should be freed from the primary liability for the Duty on the settled property if he finds,
that i ~at primary liability imposes a hardship on the estate.

1239, Accordingly we I'!Hlommend 'Ihat, where an estate includes pl'opel'ty which passed
f!'Om the deceased under a ·Set.tl~mentc(I )ihe trustees or persons ill whom the property is vested should be required to give
notice to the Commissioner of the settlement wit! in a limited time of the
death ;
. .
(2) the Commissioner may if he thinks fit and shall if .so required by the
administrator apportion the Duty payable between such prOflerty and the Test
of the dutiable estate;
(3) when sllch apportionment is made the Duty payable in I'espect of the settled·
property should be payable by the trustees or persons in whom that property',
is vested and the administl'ator should be relieved from liability for it ; and i:
(4) in the absence of apportionment the administrator should be given the right to
recover the Duty as a debt from the pel'solls ultimately liable.
SECTION LXI.
OBJECTIONS AND APPEALS,
1240, Under the Commonwealth Act an assessment is issued based on all the facts available
to the Commissioner at the time of a_sessment. The adlJ1jnistrator then has a right to lodge
an objection against the as e. sment. The objection is cOl1Eidered by the Commissioner,
together with any evidence which the administrator may submit in support of it, and is either
allowed or disallowed in whole or in part. The Administrator bas a right of appeal to the Supreme
Court of a State or the High Court against the total or partial disallowance of an objection.
1241. In the case of the States, other than Tasmania, no provision is made for an objection
to an assessment. If the administrator is dissatisfied with the a sessment he may appeal to the
Supreme Court of the State. The Tasmanian Act provides for objection and appeal on the
same lines as the Commonwealth Act.
1242. Objections and appeals are based either on questions of law or on questions of fact,
and the question of fact involved in the great majOTity of cases is the valuation of assets included
in the dutiable estate. The Acts of Victoria, Western Australia and Tasmania eontain speoial
provisions directed to the settlement of disputes as to valuations. If there is a dispute as to the
valuation of an asset the Commissioner appoints an independent valuer who makes a valuation .
which is communicated to the administrator. Agreement may then be reached upon this
valuation, failing which the Conuni sioner may summon before him the administrator and his
valuer and the valuer appointed by the Commissioner and examine them on oath, The
Commissioner then determines the value and the administrator may appeal from his determination.
1243, The practice of requiring a formal objection to an assessment, which is almost
universally followed in the Income Tax laws throughout the Commonwealth, and which has beep
recommended by us for general adoption in the administration of the Income Tax, should, in
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OUI 0plllion, also be adopted for' the purposes of Death Duties. It crystallizes the issues in
dispute between the administrator and the Department, and the consideration of the objection
by the Commissioner frequently obviates the ne essity of an appeFLl to the Courts.

1244. We recommend that the right of objection to an assessment be given to the
administrator, and that the provisions of the several Acts relating to objections be brought into
reasonable agreement with therelcvantprovisiolls of the Income Tax Assessment Acts.
1245. Where an objection relates to a question of valuation we think it desirable, so far
as possible, that it should be settled. without recourse to the COllrt.
In the case of the
Commonwealth the Valuation .Boal'Cls constitutedullder the Land Tax Assessment Act mightbe
utilizedf()r this purpose. Their decision should he Jillal,excepton questions of law. It would
be an advantage if the States also agreed to I'afer to tho same authority all questions of valuation
in I'aspect of which thepartiesal'e ul')able to agree. Alternatively, the StateComl11issioner should
begiifen power to appoint an independent valuer, and, in the event of agreement not being I'cached
to summon hefore him the interested parties and theil' Witnesses, so as to obtain the fullest
information liefore Ylvinghis decision on an objection. If the parties are unable to reach agreement,
the administrator should haifcthe right of a~peal.
1246. If the apilellatetribunal recommended by us in llaragraph 954 of our Repol'! dealing
withlnGollle Tax is constituted, an appeal from the disallowance of an objection by the
Commissioner on a point of law shouldJie to that tribunal, and an objection from the decision of
an independent valuer (as distinct from the Valuation Boards) should also be decided by the
same authority.

SECTION LX II.
VARIOUS MATTERS RELATING TO ADMINISTRATION.
'l'HE AMENDMENT OF ASSESSMENTS.

1247. Amendment of assessments becomes necessary for the following l'eaSOllS(a) '1'he discovery of ad itional assets;
(b) The discovery of additional liabilities ;
(0) An increase in the value of an asset or 1~ decrease of a liability due to non-disclosure

or .incorrect answers to qllestions and involving responsibility on the part
of the administrator for the inaccuracy of the original assessment;
(d) An inc-rease in the value of an asset or a decrease of a liability where the
Department had been supplied with information suffLient to enahle it to have
arrived at a correct assessment in the first instance.
12·18. The provisions of the various Acts as to the times within which amendments can
be made are summarized in the following table:Imposing additional Duly.

Commonwealth ..
New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
West-ern Australia
Tasmania

One year, but C,()mmissioner may, upon
notice, extend the period for six months
At any time
At
time
Withiu two years
At any time
At any time
'Within t,hree years

any

I

Grantlng refund. of Duty.

Within the time allowed to the ComIlliS lOner
Three years from payment of Duty
Six years from payment of Duty.
Unlimited in certain cases
At a:lY time
At any time
Within three years

1249. It will be observed th~,t the practice t}lrol.lghout the Commonwealth and the States
is not uniform. In some of the Sta e there is no tnne limit for the amendment, of assessments.
\Ve consider that the assessment should het::ome unal and binding on t.he Department and the
estate within a limite.d time. Administrators must wind up estal,es and distribute the assets
within areas nable time o' death, and eyen if they are relieyeJ from persomd liability for
additional Duty arising from the amendment of an assessment it is not desirable that the
Department should follow tile assets of the estate into the hands of beneficiaries to whom they
have been distributed. There should, therefore, he some time limit, except in those cases where
the estate has escaped Duty through fraud or evasion. In those cases the administrator can
properly be made personally liable for any increased Duty.
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1250. In considering what time limit should be imposed, it must be realized that the!
time limit in general operates against the Revenue. Experience of the provision in the.'
Commonwealth Act has shown that assets are not infrequently discovered more than a year;)
after the assessment, and these assets entirely eSGape Duty.' Oases in which liabilities a1:e.;
dis[)overed outside the time allowed for amendment are of less frequent occurrenCe, but where
they do occur the estate ca,nnot obtain a refund of the Duty overpaid. The evidence given
indicated that the period fixed in the Commonwealth Act is too short, and that a period ofthl;ee,
years would afford adequate protection to the Revenue without adversely affecting the'
administration of estates. The time limit suggested cannot be enfol'Ced whcI'e a Succcs~ion·
Duty is imposed and collected as in South Australia. In that State it is ,necessary to I'c-open
assessments on the vesting of a succession which was contingent at the date of death,. and thia'
might take plaDe at any time. It should be pointed out that the lack of uniformity betweel}';'
the CommQnwealth and South Australian. systems causes a loss inRevenue to the Commonwealth.;
The Cornmomvealth allows a deduction of the State SLlCcession Duty from the value of the
estate. The Succession Duty is calculated in the case of contingent interests by applying the,
highest scale of rates applicable on any possible vesting of the interest. As we have pointed,
out, this provision almost invariably involves a refund o-f, Duty by the State, but that refund'
is, in general, made more than twelve months after the death, and the Commonwealth a8sessment
cannot then be amended to reduce the allowance which has been 1YJade for Succession Duty.

1251. We recommend that the period within which amendments maybe made in an \
assessment be limited to three years after payment of Duty on the original assessment, except;
inthecase whe.re too little duty was paid because of fraud or evasion. ,In this caSe amendmel)ts
should be made at any time, and the amount of Duty wh.ich has been avoided (together with any,
additional Duiy imposed by way of penalty) should be recovel'able from the estate, 01' from the:
beneficial'jes, or from the administrator Ilersonally, in that order.
'
R.ESEALING OF PROBA'TE: DUTY ON AND ADMINISTRATION Of SMALL ESTATES.

1252. We received evidence mging the introduction of a uniform scheme for dealing;
with small. estates without a grant or the reseal of a grant of representation. It was pointed'
out that in many cases a d~ceased Ulay have assets of small value ill a State, other than the
State of domicile, and that the expense of re-sealing Probate was unduly large in comparison
with the value of those assets. Similarly, even where all the assets are in the one State, if their
total value is small, the expense of obtaining a grant is out of proportion to the value of the'
assets.
1253. If the assets in an estate are of such a nature that they cannot, under the law of the
State, apart from the Act imposing Death Duty, be dealt with without a grant of representation, :
the difficulty which exists does not arise from the provisions for the imposition of Duty. In
these cases the questions of re-sealing or dispensing with the necessity for re-sealing a grant,
and of the economical administration of small estates, are questions of the domestic law of each
State, and are dissociated from the imposition of Death Duties. To that extent we ale of
opinion that the questions go beyond the terms of reference under our Commission, and we
not make any recommendation in regard to them.
1254. In all State !Systems, however, the imposition of Death Duty is closely connected
with the grant of probate or administration, and each system presupposes that, in general, a
grant will be obtained in the State. We consider that where the estate is small the imposition
and collection Qf Duties should not make it compulsory to obtain a grant in the State. Provision,
is ma,de in some of the State Acts, either generally or in certain limited cases, to permit of the 0
payment of Duty and discharge of the estate without a grant of representation being obtained.
These provisions enable the personal representatives to deal with a,ssets in the estate without '
obtaining or re-sealing a grant, and so facilitat'6 the administration of estates in many cases.
The provisions, of course, do not enable the representative to administer assets as to which the
general Jaw of the State requires that a grant should be obtained.

1255. Where, as in some of the States, an exemption from Duty is granted in respect
of estates not exceeding a certain amount, it would be convenient if the Commissioner could
be authorized to furnish a certificate to the effect that no Duty is payable.

1256. We recommend that. in respect of estates not exceeding a fixed value, provision
should be made in every Act for the collection of Duty and discharge of the estate in respect of
Duty, without a grant being obtained or re-sealed in the State, and for the issue to the person
administering the estate of a certificate of payment, or a certificate that no Duty is payable.
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THE PRESENT ADMINIS'rRATION 01<' THE DEATII DUTIES Ac'rs.

1257. \Ve have previously stated that Death Duties were imposed many years before
Income Tax. Hence they were at their inception administ.rated by Depa,rtments which were
not then and are not now concerned with the colleetion of Income Ta.-. In Ne-w South \Vales,
Queensland, and Western Australia the administration of Death Duties is still entirely diyorced
from the administration of the Income Tax Acts, but in Victoria, South Austndia. and Tasmania
the administration of both sets of Acts is under the control of the Commissioner administering
the Income Tax Acts.
1258. There are many ad.vantu.ges to be gained from the administration of the State
Acts relating to Income Tax and Death Duties hy the same Department. The Income Tax
Depar:tments have information relating t() the income of all taxpayers, and, in the case of a
business,4information relating to machinery and plant, book debts, l:md other business assets.
When it becomes nee(jssary to value the shares of companiesnot listed on t.he Btock Bxehange,
this information is of great assistance in enabling the Department to arrive at the value to he
assigned to the shares of such companies. If, as in some of the States, the Inc-orne Tax
Department is also vested with the collection of Land 'fax it has, in addition, reeords and
valuations of lands which form part of the estate of the deceased.
1259. The following actual eases are quoted in support of this statement :-Case A.-The Income Tax returns of a company re ealed that the decei>sed had parted
with 4,000 shares shortly before his death, and inquiry showed that tllf::'y had been given away.
£
The Probate statement showed-5,OOO shares at £1 . .
5,000
An Assessment was made on-9,000 shares at £1 2s. 6d.
10,125
Case B.--Income 'l'ax check showed that the deceased had been sale proprietor of a
business within. twelve months of his deathbut had converted the husiness into a company with
a capital of £3,500 in £1 shares. He retained only one-fourtll of the shares, the balance being
.
made the subject of gifts.
£
The Probate s1jatement showed-875 shares at £1
873
Duty was assessed on-3,500 shares at £1 ..
3,500
Case C.-A company refused to supply accounts to its shareholders. Through utilizing
the Income Tax returns the value of the shares was raised hom £1 Os. ed. to £2 per share, the
result being :£
Probate statement-l,918 shares at £I Os. 6d.
1,963
As passed-1,918 shares at £2
3,836

1260. The advantages in the assessment of Death Duties of hn" ing recourse to Income
Tax returns of the deceased and the companies or persons with whom h.e was associated are
obvious. In those States where the administration of the Death Duties Acts and the Income
Tax Acts are under separate Departments steps have been taken, in general, to confer those
advantages on the Departments administering the Death Duties Act by giving them. r:.ccess to
the records in the possession of the Income Tax Department. While this is a step in the right
direction, the right of access is not as effective as having possession of the reooTC1s.

1261. We recommend that the administl'ation of State Death Duties be placed under the
control of the Department administering Income Taxation.
1262. The next question to be considered is whether prov"'sion can and shouJd be made
to overcome the duplication of administration arising from the exis~ce of separate State and
Commonwealth organizations for the assessment of Death Dutie. It was pointed out in regard
to Income Tax that agreement had been reached between the Commonwealth and each of the
States for the collection of the taxes of the Commomvealth and the respective States by one
Department. There is no similar arrangement between the Co:nmonwealth and any State in
regard to the collection of Death Duties, and it follows that there are separate Commonwealth
and State offices in each State administering the respective Acts. In addition, the Con monwealth
Central Office in Melbourne deals with those estates which have assets in more than one State.
12H3. In reality, however, duplication between the Commonwealth and States in regard
to the assessment and collection of Death Duties is more apparent than real. The greater portion
of the work incidental to the assessment of Death Duties is performed by the States, and it is
necessary for the Commonwealth to await the issue of a State assessment in order that the amount
of State" Duty payable may be determined and allowed as a deduction in the Commonwealth
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assessment. Before this stage is reached many of the questions which arise have been decided
by the State, and variations in the items and the valuations returned by the administrator are
thus disclosed to the Commonwealth Department before the a.sse..smcnt for Commonwealth
Estate Duty is issued.
1264. The principal reason for amalgamation is to effect a saving in cost both to the
Governments and to the estates of deceased persons. It is, however, probable that theTe would
be no material reduction in the present cost of Commonwealth and State administration. The
expense at present incurred by the Commonwealth does not exceed £7,000 perannulll, and in
the event of amalgamation the whole of this amount could not be saved. The amalgamated
office would require a staff almost as large as is now engaged in the two .,eparate offices, and
the net saving to the re pective Governments would be negligible.
1265. There is, however, more reason to believe that amalgamation would reduce the
costs incurred by estates. latters relating to Death Duties are almost invariably handled by
Solicitors, and the necessity for referenceto eparate office, involving t;he preparation of distinct
forms, separate requisitions, and interviews and correspondence with two Departments increases
costs. There is no doubt that much of this work would be eliminated if the offices were
amalgamated; but while the pl'ssent diversity in law and practice as between the Commonwealth

and the States continues, it is doubtful whether' any considerable saving would be effected. If
the Acts were made reasonably uniform an amalgamation of offices would be of real benefit to
estates.
1266. In Section XXII. of the Report dealing with Income' Tax, we discussed the
assessment and collection of tax by the States, by the Commonwealth, or, alternatively, by a
joint authority. The remarks therein setmlt apply .equally to the assessment and collection
of Death Duties. If our recommendation that a joint authority he nonstitutcd hy agreement

between. lhe various Governments fOl' the purpose of assessing and collecting all direct taxation
be carried into fOI'ce,the joint authority would administel' both Commonwealth and State Death
Duties,

1267. The next matter to be considered is vvhebher the Oormnonwealth Oentral Office
should be l:etaiued for the collection of Duties on the estates of deceased persons which extend
over more than one State, It has been suggested that this Office should be abolished and that
the accounts should be filed and the assessment made at the Taxation Office in the State in
which the deceased person was domiciled, or, if he were domiciled out of Australia, at the
Taxation Office of the State in which most of his as ets are to be found. Many of the
considerations which relate to the maintenance of Central Office for the collection of Income
Tax due by individuals and companies whose operations extend over more tLan one State apply
""ith equal force to the luaintenance of a Central Office for the collection of E tate Du payable
by estates whose assets extend over more than one State, After careful consideration we have

arrived a,t the same conclusion in regard to Death Duties as in I'egard to Income Tax,l1amely,
that the Central Offioe should be continued fOl' the collection of Commonwealth Estate Duty on
those estates. This office has information relating to Income Tax which is not available as a
whole to any single State, and deceased persons whose assets extend over more than one State
would normally have furnished their Commonwealth Income Tax returns to that office.
FORM: OF RETURN.

1268. We received no evidence that the forms at present in use for the assessment of
Death Duties are unduly complex. The forms are generally compiled and lodoed by Solicitors
or other persons with a knowledge of the requirements of the Department and of the law on which
those requirements are based. '''nile the existing law remains unchanged it does not appear
that any simplification in the forms is necessary or practicable.
1269. The principal evidence received with regard to forms was directed to the possibility
of preparing a combined form for Commonwealth and State purposes, Unle s and until
amalgamation of collecting offices is effected a combined form would serve no good purpose.
'Veassume that amaloamation of offices would be consequent upon the enactment of uniform
legislation, and in these circumstances the preparation of a combined form would present no
difficulty. The practicability of introducing a combined form of retum for Commonwealth and

State purposes, therefore, depends upon the introduction of uniform legislatiol and the
amalgamation of the collecting offices,
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LAND TAX.
SECTION LXIII.
THE HISTORY OF LAND TAX LEGISLATION IN AUSTRALIA.
]270. The history of Land Tax legislation in Australia begins in 1877, when the
Parliament of Vietoria imposed a tax on "landed interests." The orig'lll of this legislati n is
described in llusden's HZ:stOTY of All.stralia-Vol. III., pages 413..,-4, from which the following
quotation is taken ;" The Act (Ell at of 1860) had afforded faeilitl s for acquiring land under false
pretences, and. phmdering the State: There were honourable exceptions. The
fraudulent may have been a minority. But some pOOl' men wbo had no intention
to retain land, seleqted it and sold it a,s soon as possible, thus enriching themselves'
at a loss to the State. Some rich men largely availed themselves of the _ ct, and
acquired by questionable means large properties, of which it was the profes cd object
of the Act to prevent the creation. By rich and poor, ','..-ith the aid of the Government,
the State was defrauded."
"It was contended that the only way to mete out justice was to pass a
(progressi,~e land tax,' starting at a high point, and rising by leaps and bounds'in a
manner which would make lucrative tenure of large estates impossible. The adopted
phrase was thi1t it was necessary to ( burst up \the large estates.' "
I

1271. The Act was passed in 1877, It provided'that valuers sho111d classify t,he bnd
in such an1anllerthatall freehold estates over 640 acres ill eA'tent, and valu-d at a sum greater
than .£2,500, whether in one block orin> eparate bloeks, not more than fiye miles apart, should
be taxed at the rate of It peTeent~ upon their capital value, aitel'dedllcting thel:efrom the sum
of £2,500. There was a proviso that in the case of a person possessing more than one estate
only one such exemption should be made. The value of an estate for the purposes of the Act
was not the market value, but 11 statutory value according to the (sheep) canying capacity
of the land. There were four classes of land, as follows :Cla,..

L.nd C.p.ble of

Carriin~,

I

Deemed to b::

'a "AllIe per acre.

I
1

2
3
4

2 sheep or more to 1 acre
..
.,
3 sheep to 2 acres, and less than 2 sheep to 1 acre .,
1 sheep to 1 acre, and less than 3 sheep to 2 acres ,.
Less than 1 sheep to 1 acre

£
·1

3
2
1

1272. Land Tax Acts were soon enacted 01' projected in other States. Tasmania imposed
tax at a fiat rate upon the assessed annllal 'lXtl1le of real property, in lRRO. Foul' years later
South Australia imposed tax at a fiat rate on the unimproved value of land. All attempt was
made to impose the tax in New South Wales, in 1886, and the Bill was passed by the Legislatiye
Assembly, but shelved by the Legislative Oouncil. In 1888 the Government of Sir Henry
Parkes introduced a Land Tax Bill of a similar kind, but this also failed to become law. In
1895 a further attempt was made by the Government under ~Ir. Reid to pass a Land Tax in
conjunction with an Income Tax. The Legislative Council objected, and the dispute led to a
general election. The Reid party returned with a majorit,y, and promptly introduced legislation
whieh became operative on the 12th December, 1895. A Local Government Act passed in
1906 required loeal authorities to levy ageneral rate on tbe unimproved va.lue of lands within
their boundaries, and the operation of Land Tax in New South Wales was thereafter limited
to lands which are not subject to this rate. In effect, the Act now applies only to lands in the
'Western Division. In 'Western Australia it was not until after three unsnce . ful attempts
and an appeal to the country that a Land Tax Act was passed (1907). In Queensland the
fight was still more protracted, and after a failure in 1905 nothing further was done until after
the Commonwealth had entered the field.
1273. The Land Taxes originally imposed by all these Governments were at a flat rate,
and, except in the case of Victoria, it would appear that their main object was to produce
Revenue, for in every case the Act imposing Land Tax also imposed for the first time a tax
on income, or in some cases on dividends. But in the early years of Federation it became
obvious that public opinion was changing and inclining to the Yie,v' that the tax should be at
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a progressive rate increasing with the area held. Tasmania was the first tate to impose the'
tax in this form, though to a very limited extent. A similar meas Ire was four times rejeeted
in South Australia, and once in Vietoria (1909). Notwithstanding this, the agitation continued,
both inthe Commonwealth and States where its advocates in istently demanded it as the only
useful form or Land Tax. Ill; November, 1908, the first Fisher }1inistry came into office and,:;
meeting the House in May, 1909, announced; through the medium of the Governor-General's'
speech, its intention to introduce a Land Tax of .this nature. The paragraph relating to the
matter read as follows ;-" My advisers recognize that the eHe~tive defence of Australia requires a vast'
increase of population,and that a comprehensive policy of immigration is urgently"
called for, but that this is impossible without increasing the fayilities for settling a large,:
population on the land. Deeming this matter to be. one of extreme urgency, it is,',
proposed to bring forward, at. the earliest possible date, a measure providing for thei
progressive taxation of unimproved land values, which while providing Revenue, \-"ill,'
it is, anticipated, lead to the subdivision of large estates, and that extensive are swill
be thrown open for settlement, and so offer to inlmigrants those inducements whichare necessary to attract them in large n u m b e r s . " ,
In accordance with this intimation the Prime Minister the same day moved the first
reading of "A Bill for an Act relating to the Impositiol 1 , Assessment ar{d Collection of a/
Progressive Land Tax upon the Unimproved Values." The Bill was not acceptable to Parliament"
and a change of Government quickly followed, but in June of the folJO\ ing year a general;}
election resulted in the defeat of that Government and the second Fisher administration took';;
a:flj.ce. No time was lost in re-introducillgthe Bill, which was passed by both Houses and assented';:
to on tbe 17th November, 1 9 1 0 . ; !
1274. It is clear that the agitation in the Commonwealth sphere aLo affected some of)
the States, Victoria repealed its Act. of 1877 and imposed tax at a fla.t rate on lmimproved'~
values, The Bill WaS assented to on. the 26th December, 1910, and some of its provisions resemble:
those of the Coml).lOmvealth Act, Afew days later Tasmania, which had sllccessfully applied
" annual value " and "capital value", altered. the basis to unimproved valne, 'TheeHect of)
these amendments was to make unimproved value the basis of assessment in the Commonwealth,
"
and all States that had adopted Land Tax up to that date.
1275. Queensland, the last State to impose Land Tax, did so in 1915. The Treasurer:.,
in introducing the Bill stated that the tax was gradliated "in order that it would have a'-~
tendency to make it unprofitable to hold large aggregations of land in any part of the cOlilltry.;
So far as the graduated scale applies to country lands, the idea is to prevent the aggregation of'
large country estates, and so far as the graduated scale applies to city lands, the idea is to extract
from the large land-owners a revenue which they can afford to pay." The principles enunciated
by the Treasurer were expressed in the Act. :Many of its provisions appear to be based on,
those of the Commonwealth Act, but the principles of the latter have not been l'pplied to the)
same extent. In 1922 the Queensland Act was amended to provide for a diminishing exemption
of £1 ,500 in respect of land used by the nwner for agricultural, dairying, or grazing purposes.
This exemption is not allc.wed to companies or absentees.
1276. In 1931 Western Australia exempted improved land used solely or principally for
a,gricultural, horticultural, pastoral or grazing purposes.
1?77. The foregoing SUmIDary indicates the natme of the original legislation of each
Government and the significant alterations that have been made in its principles, and we may
therefore proceed to consider the natme of the existing legislation with a view to its simplification
and standardization,
SECTION LXIV.
THE NATUHE OF EXISTING LEGISLATION AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH
STANDARDIZATION AND SIMPLIFICATION ARE PRACTICABLE.
1278. A number of witnesses sought to put before us in detail their views upon aspects
of land taxation which seemed to us to be outside the scope of our commission. vVe did not feel
Justified, for example, in entering upon an examination of the questions whether it was improper
to tax land at all, whether the Commonwealth should withdraw from that field of ta tion,
whether land should bear the whole burden and every other form of taxation be abolished,
whether the scope of the tax should be extended by lowering the exemption, or whether a flat
rate should be substituted for a progressive rate or vice versa. However important those questions
may be, we considered that it was not contemplated that we should deal with them. Our inquiry
is more limited in its scope.
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1279. Under the Commonwealth and the State Acts alike the tax where it exists is based
upon the unimproved value of the land, an expression which in every case has practically tJ e SlJ,me
meaning, vVn 1'e the land is in its virgin state, its unimproyed value is its nl.lue in tha.t state-the price which it might rea.sonably be expe<:ted to bring if sold. Where money or labour has
been expended upon its improvement so as to increase its value, the unimproved value is the
value which it would have had if those improvements had not been made. Whether improvements
have been made on any given parcel of land or not, its taxable value includes that part of its
value which arises from the incl'ease of population, from the onstruction of roads and railways,
and fromall the other corl"veniences which come into being as the communi.ty grows. Consideration
is given to every factor which goes to give value to the bnd except operations hy the owner, or
by a series of owners, on the land itself.
1280. It is not necessary to refer to the evidence to realize that the propriety of a tax
of this kind is the subject of strongly held and widely conflicting opinions. On the one hand
it is denounced as a capital levy, discriminating arbitrarily and unj' ,til' against those whose
oapital happell.8 to be invested in one special olass of pro erty, as a discouragement of operations
of pastoral and other industries on· the scale best adapted for oarrying them on economically
and profitably, as a double tax in cases where profits are made which are subject, to income tax,
and as a tax imposed in disregard of tile principle of " ability to pay" in cases where the land
is heavily mortgaged, or is the site of a busine 's which is eonducted at a loss. On the other hand
it is advanced as a special merit of the tax tbat by imposing obstacles in the way of the
agf,rregation of large areas in single hands it encourages the growth of a population of yeoman
owners in country districts, and of small individually owned businesses in the cities, and that
it COll titutes .ome return to the community as a whole from those who enjoy the unearned
increment resulting from the growth of the communit} and its communal activities.
12Rl. \Vhateyel' may be the merits or demerits of these respective. contentions, they
are greatly accentuated when the tax is imposed, as under theCommonwea1tnAct, ata progressive
rate with a }]igh exemption. Where the unimproved value of a person's holding does not exceed
the amount of t.he exemption it is free from tax.Wnere the unimproved value of his holding
exceeds the exemption the excess only is taxed, and the rate of tax increases with every pound
of increase in value. It follo'Ns that if a merchant desires to extend his business by taking in
an adjoining site, he incurs an additional tax, not only on the new site, but on his original holding.
'rhe same result follows if he acquires land to establish a branch bu iness in another city, or if
he buys a cattle-station in another State.
In the case of each holding, the amount of tax
depends on the value, not of that holding, but of the aggregate amount of land owned by bim.

1282. With the questions arising out of this position it is not our function to deal. Our
task we conceive to be the humbler one of taking the tax as actually imposed under the existing
laws and examining the machinel'y by which it is assessed, with a view to recommending any
amendments which might tend to its standardization or smoother working.
1283. A comparison of the Acts relating to Land Tax shows that they m:?y be classified
under two main headings:(1) Those which impose tax at a flat rate-

(a) without exemption-as in South Australia Bnd Western Australia;
(b) with a low exemption-as in New South Wales and Victoria;

progressive rate(a) without exemption-as in Tasmania;
(b) with a low exemption-as in Queensland;
(c) with a high exemption-as in the Commonwealth.

(2) Those which impose tax at a

1284. Where tax is imposed at a flat rate, either without exemption or with a low
exemption, it may be infened that the primary object is to obtain Reveilue by the most
expeditious and convenient Iuethod. Hence the Act is simple. If no exemption is allow/;'d
the manner in which the hnd is held does not affect the yield of the tax, for alllal1c:1 \ ,ill be taxed
at the same rate. 'Where an exemption is allowed, provision must be made to p ev",nt a taxpayer
obtaining more than one exemption by the adcption of expedients to divest himself of legal
ownership while retaining the use and enjoyment of the lands or tLe income whid they produce.
However, if the exemption be low the loss of Revenue'resulting from the ildoption of such
expedients is not great and is controlled by the practical (onsideral;ion tlJat it is very often less
expensive to pay the tax than to legally avoid it. But the l'estl'ictive intluew;e of this
consideration diminishes as the exemption increases, and when it is fIXed at a high p.mount there
is a material inducement to the taxpayer to make dispositions which change the legal but not
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the actual ownership, as, for instance, by the creation of partnerships, companies or trusts,
consisting of or comprising nominee members who act under his direction and retnrn to him
all their interests in the income from the lands. The greatest inducement occurs when a high
exemption is allowed in eonjunction with a pl'ogressive rate of tax, for in that case it is clearly
to the advantage of the taxpayeT to anange his landed interests in such a manner that he wilt
obtain more tha,none exemption and at the same time reduce the vallleo£ each separate holding'
to an amount that will be either exempt or taxable at a £Taction of the rate applicable to his.
aggregate interest. An Act whieh imposes tax llt a progressive rate and allows a high exemption
must therefore contain many provisions which are not required in an Act which imposes tax;
at a fiat rate without exemption or with only a low exemption. Without these safeguards an,,'
astute person might arrange his affairs in such a manner as to leave no tax, or very little tall,
payable by him.
1985. 'While definite information is available concerning the number of persons subject:
to ommonwealth Land Tax, exact information concerning the number subject to I tate Land:'~
Tax in some of the States is not readily available, but the numbers shown in the fOllowing table'
may be regard.ed as approximately correct. For convenience we show also the ~1mount ot LaIrd'
Tax collected by each (io,comment during the year ended the 30th June, 1933 :-Amonnt of Ta.x.

AvEorage per Taxpayer
(Aw,oltlma""ly.)

300
160,000
20,000
134,000
75,000
40,000

£
1,968
503,752
442,584,
306,198
130,963
92,823

£ 8. d.
6 11 0
330
22 3 0
260
1 15 0

429,3~

1,478,288

Number of Ta:x:pa;ycN,

StatesNew South Wn,les
Victol'i?
Queensland
South Australia
W estern Australia
Tasmania
Tot:>l

..

1

,

_------------~J-.---2MO~

commonwe_al_th
__
..

I
-II

2 12 0

~~~_~L_.~~_,'

The table shows material differences in the number of taxpayers and m the yield and:
incidence of tax. rrhese are due to the operation of the following factors :-.
(1) 'rhe nature of the tax, that is, whether it is at a flat or progressive
if progressive, the rate of progres ion and the maximum rate.
Oommonwealth tax which is at a progressive rate with a high
averages £68 15s. per taxpayer, while that of Victoria which is at
fate a 'erages only £3 3s. per taxpayer.

rate, and,
Thus the,
maximum
a low flat

(2) 'fhe partial or total exemption of certain lands.

This is most strilfingly exemplified
in New South Wales, where State Land Tax is not levied on land within the
boundaries of a Shire or :.\iunicipality which levies a rate on the unimproved .
value of rateable land in its area. 'l'his limits the operation of the Act to 1
lands in the Western Division, and reduces the yield of tax to a negligible
amount. The effect of exempting specified classes of land is also reflected
in the number of taxpayers in Queensland and Western Australia.

(3) The amount of the exemption. The effect of a low exemption is best e2 emplified
in Victoria, where there are 160,000 taxpayers. In South Australia where
there is no eliemption there are 134,000. But the allowance of an exemption
of £5,000 by the Commonwealth reduces the number to 24,000, or
approximately 5 per cent. of the total number subject to State Land Taxes.
1286. The standardization of the Land Tax Acts of the Commonwealth and States and the
collection of both taxes by one authority have been cansiderec1 from time to time by Oonferences
of Ministers or Officials. During 1914 a Conference of State Premiers di'cussed the question of
uniform valuations and the establishments of one valuing agency to secure uniformity in the
valuation of land for the purposes of Federal and State Land Taxes and Municipal and Water
Rates, but nothing appears to ha e been accomplished. The Premiers' Oonference held in 1916,
(referred to in Section XVI.), re-affirmed the desirability of adopting uniform valuation for
Commonwealth and State purposes, and resolved that all Governments should direct their
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leading taxation offieers to prepale a uniform scheme for Land Tax, and that the neeessary
legislative or admini,trative steps to give effect to that Resolution should be taken as soon as
pas ible. A ·cordingly, a Confelence of Taxation om e's \ 'a., held in :.\'Jarcb, 1917, a.nd its report
. stated:" The Conferenee has deejded UI)on anifo]') 1 definitions with respect to ' improved
value', 'un.improved value', and 'valuation of improvements', and has al a come
to an agreement regarding other essential differences between. the Acts of the
Commonwealth and the States, Adoption by the le, pedive legislatnres will !,mable
Federal and State Land Tax to be levied on common values provided that the
valuations are made by one authority."
It does not appear that action was taken by an.y of the Governments concerned to give
effect to thisrecommendation.
1287. In 1921 an agreement was made between t e Com lonwealth and Western
Allstralia (refened to in paragraph 288) for the amak'amation ()f the Commonwealth and State
Land Tax Departrnents in \Ve tern Australia, The agreement made between the COmJllollViTcalth
and the remaining States during 1923 related only to Income Tax, and eparate Commonwealth
and State organizations for the assessment and collection of Land 'Pax are still maintained in
every State excepting Western Au'traha.
1288. Reference to the table showing the number of taxpayer:; aftecte(l b) both
Commonwealth and tate Land Taxe set out in pa agraph 1285 shows that the nUIllber subject
to bothComm.onwealth and State Land Tax is too small to bring about any [-; ell general desire
for standardization of the legislation relating to Land rrax as undoubtedl)' exists in regard to
IneomeTax. But even if tbat dejre were more urgent, a comparison of the lll'incillles<of the

CommonWealth Act with those of any of the State Ants will indicate that uniformity cannot be
attained, without a radical alteration either in the principles of the Commonwealth Act
or of aU the State Acts, The adoption of eith~w alt61'1lativewould so completely change the
incidence and yield oftax, either oJtha Commonwealth 01' of"Call the States, that we h(ive ,no hesitation
in expressing theollinion that none of the Governments would give iheslighestconsideration to
any proposal to do s\). Fm'these reaso IS we have arrived at the same conclusion as that which
we reached in respelit of Death Duties, namely, that a general standardization of the legislation
relatin~J to Land Tax to the same extent as in the case of Income Tax is neither pl'activable nol'
essential. There are, however, cer'tain matters in regal'd to which agreement is possible, as, fOl'
example :(I) Uniform definitions relating to "imllfoved value ," a value of improvements,"
and" unimproved value.
(2) Agl'eement in reg(l.l'd to lile date as at which the valuation is to be made and the
il~ erval between vahl£~iol1s.
(3) Co-ordination in regard to the machinery for valuation,
1289. If agreement can be arri ed at in regard to these matters, we think that the
OJ

maximum benefit which might be expected to re-ult from standardization will have been attained.

Further relief might bo given to the taxpayel' by a simplification of certain provisions of the
Commonwealth Act, which, though essential to its structure, might be aplllied in a simpler manner
without infringing the principles of the Act or materially affecting its incidence. We shall refer
to these subsequently.

SECTION LXV.
VALUATION.
GENEI:AL CONSIDERATIONS.

1290. Regarded merely ~s an mstrument fol' producing He\-enue. a tax on unimproved

value operates equitably as between one taxpayer and another in IJroporLion as it measures the
yalue of their taxable property by a uniform standa,rd. In the case of business sites in a capital
city this uniformity may be regarded as being a.lmost completely achieyed. T£ a shop on the
site is pulled down, and a.ll the other strlL tural impro\Tements elearecl aWl y, whether this is
done in fact, or whether by a slight effort of imagination it is conceived to be done, we arrive
at a block- of bare land ,Yhich for practical purposes is in its primiti Te condition. Possibly thete
was some scrub or timber there a centw'y a.go which hgcl to be remo,- d before the building was
commenced, but if that work bad to be done to-day the eost would be so infinitesimal in
proportion to the present value of tbe land as to be ;legligible. In such Coo ses, assmning two
sites to be equally 11,ttractive, and to be alike in all other respects, their unimproved values will
probably be proportionate to their respective frontages and depths.
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1291. Even in city lands, however, there are exceptional eases in which a new feature
presents itself for consideration. 'l'here may be two building allotments for sale side by side,
practically identical in every condition that goes to constitute their value, ex,:ept that one of
them is traversed by a gully that will cost £500 to fill before building can be commenced. If
the .other one is bought for £5,000, this one may be expected to bring £500 Jess. Thenwhen
the filling is completed,there will be two similar adjoining properties of equal value, for which
each of the owneTS has paid the sa,me price. But for taxation purposes, the one is valued
£500 leSS than the other, and under the present law this will be so till the end of time. However
IU£<,ny changes of oWI).ership there may be, any .owner who can show that at some tilne in the
history of his property expenditure of this kind was incurred by one of his remote predecessors
is entitled to the benefit of that fact as reducing the taxable value of the holding.

l292. The example we have given illustrates a distinction which exists in fact, but is
ignored by the present taxation lavvs, between two classes of improvements, those which may
rOllghly be described as structural~·buildings, fences, dams, drains, plantations and so on; and
those which merge in the land and, while altering its original oondition, cease to exist as entities
distinguishable from it. When we come to deal with country lands, the distinction becomes
very marked and very important. A great part of the value attached to land which has been
brought into use for .paRtoral and agricultural purposes has been given to it by improvements
of the second class-clearing, ringbarking, the eradication of noxious gro1,vths, the use of
feJ:tilizers, and operation.s of that kind. One broad practical distinction between the two classes
is that structural improvements are capable of being physically removed from the soil, and may
be valued separately from it upon inspection; while those of the other class have become part
oftheinherent constitution of the land itself, and the ascertainment of their value, and of the
extent to which their value has been exhausted, requires aninve tigation of the past history-possibly the very remote histor,y-of the holding. Thi$ illvestigationmay be very difficult and
expensive, and becomes increasingly so with the lapse of time, changes of ownership, a,nd.
subdivision of the land.
1293. Here again, as in the case oithe city allotments mentioned in our previous
illustration, we come to the apparent anomaly of two owners of similar blocks of equal quality
and value being taxed upon different amounts, although the cost has been the same to each of
thelll~in the one case the price paid for the land, in the other the lower price of the land together
with the cost of the improvements necessary to bring it into profitable use. In fact, the price
paid may have been the same in both 0ases, if both owners bought after the improvements had
been made. That would not affect the difference between their rates of tax.
1294. Various suggestions have been made for rectifying this anomaly, and incidentally
for simplifying the task of valuation and the administration of the law. Some authorities
consider that no allowance for improvements that merge in the soil should be made exc.::pt to
the owner who effected them; others t.hat the infiuiry into the past condition of the land should
not go back for more than. some fixed period, say ten or twenty years, so tnat the value of all
non-structural improvements made before that time should be deemed to be exhausted or to have
merged in the unimproved value; others again that some higher standard than unimproved
value should be adopted for taxation purposes, for example, the stage at which land is cleared
and ready for building or for the plough or for effective pastoral occupation, disregarding all
improvements which do not carry it beyond that stage. In Demnark agricultural land is assessed
a.t the value it would 1a\6 in an ordinary state of cultivation if it belonged to a farm of medium
SIze.

1295. All these sug~estions involve an alteration in the basis of the tax. If non-structural
improvements were wholly or in part disregarded, the taxable value of the land, especially in
country districts, would be materially increased. This would not necessarily involve a
proportIOnate increase in the tax paid by individual taxpayers, as the same aggregate amount
of tax could be derived from a lower rate; although as such an alteration of the law would
operate chiefly in respect of pastoral and agricultural hmd, it might be necessary to consider
whether urban hmd should be separately treated in order to redress the balance. A.nother
questIOn that might be considered in connexion with any proposal to alter the law with respeot
to improvements is whether the alteration should be introduced gradually, by making it apply
only to land of which a taxpayer became the mVller after the alteration.

1296. These are matters, however, involving political, economic and financial questions
which do not fall within the province of this Commission. While, therefore, we think they are
worthy of sel'ious consideration, we abstain from making any recommendation with respect to
them, and we pl'oceed to deal with the law as it stands.
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THE MEANING OF UNIMPROVED VALUE,

1297. The main practical problem that arises in the administration of any Land Tax

Act is that of determining the unimproved value of a gi en parcel j land. Unimproved val-'e,
as defined in the Commo~l\vealth Act, mean., stating it shortly, the price which the fee imple
of thelandmight he expected to realize if offered for sale on such reasonable tenus and conditions
as a bona fide seller wOllld require, assuming, in the case of impro';ed lanel, that the improvements
did not exist. How is this price to be ascertained? The Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council has expressed the opinion that the problem presents no difficulty, "What the Act
requires is really quite simple. Here is a plot of land; aSSlUne there is nothing on it by way
of improvement; what would it fetch in the market 1" (Toohey's Case, 1925 A.C. 439). In a
later case before the High Oomb of Australia, the learned Justices differed in their interpretation
of the Privy Council decision ; but by a majority judgment they decided that to ascertain the
unimproved value there must be excluded from con idetation not only visihle structural
improvements, but everything done to or upon the land in the shape of implOvements of any
kind effected by the operations of succe:Jsive OW11ers, the benefit of which roont-inues as a factor
in the then present vaiue of the land. (McGeueh's Oase, 43 O.L.H.. 277.) rrhis confirmed the
view of the law that has always been acted upon in the administration of the Act.
1298. Even with this elucidation, however, the depa tmenbal valuers engaged in applying
the Act have notahvays found their ta k as sinlple as it seem3 to their Lordships of the Judicial
Committee. Difficult questions still present themselves for consideration. I t is sometimes
thought that the unimproved value of land is the value that it would have if it were still in its
primitive condition as virgin country, or as it was whenfir t alienated by the Crown. The law
has never been so interpreted. If it were so, then land occupied many years ago by a cedar
forest, burnt off at a time when the timber had no commercial value, would to-day be liable to
assessment fortax at an unimproved value much greater th~m its full capital value; and, on
the other hand, . • the owner of .land infested. with pricldypear would he debarred. from having
that fa9t takel1into c0n.sideration in mi~igationofhistax., beeause prickly pear was unknown here
in the tilfle ofOaptain. Cook. In a country where the condition of lanc1 has undergone so many
vieissitudes, the unimproved value to be assigned to a property may depend very much upon
the period in its history that is selected as the starting point. For example, the OWller of a
block of land in a building area may find that it contains a deposit of valuable clay that he is
able to dispose of profitably; but the excavation renders the land lUlfit for building purposes.
He fills it in, and restores the land to the condition of the surrounding area. How should the
unimproved value of his land be measured-as at the time before the exca ation, 01' while it
was still open, 01' after it was filled 1 Should it make any difference in the sub equent as.:5eS3J ent
if the filling was done, not by the original owner, but by a purchaser from him?
1299, A good illustration of a problem of this kind is suppiied by the case of land in
districts where floods are liable to be followed by a thiek growth of red-gil 1 seedlings. 'I'he
owner of one property may by prompt action eradicate them at a O&t of a few shillings an acre.
His neighbour delays taking any steps, and finally sells the land when it is covered by a fOi:e'3t of
saplings, the destruction of which coats the purchaser say £5 an acre. The two properties are
then in their former similar condition. If the cost of the timber destruction is disallO'oved to the
new owner as all improvement, he naturally feels that the s.)-called unimproved value upon
which he is taxed has really been created to a large extent by his own work and expenditure,
and that the impost is in the nature of a capital levy. If, on the :3untrary, it is alloVlE:u, and
the taxable value of his land reduced accordingly, his neighbour find~ his lana being t xed at a
valuation of £5 per acre more than the similar adjoinillg area. It is hard to clisabw8 him of
the feeling that he and his successors in title have a substantial grievance, and that a higher
tax is being imposed upon them for all time as a penalty for his better husbandry.

1300. The existence of anomalies, of course, does not necessar'i1y call fOi' ail alteration of
the law. It is impossible to frame a law under which no anomalies would ai'ise ; ami it may be
that the pl'ovisions of the pl'esent Act rcpl'esent tlie deliberate choice of the legislature betwean
alternative classes of anomaly. Howeve!' that may be, the Ilosition cannot be rnet by mere
drafting amendments; any alteration of the law must represent an expreasion of !lolicy, selecting
and defining the subject matter which it is intended to tax, and must inevitably to some extent
increase or diminish the burden upon some classes of taxpayers.
DEFINITIONS.

1301. The definitions in the several Acts are aimed at the same objects, and are f.)r the
most part practically to the same effect. rrhere is a special provision in the New South Wales
Valuation of Land Act i.ncluding amongst improvements to land some that are in fact effected
off the land, but are for its beneficial use. It is a question of policy ror the Commonwealth and
F.3979.-4
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the other States whether they should adopt a similar royi8ion. 11 so far as the definitions
are the same in substance it would be an oLvious adyantage to 11.... ~e them eXj,)reEsed in identical
language. There seems to be a consensus of opinion amongst those conccl'lkd in administeling.
the Acts that the Commonwealth definitions aTe gel emlly s!1.ti .~LctOlY,· We hU"'e therefore
adopted them as a basis for the following chaft, which, while pl'ed~rying their substance, pres nts
them in a form which is perhaps somewhat simpler, and is de iglled to facilitate the introduction.
of any amendments that may be thought desirable :"01' "Impl'oved V ctlue " in rehtion to bnd, means the capital sum
which the fee-simple of the land might be expected to realize if offered for sale
on such reasonable terms and conditions as a bona fide seller would re uire,
including in such capital sum any added value given to the land by a hotel;
wine or other licence.

" Octpital Val'ue

"Improvements" in relation. to land means improvements made thereon or

appertaining thereto, whether visible or invisible, and includes such destructioll.
of suckers or seedlings as is incidental to the destruction of timber or mallee, .
and also includes the destruction of vegetable growths or of animal pests.
Provided that:(a) an improvement which has not been made, or the cost of which has not·

been borne or recouped, by the owner or a predecessor in title or the
owner, or by a lessee or occupier of the land, •.hall be deemed not to be
an improvement;
(b) an improvement which has to any extent lost its utjlity shall to that
extent be deemed not to be animprovement;
(0) an improvement consisting of the destruction of vegetable growths Of

animal pests shall be deemed to have lost its utility to the extent to
which other such growths or pests, as the case may be, afteTwards
come into existence on the Ju.nd ;
(d) the destruction by any person of vegetable grO\vths or animal pests
which come into existence on the land during his ownership shall be
deemed not to be an improvement except to the extent, if at all, to·:
which it restores the utility of a pr vious impro -ement in the nature
of the destruction of sueh growths or pests, whi(·h has or is deemed
to have in whole or part lost its utility.
" UniJmpfOl'ed Value" in relation to unimpro 'ed land at a.ny time means tIle capital

value of the land at that time.
" Unimproved Value" in relation to improved land at any time means the value

that would be the capital value of the land at that
that time the improvements did not exist.

tim~,

assuming that at

Provided that the unimproved valne at any time, ltr.ll in no ease be less
than the sum that would be obtained by deducting the value of in provements
from the capital value at that time.
" Value of Imp'fOvements " at any time means the added value which the improvements
give to the land at that time, irrespective or their cost, and includ ~s the added
value given to the land by any hotel, wine or other licence.
Provided that the value of improvements at a.ny time, except the added
value given by a licence, shall in no case exceed the an ount tllat would. reasonably
be involved in effecting at that time improvements equiyalent in t,heir etTiciency
to the existing improvements.
1302. It may, perhaps, not be out of place here to emphasize the exact nature of the
subject-matter of the valuation under the existing law. It is not the value of the land to the
taxpayer, but its value as a piece of property independently of the actual conditions under which
it is held. "Here is this piece of land in this position; how mueh would a buyer pay to-day
to become the owner of it in unfettered fee simple f' In the hands of the I!l't:sent o\\u.:::r it may
be subject to a mortgage, or to an unprofitable lease, or to l'estl'ittivc covenants or easements
materially redueing or even extinguishing his beneficial interest in it; nOlle of these things
necessarily affects the valuation upon which his tax is to be based. In this respect Land Tax
differs in its essential nature from Income Tax and Death Duties.
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THE PROCESS OF VALUATION.

1303. The process of valuation for purposes of the tax is perhaps the feature of the
administration of the law that evokes the most criticism. It is essential to bear in mind that
the value of land is not a matter of ascertainable fact, like its geogrn.phical position, its area,
or its physical characteristics, butis purely a matter of opinion: The value is determined, said
Griffith O.J., "not by inquiTing what price a man desiring to s 11 could actually have obtained
ror it on g giYen day, i.e., whether there WaS in fact on that day a willinO' buyer, hut by
inquiring: '\Vhat would ft man desiring to huythe land have had to pay for it onth:t da.yto a vendor
willing to sell it for a fair prir:e but not desirous to sell 'I" (Spencds Cas!> 5 C.L.R. 441). Irt
the same case lsr.ars J., said: "To arTive at the value of tIle land at that date, we have, as I
conceive, to SUpp02C it sold then, not by mans of a f orccd sale but by voluntary bargaining
between the pbintiff and a pnrr.'h<Lser willing to trade, but neither of them so anxious to do so
thv,t he would oyerlook any ol'dinn.ry business on8idcmtion." Es entially the process is the
same as that by which one ler.ms the market wdue on il,ny d~"y of wheat or Lutter or fencing
wire. The practical difference, and the t.hing that makes the vn,lu..tion of bnd more difficult,
is that with Ia.nd there is not, as in the C::l.se of the commodities mentioned, the same general
uniformity in the natmc of the subject-matter, and the same continuous volume of transactions,
to supply a sound basis for the estima,te. Wlwrethe land in r. district is fairly uniform in the
conditions that go to constitute its value, where there is [. ren.sonr.bly constant demand for it,
and where it ehmlges hands frequently, the pri(·,;,s paid supply the best men.sure that can be had
of its v[',lue. Any fluctuations in value from time to time are reflected in the selling price.
1304. vVhE:re the conditions are not uniform, the operation of deduring the value of one
parcel of land from the prices obta.ined for other parcels presents more difficulty. Everyone
is familiar with the'\vide disparity between the value of similar city blocks in the same street,
due to th.egreater popul rity of one side ovcr .the other from.3o shopping st< ndpoint, OJ: "(;0 a
cOhcentration of professionalor business sites in aparticubr block, or even to the operation of
some whim of fashion. A corner site has a special value of its own for obvious reasons. These
are all matters that must be tiken into considemtion when using sales in any loeality for the
purpose of deriving a standard to be al~plied in.. fixing values in thE.t locality. The compar.ison
. IS. one that can never be made mechamcE.lly; It demands on the part of the valuer a tramed
judgment that can be n.cquired only by experience. 'l'aking the actual transactions, he mllst
determine how far their conditions are comp<.rable to the case of the land he is va,luing, and
aft.er eliminating in any case those factors which are peculiar to that C3.se, he must use his
judgment in applying the result to make the necessary comparison.
1305. "Vhere there is insufficient evidence of sales near enough in ime and locality to
form a reasonable basis of compr.rison, the valuer must find other grounds upon which to base
bis estimate. He naturally puts to himself the qUl:stions wbich an intending huy r would ask
before committing himself to a price. For example, in the case of il. pn.storalIJroperty, he \vouid
inquire how far it was hom a railwa.y, how many sheep it WOUld carry, and all the other
information that would enable him to judge of the return he might reasonauly expect from his
investment. In the Case of a block of city offices, he would wish to know what net rent 1 they
would be likely to produce.
1306. A complaint was made by some witnesses that sufficient weight was not given by
valuers to the productivity of the land. On eX3.mination it apper,red th t some llo"t least of the
witnesses had failed to take into account the distinction between what the land was cauable of
producing and the return that was actually being dcrh-ed from it. Obyiously a block· of Jand
might be of great v8.lu<l, and yet be prod l cing a very inadequate return to its owner. H a
choice building site in the heart of a city is occupied by a dil·· pidated out-of-dJ.te str cture, no
one could reasonably suggest that the rent obtainable lor it is a true measure of the ,.-..lue of the
site. It was also claimed that too much weight was given to "fretJok " sales, that is, to cCJ,ses
where an exceptionally high price waS paid for a piece of land because, lor exa.mpl', its possession
was so essential to the buyer that it was comparatively immaterial to him how much it (;Qat
him. It is impossible, of course, in the absence of an exha.ustive eL1.mination with skilled
assistance, to determine whether in any giyen ase a complaint of this bnd is well founded, but
we are satisfied that all the dcpartment,al valuers are thoroughly seized of the im.portance of
scrutinising the circumstances of every sale whi~b. comes und r their noti e, anJ. of making
allowance for all factors that are likely to affect its ::.pplicahility f~S a meas ue of true va.lue.
1307. We were very much impressed by the excellent field books of the Federal Department,
with their minutely particularized description uf each parcel of land that is subject to tax, and
of all the fa.ctors that are taken into consiueraticI' iu esti!.C.ating its value; and also by the
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carefully compiled in. tructions iSimed to the valuers for their a istance in the discharge of their
duties. We are not able to sungEist any modifications 0 tile ge eral prillci!JI(;s til tare <t'lllied

in making the valuatiuns.

Assuming that th ir llPlic2.tio!l is en rusted to a staff o'f competent
valuers, we do not think that any change in the sYvtem would 'oduce b~tter results. It 'ivould

no doubt bean advantage to have the departme.ntal inst,l'uction.:; coru,idered pel iodically by a
conference of the valuation staff, with a 'ew to any revis:on in detail that experience might
suggest as desirable.
MACHINERY FOR VALUATION.

1308. rrhe Commonwealth Taxation Department maintains a yaJuation branch under
a Chief Valuer, the organization providing for' a staff of -aluers in each 8tate under a Senior
Valuer, all being ultimately responsible to the Commissioner of Taxation,
1~09. In New South Wales, where the State Land Tax opera·ties only in respect of lands
in the Western District, the valuation is entrusted to the Department of the Valuer-General
This Department was established in 1917 un er the pr.)"'li~i0ns of the Valuat'on of Land Act 1916,
the onJy Act passed in Australia to give effect to a resolution of a Premiers' Oonierence that each
State should establish a Bureau of Valuations.

1310. In Western Australia the Taxation offices of the Commonwealth and State were
amalgamated in 1921 under the agreement referred to in paragraph 288 of this Report. Since
that time valuations for both Commonwealth and State purposes are made by the Commonwealth
valuers.
1311. In the remaining States valuations lor State purposes are made by the State Land
Tax Departments.
1312. It will thus be seen that in all the States except Western Australia there are in
existence separate staffs engaged in the making of valuations for Commonwealth and State
Land 'Tax purposes. In these circumstances it is inevitable that disparities will be found between
the valuations of the same lanel by the different authorities. In some caiie these disparities
are very considerable. The explanation sometimes given to us was that the Federal valuation
had been made on an actual examination of the land by the valuer, while the State had for the
time being accepted the owner's valuation, pending an opportunity for checking it. In other
cases the difference was sufficiently accouutecl for by the fact that the va.lulltionshad been made
at different times, during a period when the market for land \Va-s fluctnating. The lack of
uniformity in the statutory definitions is also a source of occasional discrepancies. But, generally
speaking, it is not necessary to seek for any extrimic cause for differences that must of
necessity arise between estimates independently made by different -aluers in respect of
matters which are essentially matters of opini n and not of fact.
1313. It is, of course, highly desirable from every point of view that these differences
should not exist. Howevel' impossible it may be to delol'1lline with accuraoy th price that a parcel

of land would actually bring if it were sold, ouviously the same land cannot have two different
values in the sarna sense of the word at the same time. When a value has been attributed to it
by a competent authority after adequate investigation, that should be its value for all taxation
purposes, whether Commonwealth or State, until tI ere is reason for altering it. The fields of
taxation may be differ'ent, the amount of exemption may va,'y, the tax may ~e 0.1 a higher or a
lower scale, it may be at a flat rate or a progrossivn I\J', but so 10l1g as the same land is being
taxed it should be taxed at the same value. This tll1U can be achieved only by having one
authority in each State to detel'lline land values both fof' (jommoliwealth and State purposes, and
the question arises whether it is practicable to provide fot' the GI'eation of SUGh a authodty.
1314. If all the valuations were made by the Commonwealth, it would ensure the
application of uniform principles throughout all tile Stutes. T1e sy.3te 1 is 'working very well
in Western Australia, where, within the limits or the respective Acts, uniform values are arrived
at for Commonwealth and State purposes. Weare informed that many of the Hoad Boards
in that State have also adopted the Federal valuations for rating purposes. The Western
Australian arrangement is part of the general am 19amatiGn in regard to Income and Land
Taxation. In the other States amalgamation up to daw has been limited to Iw;,)me Tax, which
has been placed under the control of the State and not the Commonwealth. Further, for
Commonwealth Land Tax purposes there is a high exemption of £5,000 uniloproved value. _.<\3
in some of the States there is no exemption, and in others a small exemption, it follows that the
number of Commonwealth taxpayers is only a small prop0rtion of the number '.If State t3.xpayers.
According to the Sixteenth Annual Report of the Co!nmon\\ealth Co-nmi:::... ·oner of Taxation,
the total number of Commonwealth taxpayers a.s at the 30th June, 1932, was onl~' 24,357. Whilst
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the total area of land owned by the. e taxpayers is considerable, the actual number of valuations
to be made by the States is much more numerous than those by the Commonwealth. The Land

Tax activities of the Commonwealth Departmen 0 not, therefore, in OUl' opinion, warrant a
general tl'ansfel' to that Department of the responsibility for valuation for Commonwealth and
State Land Tax pUl'poses throughollt Australia.
1315. Alternatively, the valuations .for Commonwealth purposes might be tmdertaken by
the State 'Taxation Departments. vVhile such an arrangement would overcome the existing
duplication and lack of uniformity in values, there are certain disa{lvantages in the proposal.
Valuations by the States as compared with the Commonwealth are affected by two considerations,
namely, the larger number of taxpayers and the lower rate of tax imposed. From the figures
set out in paragraph 1285, it will be seen that the total collections by all States was less than
that made by the Commonwealth although the State tax is spread over a much larger number
of taxpayers. The work involved in the valuation by the ~ tatoo of So many holdings, combined
with the lower rate and yield vf tax, docs not permit the State Departments to undertake in all
cases the detailed iIillpection and classification m<1de by the Commonwealth valuers, and in some
of the States reliance is placed to a large extent upon temporary or part time valuers, which
milita~s against the proper co·-ordination of values in thp, various districts. Under existing

conditions, therefore, the acceptance by the Commonwealth of State values would . not provide a
uniform standard of valuation for thn assessment of Commonwealth Land Tax, and we do not
recommend the adoption of this proposal.

1316. The creation of a Department for the purpose of uniformly determining Land Tax
values for Common "ealth and State purposes was recommended at the Premiers' Conference
in 1916 and at a subsequeI t Conference of Taxation officials in 1917. As has been shown, New
South Wales established a Valuation Department in 1917. In 1921 a BiB was inttoduced into
the South Australian Parliament providing for the establishment of a Valuer-General's
Departmept somewhat similar to the New South Wales Department, but the Bill was not passed.

1317. We have already in an earlier Report recommended the constitution of an independent
body which any of the Australian Governments might employ to control the administration of
all or any of its Taxation Acts" If such a body wOI'e called into existence, one of the Dapartments
under its control might well be a Deparlmlll t for the valuation of land, iJrefvrably dissociated
from the Department charge with the coli ction of any tax. This would provide the maohinery
to fix f r both Commonwealth and State purposes the vallie of all taxable land within the
Commonwealth. It wOII!d bring the administration IIndei' a single control, and would secure a
vel'Y necessary uniformi y both in ih principles up n whiGh the work of valuation was to be based
and in their practical pfllication. It would relieve ihe community of the expenso of duplicated
Departments and overlalJpil19 valuation, and VJould tend to diminish the discr&pancies and
anomalies that are the occasion of so much annoyance and dissatisfa"tion to the taxpaying llUblic.
Such a Dvpartment would he in a position to SUllflly to any GO'Jcrnment, or municillal or other
public body, valuations for resumption or r ting Ilurlloses. Wliethcl' it should be compulsory
or not to accept these valuations, and how fal" they should be conclusive, are matters which each
Legislature concerned would determine for itsp,lf.
1318. The example set by the establi"hment of the Valuer-General's Department in New
South Wales might with adYantage be Gtudie' in this connexion. The local Governmen
valuations made by the Department no;v cover more than half the State, and llew areas are
yearly being brought within its scope. ,Ve ;vere informeJ by Mr. Legge, t,he recently retired
Valuer-General, that the fees paid by the local Goyernrnent authorities enable this work to be
done practically v{ithout cost to the, tate. In Appendix No.8 t,O this Report we give extracts
from a memorandum supplied to us oy Mr. Legge, which will be found to give interesting and
valuable information as to the operations of the Department.
1319. In the absence of a single controlling authority such as we have suggested, a limited
measure of uniformity in '.yuluation can be achieved by co-operation between t,he Commonwealth
and State Departments. The practice of exchanging informat,ion as to values, already to an
increasing degree in force, might with advantage be extended; or possibly a working anangement
could be arrived at under which the work of valuation would be divided between the Departments
on some basis of classifieation of the taxable properties. The object to be steadily kept in view
is that so far as possible anyone property should be subject to one valuation and one only for the
purpose of both taxes.
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DATE OF OWNERSHIP.

1320. Under the Acts of the Commonwealth and Queensland thE: person ta.xed as owner
of land fer any financial year is the person who owned the land at midnight on the 30th June
immediately preceding the financial year. In New South Wales the time fixed is the 31st
December; in Western Am.tralia noon on the 30th June; in Victoria noon on the 31st December;
in Tasmania n00n on the 31st March, and in S uth Australia noon on the 14th November. We

recommend that the tax should be assessed under all the Acts in respect of lhe ownel'ship as at
midnight on the 30th Juneimmedialely preceding the financial year for which the tax is levied.
PERIODS BETWEEN VALUATION AND 'rIME OF v AI.UATION.

1321. 'The Oommonwealth Act provides for valuation in trieilllial periods. '1'he value,
when assessed, cannot be increased in respect of any subsequent yearo£ the triennial period;
but it may be reduced.
1322. Under the Acts of the States v3,luations may be made yearly, if necessary, except
in South Australia where aluation!> are made at intervals of five years. The first triennial
period under the Oommonwealth Act commenced with the financial year beginning on the 1st
July, 1927. Valuations made during the three years period following that date could not be
applied until the financial year beginning all the 1st July, 1930. Valuations are being made
every day by theDepartment, b"\-1t if they cannot be applied until the next triennial period it is
necessary to review them again at that date. 'I'he official evi.dence shows that many of the
valuations so made between triennial periods have had to be scrapped or materially modified,
thus resulting in a waste of time and effort.
1323. Because of the delay in the application of departm.ental valuations caused by the
operation of the provisions relating. to the triennial valuations, many value!> showing increases
over the 1927 values were applied in a!>sessments which issued to taxpayers early in 1931, based
on values for the secOlid triennial period coxnmencing On the 30th June, 1930. 'rhe receipt of
these assessments by taxpayers at a time when. the depres!'ion was being severely felt
throughout Australia caused much discontent. If the valuations had been reyised during the
trienniaL period so as to make the assessment represent as nearly as niay be the correct value
as at the date of ll,ssessment the basis of the assessed values would more readily have been
understood.
1324. If the principle of triennial valuations is sound, and the values adopted for the
first year of the triennial period be retained for the full three .:ears, then it is difficult to justify
provisions in the C<>mmonwealth Act providing for revision during the triennial period by way
of reduction. We do not suggest, however, that both parties should be bound tn the triennial
values; in our opinion the triennial period should be abandoned. The economic conditions
prevailing in Australia during the past few years have, we think, clearly shown that it provides
too rigid a basis for practical application.
1325. Another disadvantage of the system is the difficulty it plesents in providing for
co-ordination as between Commonwealth and State values. In \Vestern Australia, where the
11'ederal and State Valuation Departments were amalgamated in 1921, discrepancies in values
after amalgamation resulted from the operation of the quinquennial period in the State Act.
In 1930 the Act was amended to eliminate the quinquennial period and provide for ailllUal
valuation. Values have since been kept in line because as a result of faUing values it has been
possible to review values annually under b0th Acts. But as soon as values rise the benefit of such
uniformity will be lost, as State values will be subject to annual review, whilst u~lder the present
Oommonwealth Act review will be limited to triennial period!>. As a necessary step in providing
for uniform values it would be necessary either for the Commonwealth Govermnent to abandon
the triennial period or for all State Governments to adopt that basis. We received no evidence
which would justify a recommendation that the latter course should be adopted.
1326. In addition to the normal fluctuations which affect land values generally, there
may be at any time changed conditions in certain areas, or with respect of individual parcels
of land, which call for a corresponding adjustment of valuations. The work of valuation is
continuous, and its results should be continuously reflected in the records, so that the valuation
at any time upon which a tax is based should represent as nearly as possible the actual value
of the land at that time. The New South Wales Valuation of Land Act gives the Valuer-General
express power to amend valuation rolls whenever it is necessary by reason of change in the
ownership, occupation or boundro'ies of the land, or any alteration in the improvements thereon,
or whenever in his opinion any sufficient cause renders amendment nece~sarr. He may make
a new valuation at any time with respect to any parcel of land, or any portion or the whole of
any district; and he is required to make such ne\v valuation whenever necessary, in order that
the rolffi shall, as nearly as may be, represent correct values and ownership of all the lands entered
therein.
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1327. We recommend that provisions corresponding to those of the New South Wales Act

be adopted by the Commonwealth and by all the States, and that the value upon which the tax is

assessed for any financial year should be the value of the land on the date which determines its
ownership fOl' taxation purposes, that is the 30th June, immediately preceding that year.
AMENDMENT OF ASSESSMENTS.

1328. Up to 1927 the Commonwealth Act proirided that, where the Commissioner had
as_essed a taxpayer without making a departmental valuation, he could amend the assessment
within two years by applying a departmental valuation. Some of the State Acts contain So
similar provision.
1329. The provision was deleted from the Commonwealth Act at the time of the
introduction of the triennial period of valuation. The reason in 8UppOltof its repeal was· that
the power ~to make retrospective re-assessments left land owners in a state of uncertainty
regarding their liability to taxation, and seriously interfered with the adjustment of sales and
transfers of land. With thisview we concur. We consider that with the valuation data in the
possession of the Land Tax Departments they hould be in a position to determine the value
to be assessed at the time of making the assessment, and the revenue will be sufficiently protected
if they have the right of annual review as recommended by us.
.

1330. We therefore recommend that none o'f the Acts should contain a provision for
retrospective re-assessment as a result of the application of a departmental valuation.
1331. In regard to the amendment of assessments for other t'easons, we al'e of the opinion
that the provisions of the Land Tax Acts should follow the same general principles that we have
recommcndedin(respectof Inc:omeTax.Where thtCommissioner i80£ the opinion that there
has been an. avoidance of tax pyJhe omission ofa,ny land or interest in lal1<:l. he should have
power to amend theassessment at any time. Iuall other cases we think that no amendment should
be made either by the Commissioner or at the request of the taxpayer after the expiration of
three years !rorn the dat-e when the tax assessed was originally due and payable.
OBJECTIONS AND APPEAr.s,

1332. Where a taxpayer's objection to a valuation is disallowed by the Commissioner,
an appeal lies under the Commonwealth Act to a Valuation Board, consisting of a Chairman
and two other members, appointed by the Governor-General. There are thirteen Valuation
Boards at present operating throughout the Commonwealth. They dre all presided over by the
one full-time Chairman, M . W. J. Lambert, and the other members in each case are part-time
members selected from persons having local experience in land valuation.
1333. In New South Wales the appeal from the Valuer-General lies to the Land
Valuation Court, presClibed over by a Judge who has the status of a Judge of the Supreme Court.
1334. In Victoria the appeal lies to an Assessment Court, consisting of a County Court
Judge or Police Magistrate and two other persons with a knowledge of land and improvements.
On questions of law a special case may be stated by the Assessment Court to the Supreme Court.
1335. In Queensland the appeal lies to one member of the Land Court-a Court
constituted by three laymen. There is an appeal from him to an Land Appeal Court, which
consists of two members of the Land Court with a Supreme Court Judge as President.
1336 In South Australia the appeal lies to a specially constituted local Court of full
jurisdiction, consisting of a Special Magi3trate and two Justices skilled in the valuation of land and
property.
1337. In Tasmania the appeal lies to a specially constituted Court of Review consisting
of a Judge of the Supren e Court or a Commissioner appointed to hold a Court of requests.

1338. We think that the most satisfactory tribunal for reviewing land valuations is one
constituted on the principle that is applied in the appointment of the Fedel'al Valuation Board,
that is to say, a tribunal entil'ely composed of persons whose qualifications include wide practical
experiance in the valuation of land. In QlIi' opinion this principle might with advantage be
adopted by all the States. 'The questions of law tbat ari3e arE:: comparatively few, and when they
do arise, their fmal determination should be a3.;,igned to the ordinary Courts of law. But subject
to t.his we do n t think that a Law Court is a .atisfactorv tribunal for the ascertainment of land
values. Neither the coust,itution of Courts nor their pl'oced 1'e is adapted to that end. The
facts which they ale called upon to determine in ordinary actions are almost invariably bygone
facts, the investigation of which of necessity depends upon the examination of witnesses and
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the weighjng of their evidence. To fmd out what happened on the oceanian of a motor accident
for example, it is necessary to hear the accounts given by persons who witnessed it, and then
arrive at a judgment upon a consideration of their credibility, that is, the impression they
cOllvey not only of their truthfulness, but of their powers of observation and the accuracy of
their recollection.
1339. It is only by a clumsy adaptation oUhis procedure that it can be applied to cases
where the matter for determination is purely one of opinion, and such a. procedure would never
be applied outside a Court.. A person hesitating, for example, between two opinions on apoint
of medical diagnosis, or as to the quality of a sample of cigars, or as tothe design of a bridge,
would not dream of calling in an arbiter who knew nothing of medicine or tobacco or engineering:
and leaving mm to. dec;ide the matter upon the relative weight which he attached to the
conflicting opinions of witnesses. The Ohairman of this Commission, who has had considerable
eXl)erience as a Judge upon trials, both with and withput juries, involving the valuation of land,
may perhaps be allowed to say frankly that he cannot conceive of any prudent purchaser or
mortgagee accepting the verdict given on such a trial asa basis upon vv1ich1e would act in
buyingthe land.or advancing money upon it.. The success of the Land Valuation Court in ~~ew
South Wales does not seem to be reaJIy in POillt in this connexion, as the learned Judge who at
present presides over that Court has had many years of unique experience of land valuation,
both at the bar and on the ,bench, and is an aelmowledged expert on hmd values. . A tribl111al
with a constitution like that of the Valuation Boards is better qualified than any orilinary Comt
can be to judge of the weight of aU the various factors that go to give land its value.
1340. It would be a great advantage, from the point of view of unifol'mity of practice and
consistency of decisions, if, by agreementbetween the Commonwealth and the States, the same

Boards. in each.<State were empowered to .act as tribunals of l'eview jnrespe~tofall objections
whether toOommollwealth or State valuatilHls. In the absence of an agreement t() this effect we
recommend that a Board or Boards similar in constitution to the Commonwealth Valuation Boards
should be appointed by each State.
. .
SECTION LXVI.
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY TAXPAYERS.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

1341. Perhaps the essential difference between t.he scheme of the Commonwealth Land

Tax Assessment Act and that of any of the State Acts is that the Commonwealth imposes tax
both upon the primary and the secondary taxpayer, whereas the States usually tax only the
primary taxpayer. Usnally the primary taxpayer is the legal owner, that is, the person or entity
III whose name the title of the land is registered.
The secondary taxpayer is the person who
has an equitable or beneficial int.erest in land. Under the Commonwealth Act any of the followinG
persons is deemed to have an equitable or beneficial intere t in land, and is liable as a secondary
taxpayer :(a) A shareholder of a company which owns land;
(b) A lessee of land under a lease entered into after the date of the commencement
of the Land Tax Assessment Act 1910 ;
.
(c) A beneficiary in a trust estate which owns land;
(d) A member of a partnership which owns land, or other joint owner of Jand ;
(e) A seller of land where the purchaser has taken possession but has not paid 15 per
cent. of the purchase money;
(f) A mortgagee in possession of land in the circumstances provided in the Act.
1342. Under the Commonwealth Act every taxpayer is assessed both on his primary
and secondary interests in land. His assessment will show the full unimproved value of any
land owned by him in his own right, together with the unimproved value of any equitable or
beneficial interests owned by him in any other land. Each person assessed (other than an
absentee), whether as a primary or secondary taxpayer, is entitled to a deduction of the general
exemption of £5,000 from the aggregate unimproved value of the land included in his assessment.
1343. The assessment of primary and secondary taxpayers in respect of their interests
in the same land necessitates provisions to prevent double taxation. This is accOInplished by
giving a rebate to the seemdary taxpayer. No rebate is allowed to the primary taxpayer, because
he is not liable to double taxation in respect of the land. The secondary taxpayer is allowed a
rebate of the lesser of two amounts, namely, the part of the primary tax wmch is attributable
to the unimproved value of the primary taxpayer's beneficial interest in the land, or the Dart
<)f ms own tax which is attributable to that value. The effect of the rebate provisions is that
the Treasury retains tax on the unimproved value of the equitable or beneficial interest at the
higher of the two rates assessed on it, but tax is not collected twice on the same interest.
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1344. The provisions of the Commonwealth Act relating to the taxation of primary and
secondary owners have been subjected to a great deal of criticism. .A number of witnesses
expressed the opinion that either the legal owner, or the equitable or beneficial owner should
be taxed, but not both. Because the States generally adopted this practice it wa claimed that
the administration of their Acts was much simpler than that of the Commonwealth Act.
1345. If either the primary or the secondary taxpayer only were taxed the administration
of the Commonwealth Act would be considerably simplified, but we have shown in Section LXIV.
of this Report the problems which arise under the Acts of the Commonwealth because of the
conjunction of a progressive rate of tax with a high exemption, and that without the safeguards
provided by the Commonwealth Act" an astute perwn might arrange his affairs in such a manner
asto leave no tax, or very littletax, payable by him." Among these safeguards are the provisions

for the taxation of both the primary and the secondary taxpayer. Although th~se are not reflllired
in the Sfl\te Acts, we consider that they are -essential to the schenL of the Commonwealth Act.
If they were not included in the.Act it would be necessal'Y to entrust the Commissioner with a wide
discretion to deal with arr'angelllel1ts which, innis opinion, had boen entel'cd into for the Ilurpose
of avoiding or reduoing tax, and tbisalterllativewould, in our opinion, be morc objectionable to
taxpayers than the inclusion of specific clauses.
1.346. ,#0 see no reason to l'ecommend any alteration in the n ethods at nresent used by
the Commonwoalthfor' assessing secondary interests, except that we think the apllication of the
principle might be limited in the case of shar'.eholders in companies, and lessees, to the extent, and
in the manner suggested, in the paragraphs which follow.
SHAREHOLDERS IN A COMPANY.

1347. Under the Cow.monwealth Act a company is assessed as a primary taxpayer in
respect of land owned by it. The shareholders are assessed as secondary taxpayers, the land
being deemed to be owned by them in the proportions of their interests in the paid-up capital
of the company. For this purpose no distinction is made between preference and ordinary
shareholders.
.
1348. The Act originally provided that the interest of every shareholder in the lands of
t.he company should be added to his other landed interests. As this imposed a great deal of
unprofitable work on the Department the Act was amended in 192'7, and now provides that a
shareholder shall not be separately assessed in respect of his share interests where his individual
interest in the UPimproved value of the lands owned by a company does not amount to more
than £100, or where his aggregate interests in land owned by one or more companies do not amount
to £500.
1349, A number of witnesses took strong exception to the taxation of shareholders in
respect of their secondary interest in the lands of a company. It was claimed that
shareholders, and particularly those who invest in public companies, purchase shares not with
the object of acquiring interests in land, but as a means of profitaLly emplo ring their capital.
As a rule they cannot individually control the policy of the directors in regard to the acqui3ition
or disposal of land. Those who become liable to Land Tax because of the inclusion of
their secondary interests object to pay additional tax because of theil' notional interest in lands
which they can neither enjoy nor dispose of, and resent the increase in their personal tax which
occurs when the company in which they hold shares acquires more land. A complaint is also
made against the complexities ilwolved in the assessment. Not only are the calculations of an
intricate nature, but they are based upon unimproved values of lands owned by a company which
the shareholder is usually unable to check. Another gro nd for c mplaint is that the assessment
issued to the shareholder in respect of his o,vn landed interests does not as a rule include
his secondary share interests, which are subsequently aS3essed in an amended assessment issued
at a later date. The delay which occurs in conne>..ion with the issue of as~essments relating to
share interests is, however, unavoidable, for many companies have landed imerests in more than
one State, and information regarding the valuation to be placed upon the lands which they hoid
must be obtained from each of these States before the company can he a'lse Std.
venwhen
the whole of the lands owned by a company are situate in the same State, shareholders may
reside in other States, ancl the information must be transmitted to the latter before the
shareholcler can be assessed. Finally, some witnesses were not satisfied that reductions made
in the assessment of a company are invariably can-ied into the assessment of a hareholder. The
Department maintained, however, that in must cases the effect of an adjustment upon the tax
payable by the shareholder would be negligible, but that where warranted the shareholder's
assessment would be amended.
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1350. Though a number of witnesses took exception to the present practice, they could
not agree upon the remecly \vhich might he applied. A witnens repreroenting both the Fedelated
Graziers and Pastorali"t A.ssociation of _ ustralia and a number of Accountanc' and ecretarial
Institutes, suggested that the company should be exempt ::mcl that the shareholders as beneficial
owners alene should be taxed. The adoption of this sugge tion \rould result in the exeniption
of all companies and a majority of the shareholders, for as each would he entitled to an exemption
of .£5,000 it follows that yery few would be liable for Land Tax, unless, of course, the
whole incic1enceof the tax were altered by a reduct,ion in the present exemption. ~he proposal,
therefore, does not commend itself to us.
1351. Some witnesses suggested that the shareholder should be exempt and that the
company alone should .be taxed. Considered only hom its effect on simplification this proposal
has some merits, but it\yould be at variance with the general structure and s<::heme of the Act
and would we fear after a ready 1:11eanS of avoidance. Other witnesses, while accepting in theory
the principle underl. -ing the taxation of shareholders a.s secondary taxpayers, considered tnat
in practice its application should be limited.
1352. Two suggestIons were made, each worthy of consideration(1) That the limits of £100 and £500 inserted in Section 39 by the proviso to
sub-section (2) might be increased to £500 and £1,000 respectively;
(2) That share. interests shoulcl be inCluded only in the case of shareholders of private
compames.
1353. It is prohable that more t~meis spent in determining whether a hareholder is liable
to assessment asa secondary taxpayer than in making the actual asses'ment. The object of
the limitations in the Section is to eliminate as far as pos, ible the large am01.111t of unproductive
departmental work involved in: exarninations which do not result in an increase of the amount
of· tax payable. 'rhis object would he only imperfectly attained by increasing the limitations,
The work would no doubt beto ome extent reduced, but it would still be neces"ary to examine
theholdings.of very many shareholderswhc} in the.result would not be brought with'u the taxable
field. It does. not follow that a. sharehOlder who .ha.sa secondal'yintelest of a given amount .in
one company, or a larger aggregate interest in several companies, is necessarily liable to Land
Tax. For that reason this test, irrespective of the amounts that may be fL"'{ed, d()es not appear
to be satisfactory.

1354. The proposals to limit the application of tILe Section to shareholders in private
companies involves different consideration. We have previollsly expressed the opinion in those

portions of our Report which relate to Income Tax and Death Duties that thes'u is an essential
difference between a public and a [lfivate company. In the majority of c ses the shal'eholders
of a private company have a substantial interest in it anu are in a position to influence its policy.
If, therefore, they choose to utilize the company to acquire lallu, it is not unreasonable that they
should be regarded and taxed as secondary owners of that land. If the operation of the Section
wel'e limited in this manner it would then be unnecessary to investigato the share interests of
thousands of shareholders in public oompanies, and this, we think, would overoome a great deal
of the dissatisfaction that now exists.

1355. The adoption of this suggestion might result in the exemption of a limited number
of shareholders who nold a large number of shares in a certain class f public company. But
it is reasonable to assume that where the secondary interests of a taxpayer in the lands held by
a company are considerable the company is itself taxable at a high rate \ hich in the majority of
cases would be higher than the rate applicable to the individual shareholder as a seconclary
taxpayer, In such cases the Hevenue wiiI collect tax at the rate applicable to the primary
taxpayer, that is, the company_ The elimination of the secondary interests of the taxpayer
will reduce the rate of tax payable on his pTimary interests in land which he hal s in his own right.
The alteration in the incidence or tax as regards any shareholder 'liiH thereiore depend upon
the amount of his primary interests in land, and each case must be considered on its facts. The
information available does not enable us to e timate with any degree of accuracy the extent
to wmch the Reyenue would be affected if the operation of Section 39 were limited to the
shareholders d pri ate companies.
1356. A schedule included in the Sixteenth Annual Report of the Commonwealth
Commissioner of Taxation show!:>, in respect or each year, tl e additic·nal tax due to the inclusion
of share intere';ts. These am till . are subject tv amendment in respect of assessments made
after the publication f the Report, but it would appear that t e amvunt approximates 3 per
c nt, of th total tax asses:sed. On this assumption the total amount of tax that may be expected
from this source during the financial year 1933--1934 would probably not exceed £40,000.
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Information is not available as to how much of this amount would be recei ed from the
shareholders of priyate and public companies respectively, but we think it if: prohable that the
greater portion would be collected in respect of share intere~ts in private cumpanies. If that
conclusion be correct, the object sought to be attu,inec1 by the appli ation of Section 39 would
be substantially achieved if the operation of that Section \':ere restricted to t.he shareholders of
private companies. The adoption of this COUI'se would have an important e±Ieet upon
simplifieation, and in OUI' opinion the ad antages outweigh any probable di.~a(hra,ntages.

1357. Therefore, we recommend that Section 39 of the Commonwealth Land. Tax
Assessment Act be ,'etained, but that its application be limited to shareholders of pi'ivate companies
as defined in the Income Tax Assessment Act 1934.
LESSOR AND LEsSEF",

1358. Under the Commonwealth Act a distinction is made in respect of leases entered
into prior OJ' subsequent to the commenceinent of the Act. Leases e .tercd into before that
date cannot be numerous, and their number is diminishing hy effluxion of time. ]'or that reason
and also because we do not recommend any change in the present practice of determining the
value of these lease, we shall not discuss them further, In the case of a lease entered into after
the commencement of the Act, the lessee's estate is the present value, calculated at 4! per cent.
per annum, of a sum equal to 4t per cent. of the unimproved value of the land, payable annually
throughout the unexpired period of the lease. The existene:e of the lea e dues not affect the
assessment of. the owner of the fee simple, who is assessed on the full unimproved value of the
land leased at the rate applicable to his aggregate landed interests. The less e is assessed on
the value of the les ee' estate also at the late applicable to his aggregate landed interests, and
is entitled to a deduction of the tax payable in respect of the leasehold estate either by him or
the owner, whichever is the less. "\Vhere, however, the owner is exempt the value of the lessee's
estate is calculated in a different manner, and in such cases is the amount (if any) by w] ieh ~t per
cent. of the unimproved value of the land exceeds the reserved rent calculated over t.he unexpired
period of the lease at 4t per cent.

1359. The States do not tax the interest of a lessee to the same extent a~ the
Commonwealth. In New South ,Vales a lessee is taxable on his interest in '(;he lease only where
the term of the lease is not less than 30 years, In Victoria the lessee is liable as if he were the
owner, but only so far as in the opinion of the Commissioner the interest of the legal owner of the
fee simple is lessened by the covenants of the lease. In Tasmania the interest of a le~i!ee i8 taxed
where the term of the lease is not less than ten years, and the rent is less than the annual rent
that could reasonably be demanded for the use and .)ccupation of the property.
1360. While we think that the principles adopted by the Commonwealth for the
determination of the lessee's interest are neces ary to the scheme of it3 Act, we have considered
whether the work incidental thereto might be reduced by exempting certain classes of leases,
as, for example, those entered into for a short term. But we think that witllout fmther
qualification this course could not be adopted without encour ging lessor:; an le~Lecs to enter
into leases for a lesser period. Some of these might be bona fide arrangements, but others might
be merely arrangements which would leave the way open for an astute person to control aud use
large areas or land for the period of the lease without liability to Land Tax. It appears to us,
therefc.re, that consideTation must be given not only to the period of the lease but to the
unimproved value of the land leased. Examination of a number of assessments submitted to
us leads us to believe that both the Department and the taxpayer would benefit, without seriously
affecting the yield or the incidence of the tax, by the e emption of leases of land of a
comparatiyely small unimproved value where the term 0f the lease i3 sh0r. This would, in
effect, be equivalent to the exemption allowed to the sharehold r of a company' here hia landed
interests in that company do not exceed a specified minim.um.

1361. We recommend that the interest of the lessee be exem!]t iii cases wh"re the
unimproved value of the land does not exceed £1,000 and where the term of the lease does not
exceed three years.
Re-valuation of Land During the Currency of a Le'~se.
1362. An alteration in the valuation of a freehold during the currency of c' lease affects
the Land Tax payable both by the lessor and the leti ee. A l gge3tion wa3 maue that where
this results in the payment of a greater tax by the lessor some part or the iucre ,;e "hould be
borne by the lessee. It was not sugge,~ted, however, that the le:>see should bene t when
the lessor's tax was redueed.
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1363. The suggestion does not commend itself to us. When the lease is entered into
each party knows his liability to Land Tax, and, no doubt, takes into consideration the probable
variation in value which may be antieipated during the cunency of the lease. The rent fixed
is influenced to some extent by the~e fact.ors. In our opinion no part of any additional Land

Tax imposed upon the lessor in consequence of the revaluation of the leased property during the
curl'aney of the lease should be borne by tho lessee.

Perpetual Leases.
1364. In the case of Clark, Tait and Company v. the Federal Commissioner of Land Tax
(43 O.L.R. 1), it was held that the expression" unexpired period of the lease" used in Section 28
of the Actreferes to a duration of time with a certain end. The formula prescribed by t,he Section
is, therefore, inapplicable to a case where the tenure of the land is of uncertain duration. It
is obvious that a perpetual lease has no definite period, and the deci~ion in the case cited. suggests
that in such carses the value of the leasehold estate for the pUl1)oses of the Act is not calculable.
The practice of the Department has been to regard 100 years as the unexpired term of a perlletual

lease, and we recommend that the relevant Section of the .Act he amended to give this pl'acUce
legislative effect.
SECTION LXV I\.
THE JOINT ASSESSMENT OF COMPANIES.

1365. The rate of Land Tax payable. by a company is det.ermined, as in the case of an
individual, by the aggregate val 11e of its landed.interests. It fo1]ows, therefore, that provisions
must be made in the Act to nullify arrangements which are ll)tended to divide the landed interests
of an individual or group of individuals between a nUlnber of separate companies each of whieh
would, in the absence of such provisions, be entitled to a separate exemption and aseparate
assessment.
1366. Section 40 of the OommonweaJth Land Tax Assessment Act is designed to prevent
the avoidance of tax by the formation of separate companies which consist substantially of the
same shareholders. The Section reads:-

"40. (1.) Any two or more companies which consist substantially of the same
8hareholders shall be deemed to be a single company, and shall be jointly assessed and
liable accordingly, ",'jth such rights of contribution or indemnity between themselves
as is just.
"(2.) Two companies shall be deemed to consist substantially of the same
shareholders if shares representing not less than three-fourths or the paid-up capital
of each of them are held by or on behalf of shareholders of the other. Shares in one
company held by or on behalf of another company shall for this purpose be deemed
to be held by shareholders of the last-mentioned company."
1367. Prior to the decision of the High Oourt in the case of Burns, Philp and Oompany
Ltd. v. the Fedmal Commissioner of Land Tax (43 C.L.R. 58), the Depart.nent construed the
words " shares in one company held by or on behalf of another company shall for this purpose
be deemed to be held by shareholders of the last-mentioned company" as an authority to
aggregate the landed interests o~ a subsidiary .com~any wi.th th~se of the. h.olding coroJiany by
whom or on whose behalf the statutoly proportiOn ot the shares or the SubSIdIary was held. But
in the case cited this presumption was upset. The facts \,ere as follows. Burns, Philp
and Oompany Ltd. held 50.2 per cent. of the paid-up capital of the Queensland Insmance
Company Ltd., and its shareholders held 29.5 per cent. of the paid-up capital of the Insurance
Oompany. Shareholders in Burns, Philp and Company Ltd. therefore held 79.7 per cent. of the
paid-up capital of the Queensland Insuranee Co. Ltd.-actually, or by force of the provision
that shares" held by or on behalf of another company shall for this pm pose be deemed to be held
by shareholders of the last-mentioned company." Thc Queensland Insurance Company Ltd.,
however, held no shares in Burns, Philp and Oompany Ltd. and its actual shareholders held no
more than 33 per cent. of the paid-up capital of Burns, Philp and Company Ltd.
1368. The interpretation of the Section was exhaustively considered in this Ca8e, and we
quote from the judgment of Isaacs, J. :-

"Section 40 of the Land Tax AsEessment Act 1910-1926 creates thr$le
presumptions of law, all designed to reduce legal artificialities to terms of business
realities. But they cannot he carried further than the Legislature has stated them.
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"The first is a substantive presumption creating liability to aggregation where
there is technically separate but really united o\vnership. It is contained in sub-section
(1.), and by it two or more companies are deemed to be one for the purposes of taxation.
The condition is that the several companies conslSt substantially of the sarue
shareholders. That condition in itself is merely as to personnel, and is a pure question
of fact. It is irrespective o.f the interests held by the corre3ponding shareholders.
Evasion, however, would be simple if the legislation stopped there, A comparatively
few shareholders in· each compan.y might hold practically all the inte,'ests in both.
"Sub-section (2.) then adds a second presumption of an evidentiary character,
making a certain quantum of interest conclusive of .Identity of personl1e1 in two
companies. It says: 'if not less than three-foUl'ths of the paid-up capital of each of
them is held by or on behalf of shareholders.of the other.' 'fhe word' sharehold.ers ' is
indefinite as to number. The necessary quantum of interestin company Amay be held by one
or more shareholders in company B, anclin either case, so far as company B is concerned,
the. presumption is satisfied. If, conversely, the same fact can be proved as to. the
interest in company B being held by shareholders in company A,. the presumption is
cornpletely satisfred,and then sub-section (1.) operates,hecause thestatuGoTy evidenee exists.
"But it may be that the shareholders of company B who Own the controlling
interests in company A neither register their own names nor those of any nominees,
but procure company B itself to be registered as the shareholder. In that event, evasion
is further prevented by the third presumption. It is 'interpretative merely. It is as
if it said" , shareholders' shall include the company of which they are shareholders."
The shares in company A which are held by company B are deemed to be held by
'shareholders' of the latter company. It does not go further."
1369. The High Court held that intJ1is ca..sethe Sectioncoulg notbeappJied because
it could not be sho·wn thatshates representing not less. than three-fourths of the paid-up capital
of each of thc,')e companies were held by or on. behalf ofshareholders of the other,.
1370.• The. effect of this decision is that the landed interests of holclingand subsidiaty
companies cannot be aggregated for the purposes of the Section, where thesubsidial'y eompany
holds less than the statutory proportion of the shares of the holding company, although the
holding eompany may hold all the shares of the subsidiary. In practice a subsidiary company
rarely holds any shares in the holding company. '1'he amount of Revenue lost is not very
considerable, because under Section 39 of the Act a holding coxnpany may be assessed as
a secondary taxpayer. But if that Section be amended, as we uggest, by exempting shareholders
in public companies iTom their liability to pay tax as secondary taxpayers in respect of their
interests in the land of the company, this would no longer be possible, for under the definition
proposed the subsidiary of a public company would itself be a public company. In that event
the holding company could not be assessed as a secondary taxpayer in respect of its interests
in the land of the subsidiary, nor could the landed interests of the holding and subsidiary
companies be aggregated. If, therefore, it be possible to avoid aggregation by the creation of
a subsidiary company or companies which hold either no 8hare3 or less than the statutory
proportion of shares in the holding company, a simple means of avoidance is provided, and we
think it was not the intention of the Legislature that the landed interests of companies so related
should not be aggregated for the purposes of Land Tax.

1371. In our opinion the test should be based not on a specified proportion of the paid-up
capital, but on the general consideration of control. Therefore, we recommend that for the pUrJlOses
of the Act the landed interests of all companies, whether public or private, which are controlled
by or on behalf 01 the same individuals should be aggregated. The test should be that which is
applied for the purposes of Commonwealth Income Tax in sub-section (2.) (o) of Section 31A, namely,
that a company shall be deemed to be under the control of any persons where the major portion
of the voting power or the majority of the shares is held hy those persons or is held by those persons
and nominees of those persons 01' where the control is, by any other means whatever, in the hands
of those persons, with a furthe," provision that whm'e a company holds shal'es in another company
those shares and the voting power attaching to them shall be deemed fol' the purposes of the test
to be held by the persnns who control the holding company.
SECTION LXVIII.
MISCELLANEOUS.
EXEMPT BODIES.

1372. An the Governments exempt fIOm tax lands owned by cert.ain bodies, although

there is little similarity between the provisions of the various Acts. W ~ recognize, of course,
that the conditions of exemption are essentiaDy for each Government to declde, and that complete
agreement is neither essential nor even important. There is, however, no reason why some
definite principles should not be formulated in the hope that they may be generally accepted.
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1373, The exemptions of this nature allowed by the Commonwealth are the most liberal,
and it will be of interest to analyse the provisions of I ection 13 of the Commonwealth Act in an
attempt to discern principles. The first qualification is that the land must be owned by or in
trust for an authority, institution 01' society which comes within the designated categ -ry. In
some instances o,;vnetship is sufficient, and no regard is had to the lIse to which the land is put,
as, fo~. example, in the case of land .owned by a State or by a municipal, local or otherpublie
authority of a State, a State Savings Bank, (l. friendly society, trades union, or building society_
In other cases exemption is granted only where the institution carries on a specific activity -as
for a religious, chal'itableor educationalpmpose, or for the purposes of athletic ~,ports or the
holding of agricultural ~hows, the essential test in such cases being that the activity is not carried
on for the pecuniary profit of indi\iduals. In the rem~ining cases exemption depends upon
the condition that the land is used or occupied by a person or society solely as a sitetor the purpose
specified in the sub-section, as, for example, a chu:rch, a minister's residence, public library, and
the like.
1374. In administration certain anomalies arise. The first occurs when an institntion
which has been granted exemption on the grounds of ownership without restriction on the use
to which the land may be put uses its land for purposes whichappear to be at variancewith those
which may be regarded as the normal function of that institution. For example, it may.' have
been the iritentionofthe Legislature to confer exemption upon an institution in respect of lands
owned by it,on the assumption that such lands would be used primarily as sites for builJings
for the I se of members only. But because the Act imposes no restriction upon the use to which
the lands may be put the exemption is aHowed, although it may be questioned whether the
Legislature in ended that such institution~ should be flee from taxation if they enter into ordinary
business competition with people who pay taxes.
1375. The second anomaly occurs where an institution, exern.pt. on the grounds that the
l~nd is u ed and occupied solely as a site for a specific purpo e, is deprived of the exemption if
apurtion vi the land or premises is used for, some other purpose. The revenue derived from
thatuse may be negligible, hut under the present provisions of the Act it is sufficient entirely to
deprive t,he institution of the congession.
. 1376. The effect of the anomalies cited may be contrasted. In the fi.rst place an imtitntion
which may have large funds is exempt even though it uses its lands to compete with taxpayers.
In the second, an institution equally deserving of exemption, but which is not '0 favourably
circmnutanced, is deprived of its conce 'sion merely because it fUlds it neces::;aTy to let a portion .;
of the land or buildings which it occupies.
1377. The s}'mmetry of Section 13 of the Commonwealth Act appears to have been
disturbed by the insertion of amendments which for the sake of clarity might have been grouped
in such a manner as to follow the clauses to which they more prope:dy relate. The, ection Ituflht,
with advantage, be re-drafted and clarified, and in the course of so doing an atteillpt shoulcf be
made to anive at certain basieprinciples. We do not conceive it to be OUl' duty to recommend

eitllm' an extension ai' a restriction of the eXem\ltions at 111'CSf:nt allowed, but e sugg s~ that if it
be thought desirable to limit tile exemption no\'l granted to institutions which use their lands in
competition with other taxpayers, consideration might be given to til() Ilroviso to SUb-section (3,) of
Section 9 of the Land Tax Act 1928 (Victoria) which 11I'ovides that land vested in certain
institution shall be deemed to be taxable while the same is leased or occupied for any private IIUl'pose
by any pel'son 01' cOrt1oration other' than the persons or corporations silecified in the Seotion We
think, however, that the Act should be amended to remove the second anomaly to which we have
referred, and we recommend that the limitation now contained ill Section 13 which requires that
the land shall be used and occupied solely as a site for the purpose specified in the Section be modified
to pl'ovide that if a portion of the land or pl'emises in question is used for some other IJUrpose the
exemption be allowed to the extent to which the exempt body ocoupies the site fOl' its own Ilarticu!al'
purposes.

LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIE'rIEs.
1378. Section 41 d the Commonwealth Act ~p:oups under the heading of " Jlutual Life
Assurance Societies" two classes of societie'j which are essentially different, namely, Mutual
Life Assurance, 'ocieties whose profits accrue solely for the benefit of their policy-holders, and
companies, ha.ying a share capital, which are carried on in part for the benefit of shareholders.
1379. \Ye shall fi;r~~ cO,nsider _~lutual L,ife 1 ~ssl~'ance _Soci~hes. 1he S~ction ex~mpt3
land owned by rhese sCJcwhes ,not bemg land or WilleD. the ~0Clety IS mortgagee m possessIOu or
which it has acq llired under or by virtue of n. mortgage). 1 () regard is had to the location of
the policies.
1380. As originally enacted the section pJ:uvided that land owned by a Mutual Life
Ai surance Society should be deemed to be owned by tbe society as trustee for the several
Australian policy-holders as beneficial owners in severalty in proportion to the surrender value
MUTUAL
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of their policie~. Provi"ion "u made for the exemptio! 0 the beneficial i "ei"e::t 0 the policyholder wheTe it did not exeeecl £20. In the First. Aunual Report of the Commis;;:ioner of Land
Tax (1912) it i state that in p:!'ucticc it was lL'lllld th'1t thi,::; lill1itation \ 'oulLl exdude the vast
majority of policy-hGlders 110m consideration as taxpayer;:;. Before a per on would be 'eemed
taxable at an the sun-endel' value of his policy iu one pl'ominent cOlnpallY would. require to be
approximately £2,400, and in addition he \YonlJ require to own bnd of an unimproved value of
at least £4,980. '1'he area of taxation and. tbe prCJspective Revenue being so strictly limited
by these conditions, and the trouble of an-iving at the ,-alne of allY individual interest so grea"b,
the Government decided to eli llinate from the Aut the' proyi ion for taxing land represe lted
by life insurance policic~. An amendment v,'hich gave effect to this decision and brought thi
part of the Section into t e form in whioh it now appears was made in 1911.
1381. Whether Mutual Life Assurance Societies shGD.ld be E:utirely exempt from Land. rfax
is, of course, a matter of policy to be decided by e eh Government. The exemption is aUowed
only by the Commonwealth and not by any of the State ,
1382. A Life AS3urance Company which divide. part of its profits among its shareholders
is in a different position, Where a company is so constituted there appears to be no justification
for exempting that proportion of land "hich represents the landed interests of lts dl111eholders.
This cOIwe:::Jsion is not allowed to the shareholders of otber companie"
It is interesting to note
that the Section as originally enacted pro.,ided that in the case of a ..ociety which has shareholders
who are entitled to receive a share of the profits of the -.ocibty a proportion of the land owned
by the society correspon ing to the ..hare of the profits of the society which the Australian
-policy-holders are entitled to receive should be deemed to be 0'. • ed by tl e society as tr stee
for those pulicy-holders. The effect was to imp05e tax on Austraiian policy-holders, where the
addition of their beneficial interests to their own lands made then liable to pay tax, and to exempt
absentee policy-holders. In the amending Act of 1911 this basis was altered, and exemption
was granted of the proportion of the land owned by the ociety corresponding to the proportion
of the total as&urances of the society whicb is rel)resentecl Y its Au. tralian policies. But inour
opinion the al.Oended basis is not logical, for it will, we think, be apparent that the proportion
of the Australian policies to the tota.l policies cn.n have no relat,ion to the tespective landed interests
of the policy-holders and dJareholders. We can ..:ee no reason why a uompally which can-ies
on its business in the interests of its shareholders should be exempt merely because the whole
or part of its business is transacted with Australial pulicy-holder~.
1383. It appears to liS that the exemption allowed to campania of this type should

be limited. Ths prohlem is to determine an equitable melhod of ailocatil 9 the landed interests
of the company between its policy-holdel's and it::; sharliholders, An allocation eitheJ' by rafel'ence
to the amount, 01' the share, of 'ihe profits which the poiicy-holders arc entitled to receive cannot
be regarded as satisfactory, for it breaks down Nhen no profits are earl ed, It would appe r more
logical to make tha allocation on the basis of the funds of 1I e company whiGh bolong to, or are
set aside for the benefit of, the policy-holders and the shareholtl"rs, I'cspec ivcly. Then, if it is
desired to allow exemption only in I'espect of the interest of Australian Ilolicy-holdcrs, the amount
ascertained by the application of the formuia as J'epres nting the landed intere[Jts of the policy-holders
should again be allocated to ascertain the proportion attributable to the Australian and ex-Australian
policy-holders, respectively. The eXllression "policy-holders should be consti'ued to mean
life assul'ance policy-holders only.
1384. Consideration might also be given to the extent to which exemption should be allowed
either to Mutual Life Assurance Societies, or to Life Assurance Companies, who derive rents from
exempt Ilroperty in competition with land-owners who < re subject to tax, A number ot witnesses
II

expressed the opinion that the exemption gr'anted to Life As urance ocieties or Companies
should be limited to the properties they use fOl the purposes of their own busine.:s, and that they
should pay Land Tax on so much of the land as is represented by the proportion of space let to
the general public in competition with taxpayers. It is unliecessary to refer further to this aspect,
\';lich has been generaliy discussed in paragraph 1377 in so far as it relates to other exempt bodies.
ANNUITIES AND PRIOR CHARGES OI

LAND.

1385, Cases arise where land is subject to am uity or other prior ell rges wllich may
absorb most, and in some cases aU, of the income from the land. Where annuicy charges 'ere
created prior to the 1st July, 1910, the 'mmonwealth Act follO\ys as a ctedll(;tion from the
unimprov d value of the land a sum which bears the same pruportioll to the capital 'alue o. the
annuity as the unimproved value of the la d bears to its il1lpruve value. But if they were created
after the date stated no such deduction is allO'ved, and a nu bel' of witne:i3es a~keJ that the
Act should be amended to allow the same deduction in Tespect of charges since created.
1386. It may be argued that if the concession were aHowed to a beneficid.ry who acqlllres
land in these cU'clUnstances it would be uiffiCt:Lt to retlliie a sirmlar concession to a mortgagor
or a purchaser on time payment. A distinction may fairly be draw between these cases.
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The beneficiary does not a.cquire the Jand by his own volition. But a legal ,owner who encumbers;
his land, or a purchaser on time payment, act3 voluntarily and with fulllmowledge of the provisions'
of the Land Tax Assessment Act.

1387. It is difficult to suggest an amandm~nt which might safely be made without facilitating.
the avoidance of Land Tax by the creation of annuities and charges which would "educe lhe axablc';
interest of the maker. The only sU{Jgestion which we al'e aU\ll to make is that the Board constituted '.
under Section G6 of the Ac to consider cases of seriolls hardship should be specifically em!lowered
to grant reiief to beneficial'ies under trustswhioh thay h3ve not created, if it can be shown thaL
their interests am seriously encumberad by such charges.
VE

DOR AND PURCHASER.

1388. Under Section 37 of the Commonwealth Act the vendor remains liable fur tax until
possession of the land has been delivered to the purchaser and at least 15 per cent. of the purchase

money has beflll paid. The Section provides, however, thiJ,tthe Commissioner may exe~npt
the seller if he is :.atisfied that the agreement for sale has been made in good faith, and net for
the purpose of evading the payment of Land 'fax, and that the agreement is still in force. We
are informed that when these conditions are complied with the Commissioner is bound to release
the vendor evell where he remains in possession of the land.
1389. In our opinion the vendor should continue to be liable to pay tax on the land while

he remains in possos:lion and in enjoyment of the rents and profits, notWithstanding that any of
the other conditions required by this Section have been comil1ied with.
1390. '1'1e provisions of the Acts of VictoTia and Queensland resemble those of the
Commonwealth Act. The provisions of the Acts of the other States vary, and in some cases
appear, to be inadequate to meet abnormal conditions such as ,those arising as t~~ res~ltoLthe
ecouotnic depression. < We suggest, therefore, that tl1ese States shouldcol1sidel' fha advisability

of adopting provisions based on those of the Comroonwealth Act as amended in accordanoe with
our suggestion.
•
MORTGAGEE IN POSSESSION.

1391. Under the Commonwealth Act a mortgagee who has entel"ed into possession does
not become assessable lwtil he has been in possession for three years.
1392. Some witnesses suggested that land held by a mortgagee in pos~,ession shc.uld not
be aggregated, for the purposes of Commonwealth Land Tax, with other lands owned by the
mortgagee. We ale unable to recommend the adoption of this suggestion. The mortgagee
in possession is ali owed three years withi1 which to dispose of the property, and during this
period it is not aggregated with his other landed interests. If he chooses to retain it for a longer
period there Joes not appear to be any good reason why he should not thereafter be liable to
assessment. Where, however, by reason of the operation of moratorium or emergency legislation,

the mortgagee's power of sale or right to foreclose is held in obeyance, we recommend that the
mortgaged land sholld not he aggregated with his own land until a reasonable timc after he
acquires the power of sale or right of foreclosure.
1393. Under all the State Acts, except that of South Australia, a mortgagee becomes
liable to pay tax as Boon as he enters into pos.,ession, no period of grace being allowed as in the
case of the Commonwealth. In South Australia tax is levied on the owner of the Jand, a term
which by definition does not include a mortgagee. In Queensland and Tasmania, where tax is
imposed at a graduat.ed rate, the tax payable by the mortgagee in possession is also mcreased
by the aO'gregation of the mortgaged property with his other interests as in the case of the
Commom~ealth. In the remaining States, where tax is imposed at a ftat rate, the mortgagee in
pos e sian is not prejudiced by the aggregation of the mortgaged property with his other holdings.
This, however, does not apply in South Australia where no tax is levied on a mortgagee.
THE

STATUTORY

EXEMPTION.

1394. The statutory exemption to be allowed is, of course, a matter for each Government

to dee-ide, hut we have previousiy shown that it materially affects the scheme of any Land Tax
Act. In South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania no statutory exemption is allowed,
either to residents or absentees. In the other States a small exemption is allowed, except in
Queensland where absentees are taxed without deduction. Under the Commonwealth Act
absentee individual owners of land are not allowed any exemption.
,
1395. Most of the evidence we received on this point was directed towards revision of
the exemption allowed under the Commonwealth Act. Some witnesses suggested that it be
increased in cases where the land is used for grazing, fanning or factory purposes; others, that
it should be reduced to a comparatively low amount, in conjunction witlt an alteration in rate.
But neither of these c;ouro,es c:ould be adopted without materially affecting the structure of the
Commonwealth Act and the incidence of tax, and we do not propose to discuss them.
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ADDE~TJ)UM

TO REPORT ON INCOME TAX.

INCOME TAX BOARD OF REVIEW.

1399. In paragraph 942 of our Third Report we quoted figures purporting to show the
number of cases decided by this Board during the years ended the 30th June, 1931 and 1932
respectively. The Chairman of the Board has pointed out that such comment may convey a
wrong impression as to the actual work done by the Board, and has supplied us with the
information and explanation contained in the following extract from his letter :" I am taking the opportunity of summarizing the work performed by the Board
for the years 1931 to 1933, inclusive.
Number of 1'equests for reference to Board-vide Annual Reports of Commissioner of
Taxation:
Year ended 30th June, 1931- 73.
Year ended 30th June, 1932-105.
Year ended 30th June, 1933--Not known, but references actually received by
Board-75.
Number of cases decided or dealt with by the Board:
Year ended
80th lun•.

Cas.. decided

1931

40

1932
1933

60
62

C.... withdrawn or
• Uowed after hearlng
commenced.

7
13
16

c. withdrawn or
aUo d alter being
aet dOWD for hearlng.

4
6
9

Tol&l dealt with.

51
79
87

"The figures taken from the Commissioner's Annual Reports relate only to
cases decided during the year of receipt. It will be readily understood, however, that
it is not possible to hear all references during the year in which they are received. In
some of the cases-not infrequently after considerable time has been spent in taking
evidence, &c.-adjournments are granted, generally at the request of the taxpayer.
Occasionally, following suggestions by the Board, a conference is held and a mutual
agreement arrived at between the taxpayer and the Commissioner, resulting in a
settlement which involves a withdrawal of the reference.
F.3979.-6
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"Frequently a taxpayer lodges objections to assessments for more than one
year, and there have been single references to the Board covering up to eight years.
It is moreover common for objections to be based on a number of distinct grounds;
but a reference covering several years and distinct grol111ds of objection is counted as
only one case in the figures quoted herein.
" Apart from the work of dealing with objections to assessments, the member8
of the Board are called upon to inquire into and l:eport upon applications for relie~.!
submitted under Section !15 of the Income Tax Assessment Act and Section 66 of the'~,
Land Tax .A.ssessment,Act;'The ntlmb,er of such ~pplications ref~rred to the Board]
was 58 in 1931, 73 in 1932, 86 in 1933 and from the 1st January, 1934, to date, 87.":
'J'HE FORM OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS (INCOME

TAx).

1400. Upon the completion of those parts of our Report dealing with the subject of Income',

Tax we prepared in the formofa EUl ase~of draft, c1ausesframedto give effect to OUf',
recommendations. For the sake of uniformity it is very desirable that where in respect of any (
subject matter the Commonwealth and States or any of them apply the same principle of law'
it should be expressed in the same words, and the draft was designed to provide model clauses::
which might be generally adopted with this object. The draft was submitted for consideration:
to a conference of CommDllwealth and State Commissioners of Taxation which Bat in Canberral
and Melbourne in May and June, 1934, at wh,ich the members, of this Commission were privileged:
to be present. As a result of the very full discussion that then took place. a number of
amendments were made in the draft; and we now submit it in its amended form in the hope
that in an cases where the;re is agTeement upon anys11bstantiveprovisionsto be included in
the several Acts, the model clauses will be found to supply an acceptable formula for their uniform'
expression.
.
" 1401. It is OUI' pleasing duty to acknowledge the very great help we have receiveq from the
twogentlemeh who 11ave been illtimatelyassociated withus throughout the whole COllrSe of the,
operations of the Commission, Mr. J. A. Neale, the secretary, and Mr. E. D. Roper of the New'
South Wales bar, who was appointed to assist the Commission. We have already in an earlier \
report expressed our appreciation of ~Ir.Neale's services, and itisunnecessary to repeat here'
what we then said. Mr. Roper has given us invaluable assistanc-e in the consideration and
£raring of our Reports, in dealing with the many constitutional and other legal problems that
pr.esented themselves, and in the drafting of the model Bill, which is the culmination of these
Reports which deal with the subject of Income Tax. Our special thanks are due to Mr. L. S.
Jackson, Acting Commissioner of Taxation, who in the absence of Mr. Ewing, due to his
unfortunate illness, has placed the resources of the Department and his own wide
experience freely at our disposal, and has left undone nothing that could make our task
easier. We desire also to make grateful acknowledgment of the generous co-operatibIl
that has been extended to us by the Federal Deputy Commission ers and the State Commissioners
of Taxes throughout the Commonwealth, and by the senior members of their staffs. It would
be impossibie for us to over-rate the value of their practical asFistance and helpful advice and
criticism.
The presentation of this Report completes the discharge of the duty assigned to
the Commission which we had the honour to receive from Your EXl'ellency.

U8

under

DAVID G. FERGUSON (Chairman).
EDWIN V. NIXON.

J. A. NEALE (Secretary),
Melbourne, 19th October, 1934.
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APPENDIX 8.
(SEE PARAGRAPH 1318).
EXTRACTS FROM MEMORANDUM EXPLAINING THE OPERA'fION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE
VALUER-GENERAL, NEW SOUTH WALES.
The Department of the Valuer-General was inaugilIated in 1917 when, following a .Conference of the. Premiers
of Australia, at which a Resolution was adopted that each State should establish a Bureau of Valuations, the necessary
legislation was passed and the Valuation of Land Act No. 2 1916 (N.S.W.) became law. The particular title adopted
for this office was chosen by the Honorable Arthur Griffith, then Minister for Public \Vorks,in order more easily to
distinguish it from other Departments bearing somewhat similar names, such as the Tourist Bureau, SLITveyor'Genera.l's
Office, Registrar-General's Department, &c..
In 1916, attached to the Department of Public Works, there was a small branch carrying on generalvalur.tion
work for the various Govemment Depa-rtmenw under the dir:ection of the Government Land Vf;,!ueL In New South
Wales th~re was, and i8, no La.nd .Ta,;: in general operation as existed in all the other· Australian States where, in
addition to LocalGovernment rates, there is both a Federal and a State Tax upon the unimproved capitr.l.! value. The
Land 'fax formerly in force in New South Walespracti()ally ceasedwith the inception of Local Government in 1906
when most of the settled areas were div~ded into the present shires upon much the same basis as the slllall urban
municipalities; the only part remaining subject to the Land Tax being the Western Division-mostly a sparsely
settled area wherein there l1re no contributions otherwise for rating purposes, lind but little for taxa.tion-most of
the holders being exempted by reason of the easy terms of the enactment. 'l'he Western Division valuations have
not been revised for some years Hcept in special cases.
At the commencement the new Valuation Act was pla.ced under the control of the then Government Land
Valuer, :rtrr. E. J. Sievers, who was a.ppointed Valuer-General and he, with his staff of fourteen officers (until then
engaged on resumption work principally) commenced the huge task of recording what was then estimated at from
one toone and .a.1J.itlf millions of valuations... For 1918 the first list of 6,400 valua.tions was issued to the Municipality
of Manly. In the next year four districts had been completed, and in the years next following 9, 18, 36, 56,71, 81,
92, 105, 119, 135, 144, 153, 157 and 162 at the end oithe last financial year were completed.
'
In the.whcileState there a.re about320 municipalities and shi~es-each a valua.tion distri()t-so that at this
date'rather more than one-half has been completed, and a total of787,000'valuations approximately, has been
recorded.
The staff employed has incr~ased from fourteen males to 77 m~les and about 56 .females, of which 36 are field
officers.
Asa basis for t.h~ work of the Department's field officers 1,he practice is to obtain from the books of the local
authorities a copy of the entries relating to lands and valua.tions. '[,hese are entered into the field book~ and the
Department's officers then inspect and report upon every property ill the district revising, u,ud, where necessary
correcting . the entries as. obtained from the •local authorities' booh. These are theu referred to the Department's
clerical staff iuthe Registrar's Branch, checked with the maps and other data available in the Head Office of the
Department and eventually recorded in the Roll.
The revenue from zero in 1917 has increased to about £42,400 per annum, whilst the total expenditure from
£10,000 per annum for the re3umption bmnch alone has increased to about £46,600-the deficiency between receipts
a.nd expenditure covering the cost of all land resumptions aud deahnga on behalf of other Government Departments
and from which either no revenue at only partial pa.yment is received. 'fhe revenue is based on the charge of six pence
(6d.) per annum for all valuations supplied to Water Boards and Municipal Councils to whom Valuation Lists are
supplied.
A new list is supplied every three years-supplementary lists recording changes of various descriptions are
supplied once a quarter during the triennial periods.
The charge for the shires is somewhat greater per valuation than the charge to the municipalities having in
view the larger areas embrcaced, and it is more a matter of arrangement with the Shire authorities based on the cost
of the work and the amount of upkeep involved. This position was brought about by an amending clause in the
Local Government Act, which gives the Shire Councils the option of employing their own valuer or accepting the
Valuer-General's list and making payment for the same. The Municipalities have no such option and there are more
requests from these authorities than can be coped with. The choice of valuers being with the Shire Councils, it is
necessary for the Department to be able to show them that it can do the valuation work both cheaper and better t-han
it can be done otherwise. The ability to do this will be realized when it is recognized that in place of a new man
breaking ground new to him at each period, the Department, having made good records, has only to keep them
up to date, and in accordance with the changes in values.
The City of Sydney, some 40,000 valuations, has not yet been undertaken since it presents some difficulties
and will require a special staff. Preparations are in hand, however, 90 that at an early date that wo,k can be put
in hand. The early operations of the Department covered all the suburbs of Sydney and Newcastle.
In some isolated districts where expert valuers could not be obtained by the local authorities urgent calls for
assistance were received, and in many instances the work has been completed, although as a general rule the expansion
of the work has followed a radial method from a few centres.
Among the Municipalities, apart from the question of the occasional errors that unf rtunately will occur
though zealously guarded against, there is a general appreciation of the work from the local Councils. In the Shires
and outlying districts the local prejudices are more difficult to combat, but e.!l.ch year a few more Shires ask to be
supplied with the Department's values.
The principle followed in the choice of valuers is generally that of a person with local knowledge to carry out
the work under contract, assisted or followed by an officer of the Department to see that the proper methods are
followed as laid down by the Valuation Court. The valuers are chosen from amongst those who have ha.d previous
practical experience as valuers for Local Government purposes or in real estate agency work, or who have been trained
from the Department's own staff.
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The contracts are usually based upon remuneration for the valuer's services upon an estimated time basis, at
about £600 per annum. The maximum rate of progress for a valuer is 100 per diem for small suburban tenements
mixed with vacant lots, reducing in number according to the increase in size; in rural districts six (6) per c!iem of
small farms under 100 acres. In thickly settled suburban districts where revaluation and upkeep are only necessary
an e'fficient officer can maintain 50,000 valuations, probably eight (8) separate municipalities or districts, In the
more scattered parts these officers are provided with an allowance to cover motor transport.
After valuation a copy of the entTies recorded on, the Department's Roll for the respective districts is issued
to the Council of the local Municipality or Shire and another copy to the Water and Sewerage Board operating in
such district, while a Notice of Valuation is issued to eachlaudholder in such districts, who, if he is not satisfied, may
lodge an objection. All objections to valuations by eieher land-olvners or Councils of Municipalities or Shires
are made directly to the Department which investigates the representations so submitted and then communicates
the ~ecisionthereon to the objector. In practice it is found that this practiC3.1 dealing with the matter disposes of
the very large majority of the objections, only a very small percentage becoming appeals whkha.re referred to the
Land and Valuation Court for determination. The valuations of a district having been recorded on the Roll it is the
duty of the valuing officer stationed, in such district to keep such valua.tions up-to-date, a.ltering them where
circumstances warrant it. Considerable alteration is also occasioned by land transactions froIlltiIlle to time, such
as the subdivisionofa large block into allotments' or the disposal of portion only of an allotment. This is ~nown
as upkeep work a,nd entails constant watchfulness on the part of both the, valuing staff and the clerical. officers. At
least once in every three years a fresh copy of the entries in the Valuation Roll is fumished to the appropriate Shire
or Municipal Council but, in the intervening years', the original list, as modified by the supplementary lists containing
the alterations above referred to, constitutes its valuation book.
In addition to the work of valuing lands in certain new dbtricts each year, the vaillations alrea.dy made must
be kept IlP to date and revised at least triennially. This revision (due to subdivisions, sales and other transactions
represents a large and ever-increasing work, and largely auguments the numbers and amounts .of the valuations in
each district. This is particularly so in those distriCts where there is marked development-a remark which applies
to practically every district in the metr9politan suburban area.
Thus, ill say the twelfth year of the Depa.rtment's operations, not only have the lands in certain new districts
to be valued hut those in the districts valued in the third, sixth and ninth yeins to be revalued. In other words, in
addition to 16 new districts valued that year 32 districts have to be revalued. Every district a.dded to the list thus
constitutes a liability which recurs triennially.
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